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Abstract

This thesis presents work relating to the measurement of the nonlinear acous-

toelastic response of several materials with respect to microstructure and fatigue

life. The nonlinear acoustoelastic response measures the acoustoelastic coefficient

of a material. During normal usage components are subject to stresses that while

not sufficient to cause fracture cause fatigue, gradually weakening the component.

Linear ultrasonic methods have been shown to be poor at detecting fatigue. How-

ever, there is evidence that the accumulation of fatigue damage gives the material a

nonlinear elastic response that can be probed by ultrasound. A potential technique

to monitor fatigue is produced by monitoring changes in the response of nonlinear

ultrasonic techniques.

Several methods of detecting material nonlinearity using acoustic waves have

been proposed. In this thesis a system using the collinear mixing of ultrasonic waves

is developed. By measuring the velocity change of a probe wave due to the induced

stress from a pump wave, a measure of the nonlinearity is obtained. By using laser

ultrasound techniques we gain the benefits of high spatial and temporal resolution.

This is important when investigating the nonlinear response of a material as there

is evidence that the microstructure affects the nonlinear response of a material.

Single point measurements of the acoustoelastic coefficient are taken. In poly-

crystalline materials the measurement is found to vary with location. A technique

is developed to measure the spatial variation of the acoustoelastic coefficient. A

relationship between the acoustoelastic coefficient of a material and the under-

lying microstructure is found. The technique to monitor the spatial variation of

the acoustoelastic coefficient is used to monitor the change in samples as they

are fatigued. The acoustoelastic coefficient is found to change with fatigue by a

larger proportion (9-30%) than linear velocity measurements (0.5-0.6%). Spatial

variation of the acoustoelastic coefficient indicated a complex relationship between

fatigue and the acoustoelastic coefficient of a material. The implications and fur-

ther work required from the observed changes in the acoustoelastic coefficient with

microstructure and fatigue are discussed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Thesis aims and overview

This thesis presents work relating to the measurement of the nonlinear response

of several materials with respect to microstructure and fatigue. The aims of the

work presented in this thesis are:

• Develop an instrument and procedure for the monitoring of the nonlinear

ultrasonic response of a material.

• Develop a technique to image the nonlinear ultrasonic response over the

surface of a material.

• Investigate the effects of microstructure and fatigue on the nonlinear ultra-

sonic response of aerospace materials.

During normal usage components are subject to stresses that while not sufficient

to cause fracture cause fatigue, gradually weakening the component. The failure

of safety critical components due to fatigue has caused large scale loss of life and
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

incurred great costs. This highlights the importance of being able to monitor the

progression of fatigue.

Ultrasound is a powerful tool used to probe material properties and is of interest

for monitoring fatigue. There is evidence that fatigue causes changes in the third

and higher order elastic constants of a material. The third-order elastic constants

and the impact of fatigue are discussed in section 2. Nonlinear ultrasonic techniques

are sensitive to the third and higher-order elastic constants. By monitoring the

nonlinear response of a material, theoretically a measure of the fatigue can be

made. Linear ultrasonic techniques have been found to be less sensitive [1–3] to

the fatiguing process. A brief overview of both linear and nonlinear ultrasonics is

given in chapter 2. In the literature a range of nonlinear ultrasonic techniques are

discussed.

The purpose of the work conducted in this thesis is to investigate the sensitivity

of a nonlinear ultrasonic technique to the fatigue process. Initially the focus of this

work was to develop an industrially relevant technique. However it was found that

the microstructure also affects both the nonlinear response and the fatigue process.

This broadens the work carried out to a material science oriented investigation of

the change in the nonlinear response with fatigue and microstructure. The effect of

the microstructure on the nonlinear response is investigated. To assess the impact

of fatigue, the spatial variation of the nonlinear response due to microstrucutre is

monitored over several fatigue levels.

Prior to this work, Ian Collison at the University of Nottingham [4] developed a

nonlinear measurement technique using an optical ultrasonic system, different from

the one developed in this work. The system he built was capable of making single

point nonlinear measurements. A single measurement took 40 minutes or more.

Measurements were conducted on two materials, aluminium and fused silica. Two
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different grades of aluminium were investigated (2024 and 6061). The focus of this

work is the further development of the technique developed previously, resulting

in a new system being produced. The measurement parameter is developed to be

consistent with the literature. Some of the single point acoustoelastic coefficient

measurements conducted by Ian are repeated in this work to calibrate the new

system. The uncertainties and errors in the new system are established. The tech-

nique has been significantly increased in speed to allow imaging, it is now 60 times

faster. The imaging technique is used to investigate the effect of microstucture and

fatigue on the acoustoelastic coefficient.

The technique developed in this work measures the nonlinear acoustoelastic

interaction between two co-propagating surface acoustic waves (SAWs). The in-

teraction takes the form of a velocity shift in a high frequency probe wave (38–67

MHz dependent on material) due to the induced stress caused by the propaga-

tion of a low frequency pump wave (0.5–2.25 MHz). The stress dependence of the

acoustic wave velocity is known as the acoustoelastic effect. By measuring the

acoustoelastic effect, the acoustoelastic response of a material can be found. The

acoustoelastic response of the material can be quantified in terms of the acous-

toelastic coefficient for Rayleigh waves, AR. By altering the temporal interaction

point of the pump and probe waves, a range of stress levels are experienced by

the probe wave. In chapter 4 this procedure is outlined, and the measurement

uncertainty is determined.

Laser ultrasonic techniques are used to generate the probe wave and to detect

both the pump and probe waves, a brief description of the principles of the gen-

eration and detection of ultrasonics is given in chapter 2. Imaging is made easier

by using these techniques as they are non-contact so moving over the sample is

simpler. Using laser ultrasound also gives the advantage of having a high spa-
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tial resolution compared to contact methods. Laser ultrasonics does not require

a coupling medium. It is beneficial to not use a coupling medium, as they can

introduce additional nonlinear effects into measurements. A description of the

instrumentation is given in chapter 3.

By capturing the data efficiently and reducing the number of interactions be-

tween the SAWs, the amount of time each measurement takes can be minimised.

Reducing the amount of time each acoustoelastic measurement takes allows for

the imaging of the spatial variation of the acoustoelastic coefficient of the mate-

rial. The instrumentation and procedure to do this were developed side by side;

for clarity they are discussed in separate chapters (3 and 4 respectively). The

ability to image the variation in the acoustoelastic coefficient allows comparison

between the variation in the acoustoelastic coefficient due to microstrucutre and

that caused by fatigue. The experimental method developed to do this is discussed

in chapter 4. Experimental results relating the microstructure and the fatigue life

to the acoustoelastic coefficient are presented in chapter 5.

Fused silica was initially used, due to its isotropic nature and large acoustoe-

lastic response, as a test sample to make measurements. Aluminium and titanium

were subsequently used to investigate the relationship between fatigue and the

acoustoelastic coefficient, due to their industrial relevance.

Finally chapter 6 discusses the issues derived from this work and the further

work to be investigated. Chapter 7 summarises the work completed in this thesis.

1.2 Chapter summary

The following is a description of each chapter:

• Chapter 1 contains a brief introduction to the work carried out in this thesis
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before outlining the structure of the thesis.

• Chapter 2 contains a review of the background information relevant to the

work carried out in this thesis. This includes a review of fatigue, microstruc-

ture, the elastic constants and non-destructive testing techniques. Ultrasonic

techniques are specifically focused upon, including linear and nonlinear tech-

niques. A review of ultrasonic generation and detection techniques concludes

the chapter.

• Chapter 3 discusses the instrumentation developed to take an acoustoelastic

measurement on a material. This includes a laser ultrasonic system to gen-

erate the probe wave and to detect both the pump and probe waves. This

instrumentation was developed in parallel with the experimental methods

developed in chapter 4.

• Chapter 4 explores the experimental method developed to monitor the acous-

toelastic coefficient for Rayleigh waves (AR). This chapter discusses the mea-

surements recorded, the uncertainty in each of these and how these are used

to make the acoustoelastic measurement. The optimal configuration of the

experiment to reduce the measurement uncertainty is discussed. A technique

is developed to monitor the spatial variation of AR. Finally the design and

fatigue schedule of the samples is described.

• Chapter 5 presents the experimental results generated using the system de-

veloped in the previous chapters. Initially single point measurements are

made on different materials and are compared to static strain acoustoelastic

measurements. AR is recorded as varying spatially. The effect of the mi-

crostructure on AR is investigated. The spatial variation of the AR is mon-

itored over a range of fatigue levels for two industrially relevant materials,
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aluminium and titanium. The data collected is analysed. The implications

of the results are discussed.

• Chapter 6 discusses potential further work to investigate the implications of

the results discussed in chapter 5.

• Chapter 7 Concludes the thesis.

1.3 Summary

The motivation behind this work was initially to develop an industrially relevant

method for the monitoring of fatigue damage using nonlinear ultrasonics. The

scope of the work broadened with the investigation of the effects of microstrucutre,

as well as fatigue, on the nonlinear ultrasonic measurement. This thesis presents

the development of a nonlinear ultrasonic technique that uses laser ultrasound

techniques. The experiment monitors the change in velocity caused by an applied

stress. The gradient of the velocity-stress curve is a measure of the acoustoelastic

coefficient of the material. By taking multiple measurements over a sample sur-

face the spatial variation of the acoustoelastic coefficient with microstructure and

fatigue can be mapped.

The work presented in this thesis is novel as it demonstrates a new imaging

technique that allows the imaging of the acoustoelastic coefficient (AR) of a ma-

terial. The effect of the microstructure of the sample on AR is investigated. This

imaging technique is used to monitor changes in AR of a material over several

stages of its fatigue life.



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Introduction

This chapter starts with a general review of fatigue. The purpose is to highlight

the importance of fatigue and the need to be able to monitor it. Two important

material properties are discussed in this chapter, microstructure and the elastic

constants, as they impact the formation and potential detection of fatigue.

A variety of techniques to probe material properties have been developed, some

are more suited to potentially monitoring fatigue than others, these techniques

are discussed. Of all these techniques, ultrasonics show the most potential as an

industrially relevant, in situ, method of detecting fatigue. The sub-group of linear

ultrasonics has been reported to be relatively insensitive to the fatigue process [5–9].

Nonlinear ultrasonic techniques have been shown by various workers [2,3,5,6,10–23]

to be highly sensitive to the fatigue process. A full overview is given for these

techniques along with the technique developed in this work. Finally a range of

practical methods for generating and detecting ultrasound is outlined.

7



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 8

2.1.1 Fatigue

During normal usage components are subject to stresses that while not sufficient

to cause fracture produce fatigue. Fatigue is defined as [24]:

“the modification of the properties of materials due to the application

of stress cycles whose repetition can lead to fracture.”

During the process of fatigue micro-damage is formed. Eventually the micro-

damage coalesces into macro-cracks [10], severely weakening the structural integrity

of a component and finally causing mechanical failure.

From the beginning of the industrial revolution to the modern day a range of

accidents have been attributed to mechanical failure due to the fatigue process.

One of the earliest recorded instances of fatalities caused by fatigue damage was in

1842 when a train axle ruptured causing the death of 60 people in Versailles [24].

As early as 1838 the importance of microstructure on the fatigue process was

understood. A thorough review of the history of fatigue is given by Schütz [25].

In recent history one of the most famous tragedies attributed to the fatigue

process was the crash of two de Havilland DH 106 Comets in 1953 and 1954. Not

only were these two incidents highly costly in terms of human life (78 people died

[26]), but also huge economic costs were incurred in establishing the cause of the

tragedies and correcting the defects [27]. As recently as 2006 a Boeing 767 had one

of its engines suffer from an uncontained failure attributed to a fatigue crack [24].

Being able to monitor the accumulation of fatigue damage could potentially save

lives, large sums of money, time, material waste and effort.

The fatigue process is complicated as it varies with type of material and in the

case of metals, alloy type and treatment [28]. The initial phase of fatiguing in all

materials is the formation of micro-defects. Micro-defects will eventually coalesce
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to form the nuclei of macro-cracks. A good review of the process of high cycle

fatigue in face-centred-cubic (FCC) metals with wavy dislocation slip is presented

by Cantrell [10]. Micro-defects are extremely small and as such many techniques

used to investigate materials cannot easily resolve them. Some authors [6, 29, 30]

have shown that in some metals the formation of micro-defects occur close to the

surface. By probing the sample surface a technique that is highly sensitive to the

formation of these micro-defects is produced.

2.1.2 Microstructure

The long range order (>nm) of the atoms, molecules or ions making up a material

is used to define different material formats known as phases. In some materials the

long range order is high, giving them a highly periodic structure; these materials

are known as crystals. Amorphous or non-crystalline materials may have a small

scale regularity in structure but have no long range order. A phase is any part of

a material with a distinct crystalline structure and/or chemical composition. A

single phase polycrystalline material consists of multiple small crystals, known as

grains, which are randomly orientated. The imperfections separating grains are

called grain boundaries [31].

The random arrangement of the grains and phases is known as the microstruc-

ture. The microstructure of a material can strongly influence many of its physical

properties such as strength, toughness, hardness, wear resistance and most impor-

tantly in the case of this work, the formation of fatigue.

Microstructure presents challenges when using material testing techniques. For

instance, in ultrasonic measurements (see section 2.3) the velocity of the wave is re-

lated to the microstructure. This leads to attenuations (scattering) and aberration

(change in direction) of the waves travelling in the material.
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R

Figure 2.1: Diagram of atoms positioned at their energy equilibrium positions
equally spaced apart from each other, forming a lattice. R represents the inter-
atomic spacing

2.1.3 Elastic constants and fatigue

Atoms making up a solid are held in a single position by repulsive (nuclear repulsion

energy) and attractive (Coulombic attraction energy) [32] forces that are in a

balanced state. The inter-atomic potential energy can be expressed as a function

of the inter-atomic spacing [33] R (see figure 2.1). When a particle is moved

away from its equilibrium position the repulsive and attractive forces binding the

molecules in place act to restore it.

This leads to the concept of elasticity where by a material returns to its original

shape after external forces have been applied. The change in shape or position of

the structure is known as the strain (commonly denoted by ε). The external

influence displacing the lattice is known as stress (commonly denoted by σ). The

stress can be related to the strain by means of the elastic stiffness coefficients

(normally denoted by c and also often referred to as the elastic moduli), from

Hooke’s law:

σ = cε (2.1)
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The elastic moduli have the unit of Pascals (Pa). The elastic constants of a

material vary according to the shape of the atomic lattice and with direction within

the lattice. The elastic constants can be used to define the energy due to strain in

a material given by [34]:

E = Ec + gCijεij +
1

2
Cijklεijεkl +

1

3
Cijklmnεijεklεmn + ... (2.2)

where εRY is the strain tensor expressed in terms of components RY with respect to

a standard basis, Ec is the strain energy before any displacement takes place; it can

be assumed that this is zero in most cases. Cij are the elastic moduli that relate

to static non varying strains, these are the first order elastic constants (denoted

from here on as C1), and g is a constant. Cijkl represents the second order elastic

constants which relate to the linear distortion of a material with a varying strain

(denoted from here on as C2), this is expressed as a fourth-rank tensor. There are a

maximum of 81 independent second order elastic constants. Due to conservation of

energy and the symmetry in the structure of some materials, the number of unique

second order elastic constants is often reduced. Cijklmn represents the third-order

elastic constants, denoted from here on as C3. C3 is a sixth-rank tensor, which

has in general, 729 components. The number of independent third-order elastic

constants reduces, dependent on crystal symmetry. The C3 elastic constants are

small compared to the C2 elastic constants.

The effects of the fatigue process on higher order elastic constants

The presence of micro-defects affects the local elastic constants. The mechanism of

the change in higher order elastic constants due to the presence of a micro-defect

is illustrated by considering a single crack. When the crack is forced shut the
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local elastic modulus approaches that of the undamaged material. When the crack

is forced open this reduces the local elastic modulus of the region. This process

is known as clapping. This results in further strain dependence of the elastic

constants, in addition to the existing strain dependence due to the lattice, giving

rise to an increase in the higher order elastic constant. Other types of defects have

a similar effect.

2.2 Non-destructive testing (NDT)

Non-destructive testing (NDT) is a wide collection of techniques which are used

to probe material properties without destroying or damaging the sample. NDT

is also known as non-destructive evaluation (NDE) and non-destructive inspection

(NDI). NDT has a range of applications such as flaw detection, structural assess-

ment, determination of the physical properties of a material and the detection of

foreign bodies [35]. These techniques are particularly important where the cost of

catastrophic failure is too high to be left to chance, such as in the aerospace or

nuclear industries.

The importance of monitoring fatigue has been highlighted in the previous sec-

tion. Various NDT techniques have the potential to monitor fatigue, in this section

these are discussed along with their limitations. In this work an ultrasonic tech-

nique is developed. Due to the depth of description required a review of ultrasonics

is reserved for the next section, though it is an NDT technique.

Techniques such as visual, liquid penetrant, magnetic particle and eddy-current

inspection do not have sufficient resolution to detect the formation of micro-defects

associated with the fatigue process. By the time a macro-crack of sufficient size to

be detected by these techniques has formed the sample can be considered terminally
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damaged.

Below, techniques that have sufficient resolution to detect changes, due to the

fatigue process, are discussed.

2.2.1 Radiographic inspection

Radiographic methods involve investigating materials using high energy electro-

magnetic waves. X-rays or gamma rays are regularly used but some techniques

use neutron radiation due to its low absorption. Because of the radiations shorter

wavelength it interacts differently than normal light with materials. Depending on

the thickness of the sample the radiation can pass straight through some types of

material and not others. These techniques are highly accurate and allow for pre-

cise measurement of material properties. The major drawback of all radiographic

methods is their relative expense.

X-ray diffraction

The X-ray diffraction technique is part of the group of techniques collectively known

as radiographic inspection. As with other waveforms, X-rays demonstrate the

principle of diffraction. The wavelength of X-rays is sufficiently small so that the

atomic lattice that forms a material acts as a diffraction grating. By measuring

the diffraction pattern of the X-rays the orientation of an atomic lattice can be

found (and so crystal orientation in anisotropic materials [36]). When a material

is stressed (which occurs during the process of fatiguing) it affects the atomic

lattice, the localised stress effect is monitored by measuring a change in the X-ray

diffraction pattern in two separate directions [37].
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2.2.2 Electron Microscopes

Electron microscopes use a beam of electrons to illuminate a specimen and produce

a magnified image in a similar way to a conventional optical microscope (electrons

replace the photons). As electrons have a very short wavelength (compared to light)

extremely high resolutions can be achieved. Several different types of electron

microscope exist. Electron microscopes have been used to image micro-defects

caused by fatigue [6, 19,38].

The process of imaging a sample using an electron microscope is non-destructive,

preparing a sample to be analysed is very destructive. The sample has to fit into a

vacuum chamber, so most industrially relevant components have to be cut down.

Producing the required surface finish is also highly destructive. This limits elec-

tron microscopes application as a method of detecting fatigue damage on real world

components.

2.2.3 Positron annihilation spectroscopy

Positron annihilation spectroscopy uses a source to emit positrons into a sample

[39]. The source of positron is either from the decay of a radioactive element or from

the conversion of a high energy gamma-ray. When a positron and electron come

into close proximity they are both annihilated, producing a gamma-ray. Highly

sensitive photo-multipliers are used to detect the gamma-ray. In regions where

defects and voids are present the electron density is low. The amount of time

taken between the emission of a positron and the production of the annihilation

gamma-rays is a function of the electron density of the material. By tracking the

time between generation of a positron and the gamma-rays a measurement of the

dislocation density can be made. Doppler shifts in the annihilation energy have

also been used to gain information about type and number of defects.
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Positron annihilation spectroscopy also requires highly sensitive, expensive in-

strumentation to detect the emission of annihilation gamma-rays. This limits its

practical use.

2.3 Ultrasonic material testing techniques

Ultrasonics are a set of powerful techniques used to assess material properties.

Ultrasonic techniques are investigated in this work due to their potential to produce

a highly sensitive, industrially relevant testing technique for fatigue. In this section

a brief overview of ultrasonics is given. Ultrasonic testing for both linear and

nonlinear techniques is introduced. Finally a description of relevant generation

and detection techniques to produce and monitor ultrasonic waves is given.

An acoustic wave is a waveform created by mechanical displacement of the

particles in a medium. An acoustic or sound wave above the human audible fre-

quency range (20Hz-22kHz dependent on age and hearing impairment) is known

as an ultrasonic wave. The properties of an ultrasonic wave relate to the physical

properties of the material the wave propagates in. Ultrasonic testing (testing using

ultrsasonic waves) is highly sensitive to some changes in the material, in particu-

lar the elastic constants. The exact inspection procedure implemented depends on

the material, geometry, defect size and defect geometry. There are several different

ways in which a ultrasonic wave can propagate in a material, these are known as

wave modes. Acoustic wave modes can be classified into two main groups, that of

bulk waves and guided waves.
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Figure 2.2: Diagram representing the particle displacement with relation to the
direction of propagation of a longitudinal wave (a), a shear wave (b) and a Rayleigh
wave (c)

2.3.1 Bulk waves

Bulk waves propagate internally through a medium, though can be found at the

interface of materials (such as surface skimming longitudinal waves). Bulk waves

are used to assess defects in the bulk of a material such as discontinuities like cracks

and disbonds, along with material properties such as elastic modulus.

Longitudinal (compression) bulk wave

A longitudinal bulk wave is an acoustic wave where the movement of the medium

is in the same direction or opposite to the direction of propagation of the wave (see

figure 2.2a). The medium is compressed and rarefied in the same direction as the

wave is propagating in.

Shear (transverse) bulk wave

A shear wave is an acoustic wave where the movement of the medium is normal

(perpendicular, see figure 2.2b) to the direction of propagation.
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2.3.2 Guided waves

Guided waves relate to waves which propagate solely at the interface between two

materials or at a free surface. The different types of acoustic guided waves include

Rayleigh and Lamb waves.

Rayleigh waves

Rayleigh waves, also known as surface acoustic waves (SAWs), have both longitu-

dinal and shear components, the particle displacement is elliptical in nature (see

figure 2.2c). They propagate on the surface of materials that are much thicker

than a wavelength of the probing acoustic wave. The energy of the wave is mostly

confined in the region between the surface and a depth of one wavelength, decay-

ing exponentially as it goes into the bulk of the material. Particle displacement

is minimal below a depth of two wavelengths, so Rayleigh waves are insensitive to

changes in a material at depths greater than two wavelengths from the surface.

This selectivity allows Rayleigh waves to be used to probe effects that occur on

the surface of a material such as the formation of micro-defects.

Rayleigh waves have been used to study a variety of features such as surface

breaking cracks [40, 41], measuring stress [42–45], assessing surface roughness [46,

47] and imaging the surface structure [48–51]. These waves are non-dispersive so

will propagate with the same velocity independent of frequency. Rayleigh waves

are used in this work because of their ability to probe the surface, where some

authors [6,29,30] report that micro-defects initiate, and their non-dispersive nature,

allowing precise control over the interaction between the waves.
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(B) Symmetric

(A) Anti-Symmetric

Figure 2.3: Diagram respresenting the surface displacement for anti-symmetric (A)
and symmetric (B) lamb waves

Lamb wave

Lamb waves are the principal wave mode in the instance where the thickness of

the material is of the order of 2 wavelengths or less. The energy of the wave

penetrates the entire thickness of the sample causing displacements on both top and

bottom surfaces. Again these waves have both shear and longitudinal components.

Lamb waves are dispersive. There are two main types of mode group for lamb

waves, antisymmetric (figure 2.3 A) and symmetric (figure 2.3 B). Lamb waves can

propagate large distances and so can be used to inspect large structures [52]. Lamb

waves have been used to inspect a range of defects such as delaminations [53, 54]

and cracks [55,56]. The technique developed in this work avoids using Lamb waves

due to their dispersive nature, which would complicate the interaction between the

two waves used as part of the technique.

2.3.3 Linear ultrasonic techniques

Linear ultrasonic techniques assume that the elastic moduli only include those

up to the second order (C2). This assumption is fair as the third and higher

order elastic constants (C3 + ...) are much smaller than the second order (C2)

elastic constants. The comparative sensitivity of linear and nonlinear ultrasonic
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techniques to the fatigue process is initially discussed to explain the rationale

behind the investigation of the sensitivity of the technique developed and described

in this thesis. This section discusses the equations that describe how a linear

ultrasonic wave propagates through a material, so as to highlight the difference

between the linear techniques and the nonlinear techniques discussed later. The

section then goes on to discuss two linear techniques that are of interest due to

their sensitivity to fatigue.

Comparative sensitivity of linear and nonlinear ultrasonic techniques

Various authors [1–3] have highlighted that nonlinear ultrasonic techniques are

more sensitive to the formation of micro-defects caused by fatigue than linear

ultrasonics. In order to detect any change in the linear ultrasonic response due

to the small defects caused by fatigue, the number of defects must be high. By

the time a component reaches this point it is beyond its safe usage life. Interest

has grown in nonlinear techniques that are potentially more sensitive to the early

onset of fatigue.

However Botvina et al. [38] have found that linear techniques, such as the

measurement of attenuation, are sensitive to the formation of fatigue. Repeatable

measurements using attenuation techniques can be difficult to acquire. Other linear

techniques such as velocity measurements are far more repeatable. The conflict

in opinions over the comparative sensitivity of linear and nonlinear techniques

requires further investigation. In determining which technique is preferential the

repeatability and accuracy of each measurement are important features. In section

5.7.3 linear velocity measurements are compared to the nonlinear acoustoelastic

measurements made to investigate a change in fatigue.
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Linear wave equation

The origin for the equation of motion for linear waves is well defined in many

texts [57,58]. Starting from Newton’s second law, the equation for the propagation

of a linear acoustic wave in a three dimensional body can be found and is given as:

ρ
∂2u

∂t2
= ∇ · σ (2.3)

σ =
∂E

∂xi
(2.4)

where u is the deformation with a given displacement xi away from the initial

position X, where u = xi −X. In the linear case the elastic strain energy is given

by:

E = gCijεij +
1

2
Cijklεijεkl (2.5)

where g is a constant. If the static strain (εij) is set to zero, the linear wave

equation includes contributions from the second order elastic constants and the

density (ρ). In this case the wave velocity is proportional to the density and the

fourth-rank stiffness tensor cijkl, where σij = cijklεkl. The solution takes a number

of different forms depending on the wave mode propagating.

An important feature in the linear case is that it satisfies the principle of su-

perposition. This means that at any location and time the solution of the wave

equation can be described as the sum of the component waves. In a linear model,

if the elastic constants have an imaginary component, the solution gains an extra

parameter (α) which describes the loss effect of the material on the propagating

wave. The overall solution for a longitudinal one dimensional wave takes the form:

Ux = A1e
−αx sin (kx− ωt) (2.6)
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where Ux is the instantaneous displacement of the wave in the x direction, A1 is

the amplitude of the wave, k is the wave number and ω is the angular frequency.

The next section introduces two main linear ultrasonic techniques. Both of

these methods are discussed due to their proposed sensitivity to defects that are

smaller than the wavelength of the investigating ultrasound.

Linear velocity measurements

The linear velocity of a propagating wave is defined by the second order elastic

constants and the material density. The presence of micro-defects produced in the

fatiguing process will affect the porosity of the material and so the localised elastic

constants and density. This can affect the linear velocity of an ultrasonic wave.

By measuring the change in velocity a potential increase in micro-defects can be

detected.

Linear velocity measurements are used in this work as part of the registration

protocol. The elastic constants of an anisotropic material are directionally depen-

dent. This results in the velocity of a propagating wave in an anisotropic material

being directionally dependent. Polycrystalline materials consist of multiple crystals

in random orientations. By measuring the velocity across the surface of a poly-

crystalline material an image of the microstructure can be produced. This will be

used later to perform precise re-registration of measurements on the sample.

A range of techniques to monitor the linear velocity of an ultrasonic wave have

been developed in the literature [59]. Discussed in section 4.4 is a linear technique

known as spatially resolved acoustic spectroscopy (SRAS) which is used in this

work to re-register samples. Other techniques not discussed here include pulse-

echo time of flight measurements, pulse interference and resonance techniques.
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Attenuation

As an acoustic wave propagates in a material it will reduce in amplitude, this is

known as attenuation. The cause of attenuation can be divided into two sources.

The first, called scattering, is due to changes in the direction of the acoustic wave

due to small localised changes in the material. This change in direction means that

some of the energy is not returned to the detection system resulting in a reduction

in detected energy, it is an entirely linear process as no energy conversion takes

place. The other source of attenuation is called absorption. This process involves

the conversion of some of the propagating acoustic wave energy into another form

such as heat.

In an initially homogeneous material the attenuation will be low. Oparina

and Botvina [60] have shown that as a homogeneous material goes through the

fatigue process micro-defects form. These defects act as both scatters and absorp-

tion particles causing attenuation of a propagating wave [38]. By measuring the

attenuation of a propagating wave a measure of the non-terminal damage can be

made.

Attenuation measurements are difficult to make due to a range of practical

issues. The coupling efficiency must be high and kept constant to ensure that

any reduction in the acoustic wave is due to the material and not the coupling

of the system. The sample geometry must also be considered, where unaccounted

for geometries (wedge effects and non-parallelism) could mean that the acoustic

wave travels in a direction not expected resulting in an attenuation of the detected

signal.
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2.4 Nonlinear ultrasonic techniques

Nonlinear ultrasonic methods describe the group of techniques where the stress-

strain relationship in a propagating wave is assumed to be nonlinear. This relation-

ship is the result of the effects of the third-order and higher elastic constants. Var-

ious methods have been developed to measure the effects of these constants. Non-

linear ultrasonic techniques are less developed than linear ultrasonic techniques.

However nonlinear ultrasonic techniques show promise by being potentially more

sensitive than linear ultrasonics techniques to material property changes, such as

fatigue [1–3].

Listed here are brief description of each of the general nonlinear techniques

discussed further in the next section. The most prolific nonlinear technique is that

of harmonic generation where the effect of the higher order elastic constants is

measured by the production of harmonics of an initial wave introduced into the

sample. Other techniques rely on measuring the production of sum and difference

terms by the interaction between two waves as they co-propagate. The acoustoe-

lastic technique monitors a change in the velocity of a wave with the appliciation

of stress, due to the third-order elastic constants. A non-co-propagating nonlinear

technique monitors the effects of the third-order elastic constants by measuring

the production of a third acoustic wave when two acoustic waves interact in a

volume under certain circumstances. The final group of nonlinear techniques rely

on measuring a non-classical nonlinear parameter which causes a hysteresis effect.

This can be measured from the shift in resonance peak frequency with amplitude

(NRUS) or through the mixing of two co-propagating ultrasonic waves (NEWS).
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2.4.1 Nonlinear wave equation

The nonlinear wave equation is similar to the linear wave equation, the only

difference is it includes third-order and higher order elastic constant terms. A

full description of the nonlinear wave equation has been presented by other au-

thors [7–9,61,62]. The one dimensional nonlinear wave equation takes the form:

∂2u

∂t2
=
C2

ρ

∂2u

∂x2
(1 + β

∂u

∂xi
+ ....) (2.7)

where β is the contribution from the third-order elastic constants in the direction

denoted by xi. The third-order elastic constants are orientation specific, just as

the second order elastic constants are. The number of unique third-order elastic

constants can be reduced by symmetry, in isotropic materials the number of unique

third-order elastic constants can be reduced to 3 (l,m,n in Murnaghan notation [63]

and A,B,C in Landau and Lifshitz notation [64]), despite starting off as a sixth

order tensor Dijklmn. Due to the symmetry in the tensors they can be be simplified

to the following form, cijkl = cIJ and Dijklmn = DIJK where I is the matrix notation

for the tensor notation of ij and the others follow suit (see table 2.1).

The important feature of the nonlinear wave equation is that the higher order

elastic constant terms are multiplied by a strain factor (∂u
∂x

) which is then multiplied

by the second derivative of the strain factor. This results in nonlinear interaction

(multiplication) in the solutions for the deformation term (u). This term allows the

transfer of energy between waves and so the generation of new waves. The amount

of energy transferred between waves is proportional to the nonlinear parameter β.

By measuring the energy transfer between waves, nonlinear ultrasonic techniques

can measure β and so the effects of the third-order elastic constants. Whilst each
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Matrix notation Tensor notation
1 11
2 22
3 33

4
23
32

5
13
31

6
12
21

Table 2.1: Table describing the relationship between matrix notation and tensor
notation
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of harmonics of fundamental being generated by the fun-
damental as it propagates in a nonlinear material

technique is applied in a different way the underlying principle of the measurement

is essentially the same.

2.4.2 Harmonic generation

If only one wave is propagating in a nonlinear medium it will interact with itself.

The result of this interaction is the generation of waves with frequencies that are

harmonics of the initial wave (see figure 2.4). Harmonic generation techniques mea-

sure the relationship between the amplitude of the harmonics and the amplitude of

the initial wave, this is related to the nonlinear response of the material. This can

be demonstrated mathematically by finding the first order perturbation solution of
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the nonlinear wave equation. The first order perturbation solution takes the form:

u = u0 + u′, u0 >> u′

By inserting the trial solution into the nonlinear wave equation for the longi-

tudinal (for simplicity), one dimensional wave and removing the negligible terms,

the wave equation takes the form:

∂2u′

∂t2
− c2

l

∂2u′

∂x2
= βc2

l [
∂u0

∂x

∂2u0

∂x2
] (2.8)

where cl is the longitudinal velocity. For the case of a single longitudinal wave

propagating in a material the initial solution takes the form:

u0 = A sin (kx− ωt)

Differentiating this solution and entering it into the reduced wave equation

results in:

∂2u′

∂t2
− c2

l

∂2u′

∂x2
=
−A2k2βc2

l

2
sin 2(kx− ωt) (2.9)

The presence of the sin 2(ωt− kx) term denotes a second harmonic is generated.

This results in the first order perturbation solution taking the form:

u′ = Bx sin 2(ωt− kx) + Cx cos 2(ωt− kx) (2.10)

After differentiating (2.10), placing it into the wave equation (2.9) and collecting

like terms it is found that:

B = 0, C =
A2k2β

8
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The total first order perturbation solution takes the form:

u = A sin (kx− ωt) +
A2k2xβ

8
cos 2(kx− ωt) (2.11)

The solution in (2.11) gives a method for measuring the nonlinear elastic re-

sponse (β) of the material. This is apparent when the amplitude of the second

harmonic is rearranged to give β:

B =
A2k2xβ

8
(2.12)

β =
8

k2x

B

A
(2.13)

From equation (2.13) by measuring the amplitude of the first and second har-

monics, knowing the wave number and distance the wave has propagated a measure

of the nonlinear response β can be made. This technique can be applied to all wave

mode types, determining the β value simply becomes more involved. The harmonic

generation technique has been performed using Rayleigh waves [14, 65]. The non-

linearity parameter can be found using a Rayleigh wave by using the following

expression [65]:

β =
8uz(2ω)

k2
l xu

2
z(ω)

(
k2
s

√
k2
R − k2

l

2(2k2
R − k2

s)kR
)

Where uz(ω) and uz(2ω) are the out of plane displacements of the Rayleigh

wave for the first and second harmonic respectively. Also kl, ks and kR are the

longitudinal, shear and Rayleigh wave numbers respectively.

Due to the relatively small effect of the higher order elastic constants, extremely

sensitive measurements are required of large amplitude waves. The larger the

amplitude of the propagating wave, the larger the generated second harmonic and

so the easier it is to detect.
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The harmonic generation technique is extremely popular in the reviewed lit-

erature [3, 6, 10–17, 28, 66–68]. Early nonlinear acoustic experiments to monitor

fatigue damage were conducted by Buck [6, 28] using this method. A range of

different systems have been developed to implement the harmonic generation tech-

nique, including the use of capacitive transducers [11, 12], EMATS [66], piezoelec-

tric transducers [3, 15–17, 68] and interferometers [13, 14]. Both bulk and SAW

waves are used. Using this method many workers have reported a large change

in the measured nonlinear response of various materials with an increase in fa-

tigue [3, 6, 10–17] . The reported increases in the nonlinear parameter varies but

some workers report an increase of the order of several hundred percent [10,13,15].

Other workers have reported a more complicated relationship between fatigue and

the measured nonlinear response [66,67].

Effects of nonlinearity on the propagation of a single wave

The change seen in the wave due to the additional harmonics caused by the nonlin-

earity of the material is that the peaks and troughs of the wave start to accelerate/

decelerate. The wave can be considered to be ‘self-stressing’, i.e. the velocity of the

wave is dependent on the stress imposed on the sample. The additional harmonics

produce a sawtooth wave front.

Measurement of other harmonics

Monitoring the nonlinear response of a material by measuring the second harmonic

amplitude in proportion to the first harmonic amplitude has been outlined. Higher

harmonics are also generated due to the nonlinear processes in the material. The

third harmonic and higher can be related to the nonlinearity of a material. These

harmonics are relatively small and have been used to investigate materials with
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high levels of nonlinearity [69, 70]. The nonlinear wave equation also allows for

the generation of sub-harmonics (1
2
, 1

4
) of the initial wave. The generation of sub-

harmonics is attributed to an adhesion force between any microdamage features

[71].

Weakness of harmonic techniques

The primary difficulty in implementing the harmonic generation technique is in

removing the harmonics generated by the instrumentation. Both the coupling

medium and amplifiers used can produce harmonics. Special care needs to be

taken in designing any instrumentation to monitor harmonic generation. Some

workers have gone to great lengths to remove the effects of systematic nonlinearity

in their instrumentation [66]. Care also needs to be taken when measuring the

relative amplitudes of the harmonics due to attenuation and systematic issues such

as coupling efficiency. These features make implementing the harmonic generation,

practically, very difficult.

2.4.3 Co-propagating wave interaction

In this section techniques to measure material elastic nonlinearity using two co-

propagating waves in a medium are discussed. As two waves co-propagate in a

nonlinear material they will interact, this interaction can be monitored in several

ways, which are discussed in the following section. To illustrate the effect of two

waves on the nonlinear wave equation (2.8), the first order perturbation solution

must be found. The initial solution for two longitudinal waves takes the form:

u0 = A1 cos (k1x− ω1t) + A2 cos (k2x− ω2t)
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where the subscript 1 relates to the first wave terms and the subscript 2 relates to

the second wave terms. Differentiating and entering this into the nonlinear wave

equation (2.8), the result is:

∂2u′

∂t2
− c2

l

∂2u′

∂x2
= A2

1k
3
1βc

2
l sin 2(k1x− ω1t) + A2

2k
3
2βc

2
l sin 2(k2x− ω2t)

+ A1A2k1k2(k1 + k2)βc2
l sin ((k1 + k2)x− (ω1 + ω2)t)

The first order perturbation solution takes the form:

u′ = D1 cos 2(k1x− ω1t) +D2 cos 2(k2x− ω2t)

+D+ cos (k1 + k2)x− (ω1 + ω2)t+D− cos ((k1 − k2)x− (ω1 − ω2)t)

The overall solution takes the form [72]:

u = u0 + u′ = A1 cos k1x− ω1t+ A2 cos k2x− ω2t+D1 cos 2(k1x− ω1t)

+D2 cos 2(k2x− ω2t) +D+ cos ((k1 + k2)x− (ω1 + ω2)t)

+D− cos ((k1 − k2)x− (ω1 − ω2)t)

where: D1 =
βk2

1 A2
1 x

8
, D2 =

βk2
2 A2

2 x

8
and D+ = D− = βk1 k2A1A2 x

4

In this solution second harmonics are generated from the initial two waves.

Waves with the sum and difference frequency content (ω1+ω2 and ω1-ω2) of the

two initial waves are also generated (see figure 2.5). The amplitude of the sum and

difference frequencies is proportional to the nonlinear parameter. Two distinct

groups of techniques have been developed to monitor the generation of the sum

and difference frequency waves, and from this the nonlinear parameter. One group

measures a change in the frequency modulation due to interaction between the
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of the generation of sum and difference terms of two waves
in a nonlinear material. (A) shows the frequency content of the initial waves. (B)
shows the final frequency content of the waves having co-propagated in a nonlinear
material.

two waves. The other group measures a phase modulation in one wave due to the

interaction with the other.

Frequency domain analysis

Different methods have been developed to monitor the frequency domain changes

related to the wave interaction caused by the nonlinear elastic response of the

material. The most common monitors the amplitude of the sum and difference

frequency components relative to the amplitude of the initial waves [20,22,72–74].

By carefully selecting the frequencies of both waves the sum and difference terms

can be kept away from harmonic frequencies, removing the impact of instrumen-

tally generated harmonics. Another method monitors the bandwidth of the signal

around the initial frequency, any additional sum and difference terms extend this

bandwidth [21].

The lower frequency wave (pump) can be generated using several techniques

including piezoelectric transducers [72], hammers (producing resonance harmonics)

[20], shakers [73,74] and actuators [21,22]. Thermal methods have also been used to

produce an equivalent pump wave by causing the surface to thermally contract and

expand [75,76]. Both bulk waves and SAWs have been used as the high frequency
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wave (probe).

Phase modulation

When the two wave frequencies are sufficiently separated (approximately ωHF >

10ωLF [77]) the separation between the sum and difference frequency becomes very

small. This means that when the high frequency wave is acquired only a small part

of the difference wave is recovered. This is observed as a change in the phase of the

high frequency wave. In the longitudinal case the wave solution can be expressed

as:

u(z, t) = AHF cos (kHF z − ωHF t− Φp)

where

Φp(z, t) =
kLF z

2Vl
βωLFALF sin (KLF z − ωLF t)

By measuring the phase modulation of the probe wave and the particle velocity

of the low frequency wave the nonlinear parameter (β) can be found. This tech-

nique has been used to measure the nonlinear response of materials such as fused

silica, polystyrene, aluminium and titanium [78–80] and fluids such as water and

ethanol [77]. These workers all used bulk waves and measure the nonlinear param-

eter (β), the length of the probe wave is sufficient to interact with the whole of the

pump wave. Staszewski et al. [55] used a shaker to observe a phase modulation in

a ultrasonic wave around fatigue crack.

Initial work conducted at the University of Nottingham [81–83] used SAWs

to measure the acoustoelastic nonlinear response of aluminium and fused silica.

In this case the probe wave is not sufficiently long to interact with the whole of

the pump wave, so the probe wave is only subjected to the stress generated by

a small region of the pump wave. These stresses can be thought of as static, so
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the measurement takes the form of measuring the acoustoelastic coefficient (A).

The acoustoelastic coefficient is unique to the wave mode of probing wave [84], in

this case Rayleigh waves are used (hence AR). By altering the interaction point

between the waves a range of stress states can be probed.

The co-propagating phase modulation technique is used to measure the non-

linear response in the form of the acoustoelastic coefficient of the material in this

work. It was chosen due to its insensitivity to variations in amplitude and system-

atic nonlinearity. Temperature variations can affect the velocity of a propagating

wave and must be minimised.

Acoustoelastic effect

The acoustoelastic effect is the change in the velocity of an acoustic wave with

applied stress. The theory describing this effect is well developed and discussed

at length by many authors [85–89]. The acoustoelastic effect is directly related to

the third-order elastic moduli [86] and has been used to measure them by various

authors [84,87].

By monitoring the velocity of an ultrasonic wave as a sample is stressed the

effects of the third-order elastic constants can be found. The stress used can

take any form including a propagating wave, hence the inclusion of this technique

in the discussion of co-propagating wave techniques. More commonly the stress

applied to the sample is induced statically using mechanical uniaxial loading [19,

45, 87, 89, 90] or by bending [42, 88]. A high frequency wave is introduced and the

velocity is measured at zero and several other stress states. This technique requires

highly sensitive equipment to measure the velocity changes [42]. The fractional

velocity change due to stress is small (of the order 10−6 MPa−1), so either large

stresses (of the order of 100 MPa) must be applied or very sensitive velocity change
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measurements must be made (of the order of mms−1, relative to an initial velocity

of ≈ 3000 ms−1). The latter applies for the technique developed in this thesis.

The acoustoelastic coefficient (the measurement of the level of acoustoelasticity

a material exhibits) varies with the direction of propagation [90] of the wave relative

to the crystallographic orientation of the material, the wave mode of the probing

wave and the applied direction of stress [84]. The acoustoelastic coefficient for

longitudinal waves and the nonlinearity parameter (β) have been reported, by Li

et al [72], to be linearly related in isotropic materials . Techniques based on the

acoustoelastic effect have been used to measure changes in materials due to fatigue

by some authors [19,45]. This technique has also been used to measure the internal

residual stress in a sample [44]. The velocity of the wave is highly temperature

dependent. This is normally mitigated by using large stresses so as to reduce the

effect of the temperature variation.

2.4.4 Non-co-propagating wave interaction -Three phonon

mixing

Under certain circumstances the energy transfer between waves due to material

nonlinearity takes the form of a mode conversion. If two waves, for instance two

shear waves (see figure 2.6), intersect at a specific angle a third wave is generated,

in this case a longitudinal wave. The interaction occurs at a single location, the two

waves do not co-propagate but pass through a point. Full theoretical descriptions

of the process have been developed in the literature [91,92]

The frequency of the generated wave and its wave number are equal to either

the sum or the difference of the frequency of the two initial waves and their wave

numbers. The optimum angle between the two initial waves to generate a third

wave is proportional to the velocity and frequency of the waves involved [91]. This
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Figure 2.6: Diagram of the nonlinear three phonon interaction process, in this case
the interaction takes place between two shear waves to produce a third wave (in
this case longitudinal)

has been demonstrated experimentally [93].

During the interaction the wave mode is converted. Many potential different

wave mode conversions (e.g. shear and longitudinal waves combining to form a

shear wave) exist but most are difficult to implement practically. This process is

only related to two of the three isotropic third-order elastic constants (l and m of

the Murnaghan). By measuring the amplitude of the generated wave a measure

of the nonlinearity of the material can be made. By controlling the beam paths

of each initial wave the entirety of the sample’s bulk can be investigated. Surface

investigations using Lamb waves have been completed by Furgason and Newhouse

[94,95].

This technique is spatially selective (the generated and detected waves end

up at different points) and the frequencies of the initial waves can be selected

so that the technique is less sensitive to systematic nonlinearity. Monitoring the
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amplitude of the generated wave is complicated by variations in coupling efficiency

and attenuation. Croxford et al [18] have implemented a system using two shear

wave sources to probe both plastic strain and the fatigue process.

2.4.5 Nonlinear elastic wave spectrosopy (NEWS)

This group of techniques arises from the concept that classical atomic nonlinearity

(see figure 2.7 B) is not sufficient to describe the changes observed in samples that

have undergone fatigue [2]. The techniques are developed from the observation of

hysteresis and discrete memory in the stress strain relationship (see figure 2.7 C)

in samples that have been fatigued. The mechanism for this effect has not been

fully explained, though this is not required for utilisation of NEWS techniques.

The additional feature is accounted for in the literature by the addition of an extra

term to the stress-strain relationship where:

σ =

∫
K(εε̇)dε (2.14)

K(εε̇) = K0(1− βε− δε2 − α[∆ε+ ε(t)sign(ε̇)]) (2.15)

where ∆ε = (εmax−εmin )
2

, ε̇ = dε
dt

and sign(ε̇) = 1 if ε̇ > 0 else = -1.

β is the contribution from the third-order elastic constants and δ is the con-

tribution from the higher order elastic constants that form the classical nonlinear

coefficients. α is the measure of the material hysteresis. Not all materials exhibit

this hysteresis, but it is of interest in materials such as rocks and composites.

There are two distinct methods of implementing NEWS described in the litera-

ture [2, 23, 96] and are discussed below.
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Figure 2.8: Diagram illustrating the change in resonant peak for the linear case
(A) and the nonlinear case (B)

Nonlinear resonant ultrasound spectroscopy (NRUS)

Nonlinear resonant ultrasound spectroscopy (NRUS), also known as SIMONRUS

[97] where a single mode is used, is similar to the classical harmonic generation

technique in that a single wave is propagated into the material. The driving fre-

quency of the ultrasonic source is scanned through to find the resonant peak of

the sample. This is repeated at different driving amplitudes. In a linear material

the resonant peak will stay at a fixed frequency (see figure 2.8 (A)). In a damaged

sample displaying hysteresis, as the amplitude is increased the frequency of the

resonant peak changes (see figure 2.8 (B)).
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The hysteresis term is given by:

α∆ε =
f0 − fi
f0

where ∆ε is the average strain amplitude, f0 is the initial natural frequency of the

material when undamaged or the lowest resonance mode measured and fi is the

natural mode for the subsequent driving amplitudes. This technique can also be

used to investigate the harmonic content of the generated wave [2].

Nonlinear wave modulation spectroscopy (NWMS)

This technique is similar to the frequency modulation co-propagation technique

developed for classical nonlinearity. The hysteresis term (α) will cause mixing

between two co-propagating waves producing side bands with frequencies of ω1 ±

2ω2 and an amplitude of αA1A2. These side bands are unique from those created

by the classical nonlinear effect, by careful analysis of the spectrum the dominant

nonlinear effect can be revealed. Van-den-Abeele et al. [98] have shown that under

certain circumstances the increase in the ω1 ± 2ω2 peaks is much more than the

increase in the ω1 ± ω2 peaks with the development of fatigue cracks in a sample.

The limitation of the NEWS techniques comes from the difficulty in repeatedly

measuring amplitudes of ultrasonic signals and that the hysteresis appears only in

certain materials.

2.5 Generation and detection of ultrasound

Previous sections outlined the principles of the use of ultrasonic signals to detect

changes in materials. This section describes the methods that have been developed

to produce and detect ultrasonic signals in materials. The methods discussed here
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include piezoelectric transducers, electro-magnetic transducers (EMATS) and laser

generation and detection techniques.

2.5.1 Piezoelectric Transducers

A piezoelectric transducer consists of an active element which is made out of a

piezoelectric material. When a mechanical force is applied to a piezoelectric ma-

terial it generates a voltage. Equally when a voltage is applied to piezoelectric

material its dimensions change. Piezoelectric materials exhibit this effect due to

their molecular structure, usually a perovskite structure [99]. Below the Curie

temperature this comes in the crystallographic form of a tetragonal structure. In

this form each unit cell has a dipole, which means each molecular structure has

a slight charge differential between each end. When an electric field is applied

to these materials the polarized molecules align themselves to the field creating a

mechanical force. Using piezoelectric materials acoustically coupled to a material,

ultrasonic waves can be generated and detected. One of the main advantages of

these transducers is the ability to produce large amplitude waves. The limitation

of piezoelectric transducers is that they do not work at high temperatures and

require a coupling medium.

2.5.2 Electro-magnetic acoustic transducer (EMATS)

Electro-magnetic acoustic transducers (EMATs) rely on the process of electromag-

netic induction to create and detect acoustic waves. In this process a rapidly

changing electrical current in a coil induces a magnetic field. This magnetic field

will induce an opposite electric current in any nearby conductors, known as eddy

currents. If a static magnetic field is also present then, from Lorentz law, a force

is created [100,101] of the form:
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F = J × B

where J is the induced current, B is the static magnetic field and F is the force

per unit. As the induced current in the conductor (sample) rapidly varies with

the current in the coil, this creates a rapidly varying force and so an ultrasonic

wave. The EMAT does not require physical contact with the sample, so is a non-

contact technique. EMATs can function at higher temperatures than piezoelectric

transducers.

2.5.3 Laser ultrasound techniques

A wide range of techniques have been developed using optical methods to both

generate and detect ultrasound in a material, a good review of the literature can

be found in Steve Sharples’ PhD thesis [102]. For detection techniques a highly

temporally and spatially coherent light source is required and for generation tech-

niques a highly spatially coherent source is required, hence lasers are used. The

reasons for the interest in laser ultrasound techniques include:

• Laser ultrasonic techniques are non-contact which gives several benefits. Be-

ing a non-contact technique allows laser ultrasonic techniques to probe re-

gions that are not easily accessible, only line of sight is required. Laser

ultrasonic techniques also do not load the sample surface. This is beneficial

as loading the sample surface can affect the propagation of an ultrasonic

wave.

• Laser ultrasonic techniques do not require a coupling medium, which has

several benefits. Coupling mediums can cause variability in the measurement,

reduce scanning speed (though this can be mitigated by using immersion

inspection) and the working temperature of couplants is limited. Couplants
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can also be a source of systematic nonlinearity. Removing the need for a

coupling medium removes these issues.

• The physical size of transducers used in other techniques limits the spatial

resolution, laser ultrasonic techniques are not limited by these factors as the

light beams can be made extremely small.

• Laser ultrasonic detection methods can also have a high degree of abso-

lute displacement accuracy in theory, as the measurements can be calibrated

against the wavelength of light.

The drawbacks of laser ultrasound techniques include:

• Laser ultrasound techniques offer poor sensitivity when compared to contact

methods such as piezoelectric transducers [103].

• Large amplitude waves are difficult to generate without damaging the sample

surface. This can be tolerated in some instances, although it is not technically

a non-destructive technique.

• Detection sensitivity of laser ultrasonic techniques is low and is affected by

the amount of light reflected by the sample surface. Some laser ultrasound

detection techniques require a optically smooth surface finish. Interest has

grown in developing laser ultrasound detection techniques that can monitor

ultrasonic signals on rough surfaces [104, 105]. At present laser ultrasonic

systems capable of rough surface measurements are costly (in the region of

tens of thousands of pounds).

• Laser ultrasound systems add complexity to the measurement of ultrasound

which brings additional cost compared to other ultrasonic techniques such as
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piezoelectric transducers and EMATs. Laser ultrasound systems tend to be

more complicated to operate and align than other ultrasonic techniques.

Unlike piezoelectric transducers and EMATs, laser ultrasound systems normally

require two separate components for detecting and generating the ultrasound. The

components can be utilised with other sources/detection system of ultrasound [75].

Optical detection of ultrasound

A range of laser ultrasound techniques have been developed for the detection of

ultrasound. Good reviews by Dewhurst [104] and by Royer and Dieulesaint [106]

are available. To aid in their description these techniques are divided into two

groups. The first group operates by detecting the deflection of a incident light wave

by the presence of the wave on the surface of a sample. The second group relies

on interferometric (the interference of light waves) process to detect displacements

or velocities of the sample surface due to ultrasonic waves.

Deflection technique

Figure 2.9 demonstrates the operating principle of a deflection technique. This

technique is also known as the modified knife-edge technique for historical reasons.

A beam of light is directed at a sample. As an acoustic wave propagates under

the location where the light beam meets the sample it alters the surface gradient,

changing the angle of reflection of the light. This alters the intensity of light

falling on each of the two photo-diodes. A signal proportional to the gradient of

the sample can be produced by taking the difference between the photo-currents

induced in each of the photo-diodes. The displacement of the sample surface can

be derived from the gradient. This technique is not suitable for rough surfaces,

which cause the light beam to be reflected in a speckled pattern. The speckle
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Figure 2.9: Illustration of how a ‘knife-edge’ detector functions to detect changes
in the gradient of the surface

pattern affects the variation in the amplitude of the light at the photo-diode due

to the change in gradient of the sample.

Interferometry

Optical interferometry uses the principle of superposition [107]. In this technique

the interaction between light waves allows phase changes in a light wave to be

converted into amplitude variations. For interferometry to be a practical technique

it requires a highly monochromatic and coherent source (a laser is normally used).

There are two groups of interferometer. One type measures absolute displacement

whilst the other measures the velocity of the displacement of the surface. The two

types are discussed below.

Displacement interferometry Displacement interferometers work by interfer-

ing a wave reflected by a material surface with a reference wave. Several different

types of displacement interferometer exist including the Michelson, Mach-Zehnder

and Sagnac interferometers. To illustrate the principles of a displacement interfer-

ometer a Michelson type is discussed. A Michelson interferometer takes the form

seen in figure 2.10. When the sample surface is displaced this changes the path
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Figure 2.10: Schematic of a Michelson interferometer

length of one arm of the interferometer. The change in path length causes a change

in relative phase between the two arms, affecting how the beams interfere when

they are recombined and so the intensity of the recombined light. The amplitude of

the signal from the photo-diode is proportional to the displacement of the surface.

Displacement interferometers are negatively affected by the speckle pattern

created by a rough surfaces. This is because the speckle pattern can be considered

to consist of a large number of sources that have a random phase relation, so only

a small fraction of the reflected light (approximately one speckle) can be used due

to coherence considerations.

Velocity interferometry Velocity interferometry detects the small shift in the

frequency and so wavelength of reflected light from a moving sample surface due

to the Doppler effect [107]. This is done by mixing the reflected light wave from

the sample with a slightly time delayed wave from the same location. When these

beams are mixed the resultant intensity of the light is proportional to the velocity

of the surface of the sample. One method used to produce a time delay is to
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Figure 2.11: Schematic of a Fabry-Pérot interferometer. Note the cavity is shown
where the light reflects and interacts with one another. A diagram of the transmis-
sion amplitude against frequency with the operating point shown in the bottom
right.

reflect the beam many times across the volume where the beams interfere. This is

how a Fabry-Pérot interferometer (also known as an étalon) functions. The waves

returning from the surface are reflected multiple times and interfere with each other

in a resonance cavity composed of partially reflecting mirrors (see figure 2.11). A

change in wavelength alters the interference pattern between the waves, changing

the reflectance or transmittance of light from the cavity.

The benefits of using a velocity interferometer come when working on a rough

surface that produces a scattered light pattern. This is because the velocity in-

terferometer ‘self-references’ so the speckle effect caused by the scattered light is

combined with itself in the interferometer rather than with a Gaussian reference.

Laser Generation

The generation of laser ultrasound occurs through two main groups of physical

processes or regimes. Both regimes involve the introduction of light from a spatially

coherent source to the sample surface. The light is both reflected and absorbed by

the sample. The absorption of the light produces heat.
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Figure 2.12: Diagram depicting the different generation regimes for laser ultra-
sound. (A) represents the thermoelastic regime. (B) represents the ablative regime.
Arrows indicate principal stresses generated

In the thermoelastic regime the power density is not sufficient to cause vapori-

sation of the sample. In this regime the localised heating causes the local volume

to expand, generating stress that propagates away from the illuminated material,

generating both bulk and surface waves (see figure 2.12 (A)). This regime is non-

destructive and so is used in this work to generate the probe waves.

In the ablative regime significantly higher power densities are used, generat-

ing higher temperatures. In this regime the thermal energy produced raises the

temperature of the sample, exceeding the latent heat of vaporisation for the ma-

terial surface, so ablating it. As the sample ablates, plasma is ejected from the

surface (see figure 2.12 (B)). From Newtons second law of motion a resultant force

is introduced into the sample. Both bulk and surface waves are produced in this

process. Waves perpendicular to the surface are far more effectively produced in

the ablative regime than in the thermoelastic regime.
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Generation configurations A range of generation configuration have been de-

veloped throughout the literature. The different types of configurations control

the type, amplitude and adaptability of waves produced. The complexity of each

configuration varies.

The simplest laser generation configuration consists of a point source produced

by focusing a laser into a spot on the sample [108]. This technique produces both

bulk waves and surface waves, which expand radially from the location of the

spot. Using a point source it is difficult to generate large amplitude waves without

ablating the surface and impossible to specifically select the wave mode generated.

Imaging the light through a cylindrical lens produces a single line of illumination

on the sample [109]. This both serves to spread the energy over the sample surfaces

and control the direction of propagation of the SAWs that are generated. This

technique can also easily cause ablation.

By spreading the incident laser energy over the sample surface a larger total

energy can be applied without ablation. Selecting the distribution pattern of the

laser energy gives control over the principal wave mode generated (other modes

may still be generated but not as efficiently) and the direction of propagation of

the wave. For instance by imaging lines onto a sample surface a SAW can be

generated. The separation between lines can be used to control the wavelength of

generated ultrasound.

By generating multiple lines across the sample even higher energy levels can be

used. Several different techniques exist to produce multiple line illumination for the

production of SAWs. Some of these techniques include the use of amplitude grat-

ings or masks, multiple fibre-optic fibres [110], interferometry using two interfering

light beams, diffraction gratings [111], computer generated holograms [112, 113]

and spatial light modulators [114].
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Each of the techniques discussed above have relative advantages and disadvan-

tages. The aim of this work is to develop a robust, effective and low cost system,

to this end the high frequency probe wave is generated using an amplitude grating

to spatially modulate the light. This gives the advantage of being a relatively low

cost non-contact system with high spatial resolution.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter the fatigue process in materials has been outlined, the importance

of the ability to monitor it is also discussed. Material microstructure and elastic

constants were described as they have an important effect in the formation and

detection of fatigue. A range of non-destructive testing techniques are outlined

with detail given on those techniques capable of detecting the fatigue process.

Ultrasonic techniques are of particular interest due to their potential for the

detection of fatigue. Linear ultrasonics techniques are initially discussed including

attenuation and velocity measurements. Linear ultrasonics are relatively insensi-

tive to the fatigue process. Nonlinear techniques are sensitive to the third and

higher order elastic constants. The fatigue process affects the third and higher or-

der elastic constants. A variety of nonlinear techniques are discussed including self

referencing harmonic generation, co-propagating, non-copropagating and hysteric

techniques. Finally a range of ultrasonic generation and detection techniques is

discussed.

A technique using two waves co-propagating is developed in this work. The

effect of the material nonlinearity causes the phase of one of the waves to be

modulated by the other wave. The interaction allows the measurement of the

acoustoelastic coefficient for Rayleigh waves (AR) of a material. The AR of a
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material is proportional to some of the third-order elastic constants. The aim of

the work in this thesis is to investigate the effect that the fatigue process has on

the acoustoelastic measurement.



Chapter 3

Instrumentation

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter the design of the instrumentation in terms of optical and electronic

configuration is discussed. The generation and detection systems are outlined along

with the high speed control electronics. The physical equipment configuration was

developed synchronously with the experimental method discussed in chapter 4.

3.2 Experiment overview

The collinear technique used to investigate the acoustoelastic coefficient of a mate-

rial outlined previously (see chapter 2) requires the co-propagation of two acoustic

waves. The measurement takes the form of monitoring the change in velocity of a

probe wave due to the localised stress field of a pump wave, the level of interaction

between the two waves gives a measurement that is related to the higher order

elastic constants [78]. The system overview can be seen in figure 3.1.

The pump wave that stresses the material is generated using a contact trans-

ducer (see section 3.3.1). The probe wave that investigates the stress state is

50
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generated using a laser ultrasonic technique (see section 3.3.2). The two waves

co-propagate on the sample. They are then detected by two separate detectors,

due to bandwidth limitations (see section 3.4). The temporal point at which the

two waves interact is controlled by precisely timing when the two waves are gen-

erated relative to one another, the point at which the two waves are generated

is controlled by a Field Programmable Gate Array (see section 3.8). Changing

the point of interaction between the two waves allows a range of stress states to

be probed. Measuring the variation in the velocity of the probe wave with the

change in induced stress, due to the pump wave, produces a measurement of the

acoustoelastic coefficient.
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Figure 3.1: System diagram including (3.3.1) Pump wave generation, (3.3.2) probe
wave generation, (3.8) control electronics and (3.4) detection systems. Numbers
correspond to the sections detailing each component.

3.3 Generation

Using the collinear technique two waves are required to co-propagate. These two

waves are generated using different techniques which are discussed here.
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3.3.1 Pump wave generation

The low frequency high amplitude pump wave that stresses the material as it prop-

agates is generated using a contact piezoelectric transducer (a range of transducers

were used for different frequencies including the Olympus- Panametrics A414S-SB

for 0.5MHz waves, A402S-SB for 1MHz waves and the A404S-SB for 2.25MHz

waves). The transducer is coupled to the sample via a Perspex wedge at an angle

above the second critical shear angle, so a Rayleigh wave is generated. The centre

frequency of these transducers for these experiments is 0.5, 1 and 2.25MHz. These

frequencies are chosen for various reasons including the availability of affordable

transducers and amplifiers that could produce a large stress field. Another reason

these frequencies were chosen was to allow a large frequency gap between the pump

and probe wave, whilst not overly reducing the resolution of the instrument. The

large frequency gap between the waves is advantageous because separating the two

waves via filtering is simpler and it allows the modulation of the probe wave to be

seen as a phase shift [77].

A contact transducer was chosen as the method to stress the sample over other

techniques, such as ablative laser generation, so the generation of the pump wave

would not permanently damage the sample and affect any future measurements.

Producing the pump wave with a piezoelectric transducer also allows a stress wave

to be produced of sufficient amplitude so as to induce a large velocity change that

can be measured.

Bonding

The transducer is bonded to the wedge and the wedge is bonded to the sample

by Phenyl salicylate, which removes the requirement to use a liquid couplant (see

figure 3.2 A). This is advantageous as liquid couplants are a known source of nonlin-
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earity [65]. Other methods of coupling the low frequency waves into samples were

also investigated. Edge coupling [65] by using a standard longitudinal transducer

to couple Rayleigh waves into a sample was explored. The transducer is coupled

to the sample by means of clamping it to the edge of a sample at a set angle

which is above the second critical shear angle (see figure 3.2 B). This method was

investigated with and without a coupling medium. The resultant wave forms were

recorded using a Polytec interferometer as described in the pump wave detection

section (see section 3.4.2).

Longitudinal 
transducer

(A) Wedged coupled

(B) Edged coupled

Figure 3.2: Diagram representing two methods of coupling the pump wave trans-
ducer to the sample. Using either a fixed angle wedge (A) or by side coupling the
transducer (B)

The displacement of the waves can be seen in the figure 3.3, the generation

source is the same for both waves so each waveform can be seen to represent

the efficiency of the coupling. It is found that the benefits of edge coupling were

negligible compared to the use of bonded transducers, especially when the difficulty

of positioning and maintaining the angle to couple the waves into the sample was

taken into account.

Electronic generation

The initial pump wave signal is generated by an Agilent 33250A signal generator

that is triggered by the timing electronics. The pump wave signal consists of a
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of displacements generated using glued wedge (solid blue
line-) and side coupled transducers( dashed red line –)

three cycle packet with a peak voltage of 550 mV. This was then amplified by a

Ritec RPR-4000 gated amplifier and the output sent to the transducer, the linear

bandwidth of the amplifier is 50kHz to 2MHz. With this configuration a gain of

67dB is achieved at 1MHz.

3.3.2 Probe wave generation

The high frequency probe wave is generated using a laser ultrasonic technique.

This gives several advantages including high spatial resolution and allowing the

technique to be partially non-contact. This allows the sample surface to be easily

scanned in a high level of detail. The laser ultrasound generation system is outlined

in diagram 3.4.
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A) Laser

B) Coherent 
Trigger

C) Power control

D) Amplitude Grating 

 G) Polytec interferometer

Sample

E) Demagnification optics

F) Imaging arm

Interferometer beam
Reflected beam from 
sample
Obsolete beam 

Neutral density filter

Dielectric mirror

Achromatic lens

Beam Dump

Key
Half wave plate

Figure 3.4: Generation optics schematic
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Generation source (A)

A Q-switched laser with a wavelength of 1064nm is used to produce a pulse of 10ns

duration (giving a bandwidth of 100MHz). The Q-switcher is controlled externally

by the high speed control electronics which allows precise control over the point of

emission for the laser relative to the generation of the pump wave. The laser used

is an Elforlight FQ1000.

Coherent trigger detector (B)

Timing is very important in this experiment as highly accurate fractional velocity

measurements must be made which require highly accurate timing measurements.

The initial triggering point from which all timing measurements are made in this

experiment is the optical pulse from the Q-switched laser which is used to generate

the high frequency wave. This event is recorded by the coherent trigger. The

coherent trigger is positioned behind a dielectric mirror which sits in front of the Q-

switched laser angled at 45◦. The dielectric mirror is 99.5% efficient at the 1064nm

wavelength of the laser. This means that the majority of the power from the laser

is reflected to the rest of the experiment, but a tiny proportion is transmitted

through the mirror to the the coherent detector. This detector consists of a single

photo-diode.

The signal it produces consists of a single peak with a duration and amplitude

that is related to the intensity of the pulse produced by the laser. The oscilloscope

used in the experiment to record the acoustic signals is triggered from this single

peak.
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Figure 3.5: Laser pulse, time and frequency domain content

Power control (C)

The 99.5% of the power produced by the Q-switch laser that is reflected from the

mirror to the rest of the experiment travels into the power control optics. This

allows the level of power involved in the experiment to be controlled so ensuring

that the process is entirely non-destructive and the rest of the probe wave gener-

ation arm is easier to align. The power control optics consist of a half wave plate

placed before a Glan-Taylor prism. The Glan-Taylor prism will either reflect or

transmit any light entering it dependent upon its polarization. The polarization

is separated into its ordinary (o-ray) and extraordinary (e-ray) ray polarizations

respectively [115]. In the case of the Glan-Taylor prism the e-ray polarization is

transmitted and o-ray polarization is reflected. As such in this configuration light

from the laser (initially vertically polarized) will pass through the half wave plate

and will be polarized according to the the rotation of the plate, this will then be
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passed into the Glan-Taylor prism and the e-ray components are transmitted and

the o-ray components are reflected (see figure 3.6). This allows the amount of

power transmitted to the rest of the experiment to be controlled by rotating the

half wave plate. A Glan-Taylor is necessary, as opposed to using a polarised beam

splitter, because of its ability to deal with high power densities without ablating.

Half wave plate

Polarisation 

of light 

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(A)

(B)

(D)

(C)

Optical configuration

Beam dump

Figure 3.6: Optical configuration of power control optics including a polarization
description

Amplitude grating (D)

The pulse is subsequently directed through an adjustable iris and then through an

amplitude grating with a specific line spacing. The amplitude grating consists of a

piece of quartz with a coating of chrome. Using a standard lithography technique

available from JD Photo-Tools a pattern is formed in the chrome layer by removing

areas of the chrome. This is a highly precise technique with an accuracy of 8µm.

The chrome top layer will reflect any incident light whilst anywhere the chrome

is not present will transmit the light through the quartz. This produces a spatially

modulated pulse. Several of these gratings are included on a single piece of quartz

(known as a mask) in a circle so that different acoustic wavelengths can be gener-

ated by rotating the mask so that the correct grating is in the path of the beam.
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Both arcs and straight line patterns of different wavelengths are included so as to

allow the choice between focused and plane wave sources. Each grating pattern is

8mm by 10mm. The initial beam from the Q-switched laser is 2mm in diameter.

The laser beam divergence is quoted as a 1mRad, it was found that by the time

the beam reached the mask it is of sufficient diameter to illuminate a significant

section of the 10mm diameter grating. The set line spacing when imaged onto the

sample creates localised heating and expansion that generates an acoustic wave.

The grating will generate ultrasonic signals most efficiently at the wavelength that

matches the line spacing of the mask. However due to the limited number of lines

on the grating other frequencies are also generated giving the generated ultrasound

a finite bandwidth. See figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Example of generated ultrasonic wave packet (A), example of frequency
content of generated ultrasound (B)

The laser produces a TEM00 beam which is effectively a 2D Gaussian envelope,

this results in an increased power at the centre of the mask. The result of this is
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that the ultrasound produced has a Gaussian packet (see diagram 3.8).

Illumination 

intensity

Figure 3.8: Localised heating due to modulated light from amplitude grating causes
localized expansion and so generates an acoustic wave. Due to TEM00 nature of
the beam, ultrasound produced has a Gaussian envelope.

Demagnification optics (E)

The resultant pattern is imaged onto the sample by demagnification optics. The

demagnification optics consist of a pair of achromatic lenses with a focal length of

200mm and 75mm. With a collimated input into the pair, thin lens approximation

gives a magnification of -0.375. The imaged pattern on the sample is 1 mm in

diameter dependent on the setting of the adjustable iris prior to the amplitude

mask.

D2

D1

= −F2

F1

CCD arm (F)

The CCD (Charge Coupled Device) arm allows the monitoring of the positioning

and focusing of the generation arm and detection optics. The CCD arm consists of

a polarizing beam splitter that is positioned in between the demagnification optics.

This allows light from the amplitude mask (having already been polarized by the
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D1

D2

F1 F2

Figure 3.9: Pair of achromatic lenses separated making a magnification system.
Focal lengths F1 and F2 determine the magnification

power control optics) directly through to the final demagnification lens and onto

the sample. The reflected light from the sample is partially depolarised, so it is

polarized in such a way that instead of passing through the polarizing beam splitter

it is reflected at 90◦ to the direction that it entered. This reflected light then passes

through an achromatic lens positioned at such a distance from the CCD sensor so

that the effective focus for the CCD is infinity, allowing the image of the sample

to be formed on the sensor. In between the CCD sensor and the achromatic lens

is a neutral density filter that limits the intensity of the light falling on the CCD

to protect it from damage and over saturation.

3.4 Detection systems

This experiment has two requirements with regard to detection. The first require-

ment is the detection of the displacement of a relatively low frequency pump SAW

to discern the stress applied to the sample. The absolute displacement needs to be

known, various commercial detection systems are available to this end. The sec-

ond requirement is the detection of the phase of a high frequency SAW, where the

absolute displacement is not required. There are few commercial systems available

that meet both of these requirements. Initially an knife-edge detector produced
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in-house was used to do both. Details of its calibration to measure displacements

can be found in appendix A. A Polytec interferometer is also installed in the

system to confirm the calibration of the knife-edge. On testing it was found that

the uncertainty in the detection of the pump SAW using the knife-edge was very

high compared to the Polytec interferometer (see section 3.4.2). As both could be

used simultaneously for measurements the experimental procedure was modified

to include this. Optical detection systems were used primarily due to the aim of

developing a non/minimal-contact technique, removing the need for couplant and

the need for high spatial resolution for imaging.

3.4.1 Probe wave detection

The high frequency probe SAW is detected by a non-contact knife-edge detector.

This detector has a wide bandwidth (400 kHz-450 MHz). The primary role of

knife-edge detector is the detection of the high frequency probe SAW. The knife-

edge detector is mounted on computer controlled X-Y stages (PI M-605.2DD 50mm

travel 0.1µm resolution linear encoder) to allow the sample to be scanned. The

principle of operation of a knife-edge detector is discussed in section 2.5.3. Here

the optical and electrical configuration are explored.

Optical configuration

A continuous wave laser source is used for the knife-edge detector, in this experi-

ment a doubled neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (2×Nd-YAG) laser,

producing a continuous waveform (CW) 532nm wavelength, is used. The max-

imum output power of this laser is 400mW, with the ability to control output

power levels between 50 and 400mW. This was fibre coupled with an efficiency of

65% giving a maximum output of 260mW. The fibre outputs a 0.7mm width beam
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which is then expanded by a set of beam expanding lenses (with the same function

as the demagnification lenses in section 3.3.2) to 2.1mm. This is done to ensure

the optimum focused spot size of the beam for the detection of the high frequency

ultrasound (wavelength of 34µm at 86MHz on aluminum). The efficiency of the

detector is related to the size of the focused spot relative to the acoustic wavelength

that is being detected. The beam is then focused onto the sample by a 60mm focal

length lens, resulting in a NA of 0.0175. Using the general relationship:

NA ' λ0

πr0

where 2 × r0 is the diameter of the beam at its narrowest point and λ0 is the

wavelength of laser in a vacuum. This gives a focal spot size of 9.7µm.

The optimum detection [116] takes place at

r0

λSAW
= 0.279

Giving a minimum theoretical λSAW of 34.7µm. With a relatively low numerical

aperture we gain a detector that is less sensitive to lower frequency disturbances

whilst still being sensitive to the high frequencies of the propagating ultrasound.

The reflected light from the sample is then collected by a second 60mm focal length

lens to produce a collimated beam, this is then focused by a third lens with a focal

length of 80mm.

Electronic configuration

The photo-diodes convert the light falling on them into an electrical current. The

physical size of the diodes dictate how rapidly they can respond to changes and

hence their bandwidth. In this system a Hamamatsu S6058 quad photodiode is
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Figure 3.10: Optical configuration of knife-edge detector

used, each quadrant measuring 0.295 by 0.595mm, though only two are used.

The diodes are reverse biased via resistors so as to improve their response by

reducing their capacitance. The two photo-diodes are connected to the positive rail

by a 510Ω resistor so as to limit the maximum current they can draw and so protect

them. The output of the diodes are connected, via a 100Ω resistor, to either side

of the primary coil of a transformer. An Minicircuits ADT4-6T transformer with a

bandwidth from 60kHz to 350 MHz is used. When the incident light on the photo-

diodes from the sample is stationary (there is no SAW propagating under the knife-

edge beam) then there is no variation in the current of the two diodes, therefore

no current is induced in the secondary winding of the transformer. However when

a SAW does perturb the optical beam this alters the amount of light falling on

each photo-diode and so the amount of current produced by each photo-diode,

creating an alternating current in the primary winding of the transformer which

induces a current in the secondary winding. The secondary winding is connected
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to a MAV-11 monolithic amplifier with a gain of 12.7dB. The bandwidth of the

amplifier ranges from 50MHz to 1GHz, the lower cut off being controlled by the

coupling capacitors used, in this case 300kHz. The knife-edge is less efficient at

lower frequencies as it is sensitive to the the gradient of the slope of the sample.

At lower frequencies, for a given amplitude, the gradient and so the output voltage

of the knife-edge is lower.

Figure 3.11: Electronic configuration of knife-edge detector

DC outputs from each photo-diode are also included through two resistors.

The DC signal goes into a difference and a summing amplifier. The values of

the output of the amplifiers are displayed on voltmeters. The summing amplifiers

output is useful for determining the amount of light returning from the sample and

is recorded by the oscilloscope for use if necessary for calculation of displacement

of the waves or in explaining signal drop out. The output from the difference

amplifier is useful in determining the spot location on the photo-diodes and is useful

to balance the level of light on each detector and ensure its optimum operation.

The output from both amplifiers is also useful in ensuring neither photo-diode is
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saturated.

The AC output from the MAV-11 amplifier is coupled into a high pass filter to

remove any frequency associated with the detected pump SAW and any low band

noise. Removing evidence of the pump SAW is necessary before going into the rest

of the amplification chain otherwise the amplifiers are over driven and no longer

amplify linearly. If the knife-edge is being used to measure the displacement of the

pump SAW an AC splitter is used here to separate the signal. One half is then

amplified and recorded to determine the displacement, the other half goes off to be

filtered. The AC output signal from the filter is then amplified by a ZFL500LN+

Minicircuits amplifier (bandwidth of 0.1-500 MHz and a gain of 28dB), the output

is band-passed filtered, and further amplified by a ZFL500LNH+ amplifier (band-

width of 10-500MHz and a gain of 20dB). Finally the signal is input into a TTL

driven switch, this is controlled by the main control board for the experiment and

its purpose is discussed later (see section 3.8). The overall gain for this amplifier

filter chain after the output from knife-edge detector for in band signals is 39dB

including the loss from the filters and the splitter.

Calibration

The measurement of the knife-edge detector is proportional to the gradient of the

sample. It is theoretically possible to convert this measurement of the gradient

into an absolute displacement using geometrical optics analysis. The absolute

displacement can be used in calculating the stress induced by the propagating

pump SAW. The calibration of the knife-edge detector is outlined in appendix A.

The absolute displacement of the SAW is related to the output of the knife-edge
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detector as follows:

ASAW =
λsaw(NA)ZDC
8kGMAVGAMP

Vscope
VDC

(3.1)

ASAW = Ccal
Vscope
VDC

(3.2)

where Ccal is the calibration constant, (NA) is the numerical aperture of the knife-

edge detector, k is the wave number of the acoustic wave, λsaw is the wavelength

of the acoustic wave, ZDC is the impedance of the knife-edge detector, GMAV is

the gain of the MAV amplifier in the knife-edge, GAMP is the gain of the amplifier

chain after the knife-edge detector, VDC is the summed DC voltage from both arms

of the knife-edge detector and Vscope is the time varying signal recorded by the

oscilloscope. Where Vscope = VACGAMP , VAC being the AC output from the knife-

edge detector (see figure 3.11). This gives a relationship between the displacement

of the SAW, the DC voltage and final voltage recorded scope.

3.4.2 Pump wave detection

Polytec interferometer

To confirm the calibration of the knife-edge detector, an interferometer is also in-

cluded in the design of the system. An interferometer enables the measurement of

the displacement caused by the pump SAW, which can be compared to the output

from the knife-edge detector or used to calculate the induced stress. The interfer-

ometer used is a heterodyne interferometer produced by Polytec (OFV-5000), it

uses a helium-neon laser with a central wavelength of 633nm. The interferometer

gives a calibrated output in terms of displacement in nm. The decoding card used

in the Polytec interferometer is the Polytec DD300 which has a maximum band-

width of 24 MHz. This particular card is limited to an amplitude range of ±75 nm
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with a stated resolution of 0.2nm.

The Polytec interferometer beam is injected into the main optical generation

arm of the instrument. The beam is introduced to the generation arm through the

back of the final mirror which angles the generation arm down onto the sample.

This is possible as the mirror is a dielectric mirror with a central wavelength

of 1064nm. The infra-red generation beam is reflected whilst the beam from the

interferometer passes through the mirror. Due to this configuration the positioning

of the interferometers spot can only be a maximum of 2.5mm away from the center

of the generation spot. As the knife-edge detector is on a separate x-y position

it can be positioned much further away. This leads to difficulties in relating the

displacement of the pump SAW measured to the velocity shift of the high frequency

SAW. Calibrating this difference is discussed in section 4.2.5.

Confirmation of calibration of knife-edge detector

On page 66 the calibration of the knife-edge detector is introduced, the displace-

ment of a propagating SAW is related to the measured VDC and VSCOPE. Here

an investigation into the calibration is conducted by comparing the output of the

Polytec interferometer to VDC and VSCOPE. The Polytec interferometer gives a

displacement measurement which is independent to the amount of light returning

to the detector. If the light level returning is too low then no measurement can be

made.

To investigate the calibration of the knife-edge detector, measurements of a 1

MHz SAW are made at various locations on a sample with both detectors. The

outputs are compared. Figure 3.12 shows the 1 MHz frequency spectrum content

at different locations on the sample. Figure 3.13 compares the output of the

interferometer to the knife-edge.
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Figure 3.12: Area scans of displacements from a wedge-coupled piezoelectric con-
tact transducer operating at 1 MHz for two detectors. (A) is the voltage of the
1 MHz frequency component from the Polytec interferometer. (B) is the voltage
of the 1 MHz frequency component from the knife-edge detector. (C) is the the
voltage of the 1 MHz frequency component from the knife-edge detector divided
by the DC voltage. (D) is the DC from the summing amplifiers.

The correlation between the two detectors is relatively low (see figure 3.13).

This is because the knife-edge detector is sensitive to the gradient of the sample.

At lower frequencies this gradient is smaller, making the knife-edge detector less

sensitive. This results in a high level of uncertainty when measuring the displace-

ment of the pump SAW using the knife-edge detector. A solution is to use the

interferometer to measure the displacement of the pump SAW and the knife-edge

to detect the phase of the probe SAW (as the bandwidth of the interferometer is to

low to detect the probe SAW). This introduces complications in relating the dis-

placement of the pump SAW to the shift in arrival of the probe SAW (see section

4.2.5).
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of the 1 MHz component of signal from the knife-edge
detector divided by the VDC and the Polytec interferometer. The correlation for
the points should be high, however this is not the case as a high level of scatter is
observed.

3.5 Acquisition of signals

The coherent trigger signal, the pump wave displacement signal from the Poly-

tec interferometer and the signals from the knife-edge are acquired by an Agilent

DSO80404B oscilloscope. These signals are averaged, digitised and transferred to

a computer which controls the operation of the experiment. Processing is carried

out on this data after each experiment.

3.6 Sample positioning

The generation and detection optics are mounted above the sample on an optical

breadboard. The sample is mounted onto a sample holder board which consists

of a modified optical breadboard. This breadboard is connected onto a tip-tilt

stage (Thorlabs KM200B/M type) which is in turn mounted onto a z-stage. This
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arrangement allows for the focusing of the optics used in generation and detection,

also the sample can be levelled. This arrangement is finally mounted onto a set of

long travel (300mm PI M-531.DD with 0.1 µm linear encoder) stages allowing the

sample to be scanned in the x-y directions.

3.7 Environmental effects

Ultrasonic velocity is defined by the second order elastic constants of a material,

these are related to many different physical factors. One of these is temperature.

The relationship between the change in velocity with temperature is given by the

formula:

∆v = k∆T

where k for aluminium has a quoted value of -0.752ms−1 ◦C−1 for shear waves, -

1.089 ms−1 ◦C−1 for longitudinal waves [117] and has been measured experimentally

using this instrument to have a value of -1ms−1 ◦C−1 for Rayleigh waves (see figure

3.14). Not only does the velocity of the material change with temperature but also

the geometry of the optics changes. For example changing the distance between

the detection and generation points would result in a phase change in the detected

SAW that could be misinterpreted as a velocity change.

In order to make measurements of velocity with the best possible resolution, the

temperature of the experiment needs to be carefully controlled. In the experiment

several different techniques are applied in order to limit the effect of temperature

variation on the measurement of the velocity of the SAWs. One of these methods is

the use of a temperature control chamber inside which the experiment takes place.

The temperature inside the chamber is carefully controlled. This also reduces

draughts and the associated low frequency mechanical vibrations caused by them.
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Another method used to reduce the impact of temperature on the measurement

is the use of an interleaved differential technique implemented using the control

electronics.
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Figure 3.14: Relationship between variation in temperature and shift in velocity

3.7.1 Temperature control enclosure

The temperature control chamber used for this instrumentation consists of a box

with walls and a lid made from thermally insulating Correx plastic. Insulating

the enclosure reduces the effect on the internal temperature by external thermal

variation. In order to minimise the fluctuation within the enclosure, efforts were

made to exclude any equipment from it that would generate heat. In particular

the power supplies for the stages and the generation laser head were kept external

to the enclosure to help minimise the effect the heat they generate would have on

the experiment. The internal temperature is further regulated by a 33.4W Peltier

effect heat pump. One side of the heat pump is connected to a large aluminum
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block which acts as a thermal mass. The other side of the heat pump is connected

to a finned heat sink with a fan attached to it. The fan drives air from the

enclosure over the fins of the heat sink which exchanges thermal energy with the

load. The Peltier is controlled by a proportional integral derivative (PID) controller

(Supercool: PR59), this controls the direction and magnitude of the current going

to Peltier. The response of the PID controller is set by an RS232 connection

from the computer. A thermocouple attached below the sample measures the

temperature within the enclosure, which is sent to the PID controller. This is

also sent to the computer and recorded at 5 minute intervals or once each time a

measurement is made.

Fan

X-Y stages

Finned 
heat sink

Z stage

Peltier effect 
heat pump

Aluminium 
thermal mass

Tip-tilt 
stage

PID Controller

Sample holder Thermocouple

Optics

Correx insulation

Figure 3.15: Diagram of environmental chamber including configuration of sample
positioning stages

3.7.2 Effectiveness of temperature control enclosure

To assess the effectiveness of the temperature control enclosure, the temperature

inside was monitored every 5 minutes over a 24 hour period with the system turned
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on. It was found that during this period the maximum change in temperature was

0.2◦C (see figure 3.16). This equates to a velocity shift 0.2 ms−1.

The temperature stability was also monitored over a shorter period (every six

seconds for one hour) with the PID set to a higher temperature (21◦C), to demon-

strate the capacity of the enclosure to maintain different temperatures. The moni-

toring of the enclosure was only started when it had reach a constant temperature

having been increased. The maximum change in temperature over a hour was

found to be 0.1 ◦C (see figure 3.17), which equates to a velocity shift of 0.1ms−1.

The maximum rate of change (found between 33-35 minutes) was found to be

0.014 ◦C a minute, which equates to a velocity change of 0.014ms−1 a minute. The

maximum rate at which the temperature can be sampled (every 6 seconds) by this

system limits the rate of variation in the temperature that can be detected. It is

assumed that high frequency variations in temperature are small and their effects

are partially averaged out by the finite length of the time a measurement takes.

This demonstrates that the enclosure system has relatively good control over

the temperature of the sample and instrumentation. However, the instrument is

required to measure velocity changes of the order of mms−1 (see page 33). This

requires a temperature stability that the enclosure alone is not capable of maintain-

ing. So additional techniques to mitigate the effect of the temperature variation

are also employed (see section 3.8).

3.8 Control electronics

In order to make highly accurate velocity measurements the instrument has to

precisely control the generation of each of the SAWs used. In this system this is

done by using a high speed field programmable gate array (FPGA) operating at
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Figure 3.16: Temperature variation of experiment over 24 hour period
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Figure 3.17: Temperature variation of experiment over 1 hour period
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a clock frequency of 100MHz (giving a timing resolution of 10ns). This control

board acts as the primary clock for the experiment with all triggers being derived

from it. The repetition for each cycle of triggers is set on the board by the state

of two switches. These switches encode the repetition rate, both switches down

being 500Hz, switch 0 up being 1kHz, switch 1 up being 2kHz and both up being

3kHz. The FPGA delay values are set by computer via a USB connection.

The computer sends the FPGA two numerical values. These are the delays in

nanoseconds between the trigger signal for the generation of the pump SAW and

the trigger for the probe SAW. The FPGA triggers for a set number of counts for

one delay before switching to the second of the two delays. The number of times

each delay is repeated is set by another group of switches on the FPGA, up to a

maximum of 63 times. This means the switching rate between the two delays can

be controlled from 500 to 16 Hz, (see figure 3.18). Using this system the interaction

between the two SAWs can be precisely controlled.

A differential technique can be implemented using this system to reduce the

impact of temperature variation on the measurement of the change in velocity of

the probe wave due to the stress induced by the pump wave. At one delay the

probe SAW doesn’t interact with a region of stress due to the pump SAW, any

velocity shifts are due to environmental effects such as temperature variations. At

the other delay the probe SAW interacts with a point on the pump SAW. The two

different SAWs are separated out using a radio frequency (RF) transistor transistor

logic (TTL) controlled switch (minicircuits ZSWA-4-30DR) that is controlled by

the FPGA. In this way the probe SAW experiencing the stress state appears at

one port of the switch while the probe SAW which has not experienced a stress

appears at the other port. By switching the interaction point rapidly between the

two delays it allows a differential technique to be implemented which is independent
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of external environmental effects. The temperature variation between the different

interaction is minimal (of the order of 10−4 ◦C see figure 4.2). This results in the

system being able to measure very small velocity changes due to stress.

trigger 

pump 

trigger 

probe 

Switch 

level

Figure 3.18: Diagram of the timing configuration of the FPGA. Spikes in each of
the trigger channels represent a triggering event. Pump/probe interaction diagrams
show the interaction between the pump and probe waves for these delay settings.

3.9 Summary

In this section the design of a laser ultrasound system capable of making highly sen-

sitive acoustoelastic measurements is described. Some of the difficulties in achiev-

ing this have been explored. The configuration developed represents a flexible

system for measurements.



Chapter 4

Methods

4.1 Introduction

This chapter starts by discussing the measurement of the acoustoelastic coefficient

for Rayleigh waves (AR) and the procedure developed to monitor it (see section

4.2), this procedure was developed in conjunction with instrumentation discussed

in chapter 3. Developments in this procedure came about due to the observed ex-

perimental results presented in chapter 5. The methods presented in this chapter

have been organised in order of increasing measurement complexity. The exper-

imental results are presented in chapter 5. Other topics covered in this chapter

include:

• Section 4.3 - the noise, errors and uncertainties in the acoustoelastic mea-

surement and the associated variables are investigated experimentally and

by modelling.

• Section 4.4 - a technique to image AR is developed to investigate spatial

variation in AR found in chapter 5 (section 5.4).

78
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• Section 4.5 - the configuration of an experiment to investigate the impact of

fatigue on the imaged AR is outlined

4.2 The acoustoelastic coefficient for Rayleigh waves

(AR)

The acoustoelastic effect (see section 2.4.3) is used to determine the acoustoelastic

coefficient (A) of a material. The acoustoelastic coefficient is dependent on the

wave mode that is probing the material, in this case Rayleigh waves are used,

so that the acoustoelasic coefficient for Rayleigh waves (AR) is monitored. The

direction of both the applied stress and the propagation of the probing wave, influ-

ences which acoustoelastic coefficient is measured. In this case the acoustoelastic

coefficient measured is the A1
R1 coefficient, where the superscript (1) denotes the

direction of the applied stress and the subscript (1) denotes the direction of prop-

agation of the probe wave. In this case used here the stress is applied in the same

direction as the propagation of the wave. For brevity the measured acoustoelastic

coefficient is subsequently referred to as AR.

Measuring AR requires the measurement of the fractional velocity change of a

Rayleigh wave with applied stress. The technique developed in this thesis uses a

large amplitude low frequency ultrasonic pump wave (0.5–2.5MHz) to stress the

material. A second wave, the high frequency ultrasonic probe wave (38–68MHz),

co-propagates with the pump wave so experiencing a stress, which alters the probe

wave velocity. The velocity change (caused by the stress of the pump wave) is

extremely small (of the order of 10−6 per MPa). The stress experienced by the

probe wave can be changed by altering the interaction point of the two waves or by

altering the amplitude of the pump wave, for experimental reasons the former has
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some advantages. The relative timing of the generation of the two waves determines

the regions of the waves that interact and so the effective stress experienced by the

probe wave due to the pump wave.

To make the measurement of AR two separate variables are measured, the

induced fractional velocity change and the stress. They are indirectly measured by

measuring the time of arrival of the probe wave, the out of plane displacement due

to the pump wave and the length of the probe wave packet discussed in sections

4.2.2, 4.2.3 and 4.2.4.

4.2.1 Fractional velocity change

The fractional velocity change (∆V
V0

) is the change in the velocity of a propagating

wave over the unstressed wave velocity. In this case:

∆V

V0

=
Vσ − V0

V0

(4.1)

where Vσ is the velocity of the wave under the influence of stress and V0 is the

unstressed wave velocity.

The measurement of the velocity change is complicated by the temperature

dependence. The temperature dependence is -1 ms−1C−1 and the experiment is

contained in a temperature controlled enclosure capable of controlling the temper-

ature of the sample to 0.2◦ C over a 24 hour period. The maximum variation in

the velocity due to temperature variations is found to be 0.014 ms−1 over a time

scale of 60 seconds (see section 3.7.2 and figure 3.17).

The measurements of ∆V in this thesis are of the order of 0.040–0.050 ms−1

which means that the temperature dependence is very significant. Consequently

to achieve velocity measurements that are more independent of temperature vari-
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Pump wave

Probe waveTarget wave

Pump wave

Probe wave

Reference wave

Figure 4.1: Diagram showing the different interaction locations of the target and
reference probe waves with the pump wave. By placing the target wave at different
locations between the grey dashed lines (- -) different levels of stress due to the
pump wave can be investigated.

ation an interleaved differential technique is used to acquire the fractional velocity

change.

Interleaved differential acquisition of the fractional velocity change

Using an interleaved differential technique improves the temperature independence

of the measurement of the fractional velocity change. To implement this technique

two probe waves are acquired. One of the probe waves, known as the target wave,

interacts with the pump wave at a time where stress is present. The other probe

wave, known as the reference wave, interacts with the pump wave at a time where

stress is not present (see figure 4.1). Both waves experience similar changes in

velocity due to temperature variations. By interleaving and rapidly switching the

acquisition of the target and reference waves, the temperature difference between

the two is small (see figure 4.2b).

An interleaved measurement with 16384 averages takes 40 seconds to complete

which means a maximum temperature change less than 0.014 C◦. Figure 4.2 shows
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Figure 4.2: Demonstration of difference in temperature between the target and
reference probe waves based on maximum reported variation of 0.014◦ in a 60 sec-
ond period from figure 3.17. A red cross (+) denotes the acquisition of a reference
wave and a blue circle (◦) denotes the acquisition of a target wave

the maximum reported variation in temperature along with the interleaved acqui-

sition process. Taking this value the variation in the temperature between the

acquisitions of the reference and target waves will be less than 1× 10−4 ◦C, as can

be seen in figure 4.2b, assuming there are no unobserved high frequency variations.

The target and reference waves are acquired on separate oscilloscope channels,

selected by the RF switch controlled by the FPGA (see section 3.8). By subtracting

the reference wave velocity from the target wave velocity, the majority of the

velocity change due to temperature variation is eliminated. This leaves the velocity

change due to stress (∆V ). The temperature difference between the target and

probe waves (1× 10−4 ◦C) equates to a difference in velocity of 0.0001ms−1. This

velocity shift represents an uncertainty in the AR of 0.03 ×10−6 MPa−1. In section

4.3.1 the error in AR is found to be 0.5×10−6 MPa−1. The contribution to the

error in AR due to fluctuation in temperature is therefore small.
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4.2.2 Measuring the time of arrival of the probe wave

The interaction distance (D) between the waves is kept constant, using the follow-

ing equalities:

V0 =
D

t0
, Vσ =

D

t0 + ∆t

the fractional velocity change can be described as:

∆V

V0

=
−∆t

t0 + ∆t
(4.2)

From equation (4.2) the fractional velocity change can be found by measuring

∆t and t0. Where ∆t is the time difference between the arrival of the reference and

the target wave. t0 is the time taken for the wave to propagate in an unstressed

condition.

Measurement of ∆t

The time difference between the arrival of the reference probe wave and the tar-

get probe wave is determined by either taking the phase of the largest spectral

component of the probe wave (via FFT, known as the phase method) or by using

the “full spectrum method” as described in [118]. Both techniques are compared

by numerical modelling in section 4.3.5 and experimentally in section 4.3.2. The

latter proved to have better signal to noise characteristics and was used for most

of the subsequent experiments.
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Figure 4.3: Diagrammatic representation of different techniques used to extract t0
from reference probe wave

Measurement of t0

The time t0 is the interaction time between the probe and pump waves. It is the

time taken for the probe wave to travel to the detector from the point where it

is generated (the pump wave being generated earlier). This is measured by either

finding the maximum of the envelope or by fitting a Gaussian packet to the probe

wave envelope (see figure 4.3). Both methods become unstable under different

conditions, well conditioned data is therefore vital for both techniques. Finding the

maximum of the envelope technique is more sensitive to amplitude noise, however

it is less resource intensive and so is used for most of the subsequent experiments.
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4.2.3 Measurement of the material stress under the pump

wave

The stress applied to the material under the probe wave is produced by co-

propagating a low frequency SAW called the pump wave. The stress is measured

by measuring the out of plane displacement of the SAW and then calculating the

stress using Viktorov [119] thus:

σxx|z=0 = U0

[
λ (k2 − q2) + 2µk2

(
1− 2sq

k2+s2

)
q
(
1− 2k

k2+s2

) ]
(4.3)

Further details are given in appendix B.

Using Viktorov to plot the stress profile into the sample (see figure 4.4), it is

seen that out of plane stress at the surface is zero and in plane stress at the surface

is finite. The stress produced by the probe wave interacts with the top region of the

sample to a depth of 0.025 of the wavelength of the pump wave (see figure 4.4b),

one can confidently make the approximation that the probe wave only interacts

with in plane stresses from the pump wave.

Multiple interaction points between pump and probe wave

The delay between the generation of the pump wave and the generation of the probe

wave determines the interaction point between the two waves. By altering the delay

for the generation of the target probe wave, a range of different displacements, and

so stresses, will be experienced by the probe wave due to the pump wave (see figure

4.5). This allows a measurement of AR to be taken.
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(b) Cropped section showing probe wave stress
components with depth

Figure 4.4: Stress components contribution with penetration depth pump wave,
The solid red line (−) represents stress in the xx direction, the dashed green
line (−−) represents stress in the zz direction and the dashed-dotted line (−.−)
represents the xz direction. In figure 4.4b stress components of the probe wave
are also plotted (red diamond 3 σxx, the blue circle ◦ σxz, green triangle 4 σzz).
The probe wave stress is confined to less than 0.025λpump and the variation in the
stress is less than 20%

Figure 4.5: Diagram showing example of different interaction points (red circles,
◦) between the target probe wave and the pump wave, produced by varying the
delay between the generation of the two waves. The reference point (the timing
delay where no interaction between the pump and probe takes place) is also shown
(broken green circle ◦).
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Figure 4.6: Graph showing the relative interaction period of the pump (blue circles,
◦) and probe (red solid line, −) waves. The probe wave packet envelope is also
shown (green triangles, 4). The stress used in the measurement of AR is the
average of the stress due to the pump waveform weighted by the probe envelope.

4.2.4 Probe wave packet length and its effect on the mea-

surement

Since the high frequency probe waveform has a relatively long packet compared

with the period of the low frequency pump waveform, different parts of the probe

experience different stress levels (see figure 4.6). The methods used to measure the

phase or time delay of the probe wave (see section 4.2.2), measure an average phase

or delay for the entire packet weighted by the amplitude (or envelope) of the probe

waveform. Consequently, the stress used in the calculation of AR is the average of

the stress waveform under the pump wave, weighted by the probe envelope.

The validity of this approach can be demonstrated by considering the probe

wave packet as three separate sections (see figure 4.7a). Each section interacts

with a slightly different part of the pump wave and so experiences a different

stress, inducing a different phase change in each section. In a phasor diagram (see
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Figure 4.7: Demonstration of the validity of averaging the stress due to the pump
wave, weighted by the probe envelope.

figure 4.7b) the contribution of each of these components to the total phase shift is

proportional to the amplitude of each section. As each components’ contribution

to the phase shift is proportional to its amplitude, the stress from each section

must be weighted by the same amount to give the effective stress experienced by

the whole packet. This is only an illustration of the process. In reality the stress is

proportional to the integral of the probe wave packet, rather than three successive

sections.

The probe envelope can be measured by shifting the frequency spectrum of the

probe waveform to DC and taking the inverse Fourier transform, see figure 4.8.

4.2.5 Relating observed stress to velocity change (calibra-

tion)

An interferometer (see section 3.4.2) measures the displacement of the pump wave

and a knife-edge detector measures the gradient of the probe wave. The inter-
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Figure 4.8: Process of obtaining the probe wave packet, a FFT is applied to the
probe wave (A), the frequency spectrum is shifted to move the probe wave spike
to DC position (B) and a IFFT is applied to the frequency spectrum to give the
probe wave envelope (C).

ferometer measures a displacement and the knife-edge measures a gradient which

means the two detectors are 90◦ out of phase relative to each other. The detec-

tion points of the two detectors are separated due to the physical practicalities

of introducing both onto the sample. This separation of the detection points also

introduces a phase shift between the acquired signals and there are some other

small phase shifts due to different signal paths through the electronics.

To correct for the phase shifts between the acquired signals, the time of arrival

of the pump wave is shifted during the processing of the signals in the computer.

The shift in time allows the displacement, and so the stress, of the pump wave at

the point it interacts with the probe wave to be determined. This shift applied to
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Figure 4.9: Fractional velocity change (∆V
V0

) against delay between the generation
of pump and probe waves (blue dotted line, .-). Stress calculated from non-shifted
pump wave (green cross line, +-). The difference in phase between fractional
velocity change and the stress can be seen

the displacement of the pump wave is found using a fixed procedure.

The procedure probes several different stress states of the pump wave using the

target probe wave (as described in section 4.2.3). The interaction of the probe wave

with the pump wave is set by adjusting the delay between the generation of the

pump and probe waves. A different fractional velocity change is recorded at each

change in delay. The stress induced from the non-shifted pump wave is calculated

for each delay. Comparing the the stress calculated from the non-shifted pump

wave displacement and the fractional velocity change the phase difference between

the two detectors is observed (see figure 4.9). The phase difference is found by

curve fitting and the displacement due to the pump wave is shifted appropriately.

This procedure assumes that the fractional velocity change and the pump wave

stress are either 0 or 180◦ out of phase. This is a fair assumption as the majority

of the stress that interacts with the probe wave is in the in-plane or xx direction

(see section 4.2.3). Therefore it is assumed the fractional velocity change is only

induced by the in-plane stress.
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The difference in phase between the detectors is monitored for all experiments

conducted in chapter 5. The phase difference remains constant during each exper-

iment.

4.3 Noise, errors and uncertainties

In order to make valid conclusions from the data acquired in chapter 5 and to opti-

mise the measurements of AR, the noise, errors and uncertainties are investigated

in this section.

The error in the acousotelastic measurement where multiple interactions be-

tween the pump and probe wave occur, is found from the least mean square fit

applied to the data (see section 4.3.1). The uncertainty in the acoustoelastic mea-

surement comes from the uncertainty in each of the variables contributing to its

measurements. The sources of the uncertainties in these variable are investigated

to determine which is most prevalent (see section 4.3.2). These sources include

instrumental and processing uncertainties. Quantifying the uncertainties in each

of the measurements allows an approximation of the uncertainty in AR to be made

when the least mean squares fit cannot be used (in imaging). A demonstration of

the relative contribution to the overall uncertainty, of both the stress and fractional

velocity change, by the uncertainties in the associated variables is given in section

4.3.3. The effect of different configurations of the instrument including data acqui-

sition, pump wave frequency, probe wave frequency and co-propagation distance

influence the noise in the measurement and are also investigated (see section 4.3.5).
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4.3.1 Error in the acoustoelastic coefficient (AR)

A least mean squares fit is applied to data where numerous interactions (> 3)

between the pump and probe waves are used to find AR. This occurs only for

single location (point) measurements. When a least squares fit is applied to a set

of data, it is possible to calculate the standard error in the fit parameters, in this

case the stress and fractional velocity change. To do this, the sum of the squared

residuals (difference between the actual data points and the fitted value, SSE) is

calculated and then divided by the degrees of freedom (df, number of samples -

freedom for each parameter (2)):

s =
SSE

df

SSE =
N∑
n=1

δ(∆V
V0

)

where δ∆V
V0

is the uncertainty in the fractional velocity change ∆V
V0

. The standard

error (SE) in the fit and the standard error of the gradient (in this case δ∆V
V0

/σ) are

given by:

SE =
√
s

δ( ∆V
V0
σ

) =
SE√
SSσ

where the SSσ is the sum of the squares of, in this case, the stress which is given

by:

SSσ =
N∑
n=1

σ2 − σ̄2

Using a standard least mean squares fit is problematic when the uncertainty in

the variables is not constant. In this situation the uncertainty in the data is said to
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Figure 4.10: Plot of residual values from least mean squares recessional fit against
the stress. No clear correlation is seen so it is assumed the variance in data is not
a function of the stress.

be heteroskedastic. In this case a least mean squares regression fit will no longer

give the best linear unbiased fit values. This issue is removed by implementing

a weighted least mean square regression fit. A method of determining if this is

necessary, is to plot the residuals against the variables. If the scatter of residual

changes with the variable, the confidence in the measurement is dependent on the

magnitude of the variable and so an appropriate weighting must be applied. In

this case, the residuals are plotted against the stress for data acquired in section

5.2 on fused silica (see figure 4.10). No clear correlation is shown, so it can be

assumed that the variance is non-heteroskedastic.

For the single point acoustoelastic measurement, the standard error of the

gradient is 0.44 ×10−6 MPa−1. The acoustoelastic measurement for fused silica is

27.5 ± 0.5 ×10−6 MPa−1.
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4.3.2 Uncertainty in acoustoelastic coefficient

Instrumentation and processing techniques both have an effect on the certainty

with which the measurement can be made. The AR is calculated from several vari-

ables. Each variable has a uncertainty which contributes to the final uncertainty in

AR. This section explores the level of precision with which the variables making up

the acoustoelastic measurement can be found. Figure 4.11 shows a diagrammatic

representation of the system with sources of uncertainty included.

The uncertainties encountered in this analysis can be allocated into one of two

groups: random error and systematic error. Random errors are noise sources that

are unpredictable in nature and affect the precision of the measurement. System-

atic errors are caused by range of features including poor calibration and changes

in the environment. Systematic errors introduce biases in the measurement and

so affect its accuracy. The majority of experiments conducted in this thesis are

comparative, monitoring a change in AR between an initial measurement and sub-

sequent measurements. This means the random errors are the most significant

errors, as systematic errors will affect successive measurements in a similar way.

In this section each of the uncertainties is classified into one of these two groups.

Uncertainty in fractional velocity change

A variety of sources of uncertainty in the measurement of the fractional velocity

change exist. The single shot signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the probe wave is

used as a metric to define the quality of each measurement. In this section the

SNR is experimentally linked to the variation in the variables used to calculate the

fractional velocity change. This is used to analyse measurements presented later

in this thesis (see chapter 5). Finally, the effect of random systematic noise on the

uncertainty in the fractional velocity change measurement is investigated.
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Figure 4.11: System diagram including sources of uncertainty or factors that could
affect the uncertainty (labelled with a •).

Single shot signal to noise ratio

Variations in the generation, propagation and detection of the probe wave in a

sample means that the amplitude of the detected probe wave signal will vary. The

amplitude of the noise varies randomly. The effects of noise is dependent on its

bandwidth. Noise that is outside of the bandwidth of the signal can be removed.

Noise inside the bandwidth of the signal is more difficult to remove and must be

accounted for. The higher the level of noise with respect to the signal, the higher

the uncertainty in any measurement. To quantify the quality of the measurement,

the signal to noise ratio is used.

The signal to noise ratio (SNR) is found in this system by sampling a non-

averaged (single shot) probe wave. The length of the sampled data is sufficient

so that both the probe wave envelope and a region away from the probe wave is

recorded (see figure 4.12). The signal is defined as the section of the trace with the

greatest root mean squared value over a pre-set length (defined by the packet size).

The noise is defined as the standard deviation of the section away from the probe

wave. The SNR is defined here as the root mean squared value of the signal over
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Figure 4.12: Diagram of the locations of signal and noise components used to
calculate the signal to noise ratio from single shot trace

the standard deviation of the trace away from the signal. Several measurements

of the SNR are taken and averaged to give a value for a location.

Measured uncertainty in variables used to calculate the fractional ve-

locity change

The relationship between the uncertainty in the measurement of ∆t, t0 and the

single shot signal to noise ratio is explored experimentally in this section. The ∆t

variable is investigated, t0 being discussed after.

To measure the uncertainty in ∆t, 20 measurements are taken at a location.

Each measurement consists of taking an average of 16384 traces of the probe wave

packet. This number of averages is selected as the optimum number of averages

from modelling conducted in section 4.3.5 and it is subsequently used for all ex-

periments in chapter 5. The reference and target probe waves are acquired using

the interleaved differential technique described in section 4.2.1. The delay for trig-

gering the probe wave generation is fixed. The probe wave is generated using a

mask with a line spacing of 43.5 µm (see section 3.3.2). Both methods of finding

∆t (phase and full spectrum methods) described in section 4.2.2 are used. The

uncertainty in these measurements is defined as the standard deviation of their
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values. This procedure is repeated at 40 randomly selected locations. For each

location, the SNR is found by taking the average of multiple measurements at that

location.

Two samples were used to allow a range of signal to noise values to be investi-

gated. One of the samples is made from fused silica. Due to the high optical trans-

mittance of fused silica the sample is coated with a layer of aluminium ∼100nm

thick. Fused silica is highly isotropic meaning that wave propagation is unaffected

by features such as aberration. For this reason high signal to noise ratios are

achieved on the fused silica sample. This sample is known as an ideal sample. To

provide lower signal to noise ratios a second sample made from aluminium is used.

Attenuating the light returning to the knife-edge detector could have also

achieved a range of SNR values, though this would only probe the effect of changes

in the optical response of the system.

Figure 4.13 shows the logarithm of the standard deviation (uncertainty) in ∆t,

with respect to the logarithm of the mean signal to noise ratio, for each of the

points collected on the two samples. A linear decreasing trend is observed in the

log of the standard deviation of ∆t with an increase in the log of the signal to noise.

The phase method of extracting ∆t has a higher standard deviation for a given

SNR compared to the full spectrum method, especially at lower SNR values. This

is expected as the phase technique is less bandwidth efficient. The phase method is

bandwidth inefficient as only part of the frequency spectrum of the probe wave is

used to determine the change in phase, where as the full spectrum method uses all

of the spectrum to determine the phase change. One of the locations on the ideal

sample shows an uncertainty greater than the general trend. The exact reason for

this is unclear, though a single measurement is responsible (repeat 9 for location

39). Both processing techniques are affected.
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Figure 4.13: Log-log graph showing the standard deviation (uncertainty) of ∆t
against signal to noise ratio (SNR, based on amplitude). Includes data found
using the phase technique on aluminium (red crosses, +) and fused silica (red x,
×). Data found using the full spectrum technique on aluminium (blue triangle
point up, 4) and fused silica (blue triangle point down,5) is also included. Linear
fit lines are included for the phase method (solid red line, −) and the full spectrum
(dashed blue line, −−).

Data collected to calculate the uncertainty in ∆t can also be used to relate

the uncertainty in t0 to the SNR. A single trace of the probe wave is used. Two

methods, peak and envelope fitting, described in section 4.2.1 for finding t0, are

employed to find the value for each data point. The value of the standard deviation

of t0 is found for each location. The logarithm of the standard deviation is plotted

against the logarithm of the mean signal to noise value for each location (see figure

4.14). As the signal to noise ratio increases the uncertainty in t0 decrease. For

a high SNR the envelope method has a lower uncertainty than that of the peak

method. For a low SNR the peak method has a lower uncertainty than that of the

envelope method. Overall the peak method of determining t0 is more stable.
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Figure 4.14: Log-log graph showing the standard deviation (uncertainty) of t0
against signal to noise ratio (SNR). Includes data found using the peak technique
on aluminium (red cross, +) and fused silica (red x, ×). Data found using the
envelope technique on aluminium (blue triangle point up, 4) and fused silica (blue
triangle point down, 5) is also included. Linear fit lines are included for the peak
technique (solid red line, −) and the envelope (dashed blue line, −−).

Sources of uncertainty in fractional velocity measurement

In the previous section the uncertainty in the measurement of ∆t and t0 is measured

experimentally. A variety of sources of noise contribute to the uncertainty in these

measurements. The next section investigates, experimentally, some of these noise

sources to determine their impact. These sources can be broken down into two

groups, those caused by the generation of the probe wave and those caused by the

detection of the probe wave.

Generation sources Uncertainty in the probe wave arrival comes from vari-

ation in the triggering of the laser to generate the probe wave. The effect of

changes in the optics used to generate the probe wave is mitigated by the use of
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the differential technique described in section 4.2.1. Variations in the phase and

arrival timing of the probe wave are of prime interest, though amplitude variations

are also measured. To ensure good SNR levels the ideal sample is used in these

investigations.

Laser trigger timing variation The FPGA controls the timing of the trig-

gering of the laser to generate the probe wave. Between the FPGA triggering the

laser to fire and the laser firing there is a finite delay. The finite delay varies ac-

cording to a host of variables such as the temperature of the laser cavity, power

levels and other factors. This causes a random error in the measurement.

Data acquisition for the experiment is triggered by the coherent trigger, which

means the variation in triggering of the laser should not affect the timing of the

acquisition of the wave. However this variation will change the nature of the pulse

produced and so the ultrasound wave packet generated.

To measure this variation experimentally the laser Q-switcher is set to trigger

from the FPGA output. The FPGA output is also used to trigger an oscilloscope

that records the resultant laser pulse from the coherent trigger. For statistical

significance a total of 1000 coherent trigger waveforms were recorded (see figure

4.15 showing the first 10 triggers).

Each waveform is fitted to, so as to find the peak amplitude and time of arrival

relative to the FPGA trigger signal (see figures 4.16a and 4.16b respectively). A

weak correlation is observed between the size of the pulse and the delay in the

arrival of the pulse (see figure 4.17). The standard deviation of the delay between

the FPGA triggering and the arrival of the pulse is 41.83 ps. The effect of this

variation will be reduced when the waves produced are averaged. This variation

represents a fundamental limit in the precision .
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Figure 4.15: First ten pulses from Q-switched laser recorded by the coherent trig-
ger, the x-axis shows the time since the FPGA trigger signal in nano seconds.
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Figure 4.16: Peak amplitude (a) and delay between FPGA triggering and arrival
of pulse (b). For each of the 1000 recorded pulse from Q-switched laser recorded
by the coherent trigger, values were found through fitting.
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Figure 4.17: Comparison between laser pulse peak amplitude and delay between
triggering signal from FPGA and detection of pulse. A weak correlation is observed.

Change in delay values for firing Q-switched laser Due to switching

delays between the generation of the pump and probe waves, controlled by the

FPGA, there is a finite change in the amount of time between the triggering of the

laser to generate the probe wave. This is minimized by padding the delay window

between switching values.

However, varying the timing of the laser triggering affects the amount of energy

released from the laser cavity. This alters the rise time of the coherent trigger

signal. The coherent trigger starts the acquisition of data, changing it affects the

measurement of ∆t. This causes a random error in the measurement.

The affect of altering the delay values is investigated experimentally by changing

the delay to several different values successively. The pump wave is not generated

so no stress is present. The reference and target probe waves are acquired syn-

chronously using 16384 averages. From these ∆t is found using the full spectrum

method (see figure 4.18).

The standard deviation for the ∆t values is 1.6 ps. This variation is the same as

that found on the ideal sample when comparing the variation in ∆t with the signal
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of ∆t between two waves with respect to variation in
delay used by the FPGA. The standard deviation of ∆t is 1.66 ps

to noise ratio (see figure 4.13). From these results, varying the delay between the

generation of the waves has little affect on the uncertainty in the measurement of

∆t.

Detection sources The probe wave is detected by a knife-edge detection method

described in section 2.5.3. Noise in the signal from the knife-edge detector can come

from a wide range of sources such as flicker noise in the laser, shot noise from the

laser/detection electronics and electromagnetic interference (EMI) in the detection

circuit and amplifiers. Some noise sources are mitigated, at least partially, through

the design of the system. The use of electromagnetic shielding to reduce the

impact of EMI being an example. Noise from the knife-edge detector is a source of

uncertainty in the measurement of both ∆t and t0. It is important to investigate

the nature of dominant noise sources.
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Variation in returning light level The intensity of light returning to the

knife-edge detector will affect the amount of photo-current produced. This will

affect both the amplitude of the signal and the amplitude of the noise. In a shot

noise limited system the signal to noise ratio is related to the square root of the

intensity of the returning light [104]. This next section investigates the relationship

between the signal to noise ratio and returning light level.

The experiment to investigate the relationship between the signal to noise ratio

and the intensity of the light, focuses the knife-edge detector onto an ideal sample.

The amount of returning light is controlled by adjusting the output intensity of the

CW laser used in the knife-edge detector. The light level falling on the detector is

measured as the summed DC voltage from the detector. Several different intensities

of light are achieved. A probe wave is generated. The measurement of the signal

to noise ratio is conducted as described on page 95 of this chapter.

Above a threshold the signal to noise ratio is a linear function of the square root

of the DC voltage from the knife-edge detector (see figure 4.19). The threshold

is approximately at 1 volt. Above this threshold the knife-edge appears to be

shot noise limited. Below this threshold other noise sources dominate, such as

flicker noise from the laser and EMI. These features cause a random error in the

measurement.

To ensure the precision of measurements any data below a set signal to noise

ratio is discarded (see section 4.5.4), this corresponds to intensity of light returning

to the detector above the threshold and a large uncertainty in ∆t.

Calculating uncertainty in fractional velocity change

Each variable used to calculate the fractional velocity change has an associated

uncertainty that has been found by experimentation. These uncertainties accu-
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Figure 4.19: Graph comparing the
√
DC voltage level to the signal to noise ratio.

The summed DC voltage from the knife edge is a function of the the intensity of
the illumination.

mulate when calculating the fractional velocity change. The total uncertainty in

the fractional velocity change can by found using the propagation of uncertainty

technique. The uncertainties in ∆t and t0 are assumed to be independent. This is

fair provided there are no systematic errors present in the acquisition of the timing.

In the propagation of uncertainties technique, the localised gradient of the

independent and dependent variable is multiplied by the uncertainty. Each inde-

pendent variable contributes to the uncertainty in the dependent variable. The

uncertainty in the dependent variable is equal to the square root of the sum of the

squares of each of the product of localised gradient and uncertainty. In this case

the uncertainty in the fractional velocity change (δ(∆V
V0

)) is:

δ(∆V
V0

) =

√√√√(δ∆t

∂∆V
V0

∂∆t

)2

+

(
δt0
∂∆V
V0

∂t0

)2
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where:

∂∆V
V0

∂∆t
=

−t0
(t0 + ∆t)2

∂∆V
V0

∂t0
=

∆t

(t0 + ∆t)2

where δt0 is the uncertainty in t0 and δ∆t is the uncertainty in ∆t.

Uncertainty in displacement and stress

The uncertainty in the stress arises from the uncertainty in the measurement of

the displacement, the uncertainty in the properties of the pump wave and the

uncertainty in the material constants. These are investigated in this section so as

to assess the overall uncertainty in the measurement of the stress.

Uncertainty in displacement

The minimum resolution of the calibrated output of the Polytec interferometer for a

displacement is± 0.2 nm as quoted by the manufacturers. The minimum resolution

is confirmed experimentally by taking single shot displacement measurements on

a static ideal sample at 30 different locations, repeated 50 times (see figure 4.20).

The average standard deviation is 0.05 nm. This indicates the uncertainty in the

measurement is lower than the stated resolution. However this may be affected by

the amplitude of the displacement measured. The uncertainty in the displacement

used in calculating the uncertainty of the stress is 0.2 nm. This causes a random

error in the measurement.

A minimum displacement resolution of ± 0.2 nm equates to an uncertainty in

the stress of ± 0.0225 MPa. The effects of incoherent noise sources are mitigated

by coherent averaging (256 averages are used) when acquiring the pump wave.
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Figure 4.20: Recorded displacements for 30 different locations repeated 50 times.

Uncertainty in the pump wave frequency The frequency of the pump wave

is used to determine the stress induced by it. A single value is used for the frequency

of the pump wave in the calculation of the stress. The use of this single frequency

introduces uncertainty in the measurement of the stress. This causes a random

error in the measurement.

One reason for this is that the pump wave consists of several frequencies, as it

has a finite length. This is seen when comparing the spectrum of a single pump

wave on fused silica (see figure 4.21) for different pump wave frequencies. Each

pump wave has a spectrum with a finite width. The central frequency of the pump

wave spectrum is selected as the frequency of the pump wave. This assumption is

fair as the pump wave is considerably longer than the probe wave so the probe wave

experiences a stress that is effectively from an infinite, monochromatic source.

Uncertainty in the central frequency of the pump wave spectrum contributes

to the uncertainty in the calculated stress. Variations away from this central

frequency can be caused by a range of factors including electronic pickup, nonlinear

amplification (though this would be small as the amplifier is operated in its linear
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Figure 4.21: Spectrum’s of 0.5 MHz (red dashed line, −−), 1.0 MHz (blue solid line,
−) and 2.0 MHz (green dashed-dotted line, .−) pump waves that have propagated
in fused silica. No higher order harmonics are seen, indicating a linear system.

regime) or due to the propagation of the wave in the material. To quantify the

uncertainty in this frequency, 200 single shot measurements are made using a

1MHz transducer to generate the pump waves and are detected using the Polytec

interferometer. The pump wave propagates in the ideal sample. Fitting a Gaussian

to each pump waves frequency spectrum allows the central frequency to be found

(see figure 4.22). The standard deviation of these measurements is 359 Hz. The

uncertainty in the pump wave frequency is therefore 0.03%.

Uncertainty in material properties The material constants are used in the

calculation of the induced stress due to the displacement caused by the pump

wave. The accuracy of the material properties affects the accuracy of the stress.

Two main sources of uncertainty in material properties exist. The first is due

to fundamental uncertainty in referenced values. The second is the uncertainty

due to the use of isotropic material properties for anisotropic materials. Both are

discussed. These cause systematic errors in the measurement.
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Figure 4.22: Graph of central frequency of pump wave packet recorded for 200
samples. The standard deviation of the frequency is 359Hz and the mean value is
1.006 MHz.

Material Density
(kgm−3)

Young’s Modu-
lus (GPa)

Shear Modulus
(GPa)

Aluminium 2698 70.3 26.1
Fused Silica 2200 73.1 31.2
Titanium 4508 115.7 43.8
Assumed level of ac-
curacy

1 0.1 0.1

Table 4.1: Table of material constants and assumed accuracy for relevant materials
used in experiments in this thesis

Uncertainty in referenced isotropic material properties Material con-

stants can be found in a variety of sources for the bulk isotropic case for various

materials. The material properties used in this work are given in table 4.1. They

are based on values in [120] and they haven’t been cross-referenced. As no level of

accuracy is established for each material property, an assumed value is used (see

table 4.1).

Variation in material properties with direction The material properties

in anisotropic materials are dependent on direction. In the case of anisotropic poly-
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crystalline materials the anisotropy is a function of the microstructure. Where the

scales of a materials microstructure is sufficiently small, it is assumed an homogo-

nised anisotropic value for the material properties can be used, as the variation in

material properties with orientation of the microstructure is averaged out. This

assumption fails when the scale of the microstructure is of the same order as the

interaction distance between the pump and probe wave used to measure AR of the

material. This only occurs on certain samples, which are investigated in section

5.6. In this case the directional dependence of the material properties becomes

important. This section investigates the directional dependence of the material

properties used in calculating the stress to qualitively demonstrate the impact of

this variation.

In the anisotropic case the relationship between εij and σij is given in the linear

approximation by:

σij =
3∑

k=1

3∑
l=1

cijklεkl

where cijkl is the second order elastic constants. The Young’s and shear modulus

are related to the second order elastic constant. The second order elastic constants

vary with direction in an anisotropic material. The directional dependence of the

second order elastic constants is well known [121, 122]. These published values

can be used to calculate the directional dependence of the Young’s and shear

modulus by matrix algebra using existing code [123]. Two anisotropic materials are

investigated in this work: aluminium and titanium. The variation of the material

properties can be seen in figure 4.23a for aluminium and figure 4.24a for titanium.

The variation in the material properties is symmetrical, it repeats every 180◦.

The Young’s modulus of aluminium varies from 63 to 72 GPa (13% of the

mean) and the shear modulus does not vary remaining at 28.3 GPa. The Young’s

modulus of titanium varies from 105.9 to 149.1 GPa (35% of the mean) and the
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Figure 4.23: Two diagrams depicting the variation over 180◦ of the Young’s (a)
and shear (b) modulus for aluminium.
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Figure 4.24: Two diagrams depicting the variation over 180◦ of the Young’s (a)
and shear (b) modulus for titanium.

shear modulus varies from 35.7 to 47.0 GPa (28% of the mean). This represents

large changes in the material properties with direction which must be accounted

for when investigating large grain samples. For samples with small grains, the

material properties are assumed to be an homogonised anisotropic value.

Calculating uncertainty in stress

The equation relating the displacement to the stress consists of several variables.

The measured or known variables (dependent variables) are the Young’s modulus
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(E), shear modulus (G), frequency (f), density (ρ), velocity (vel) and displacement

(U0). From these, further values are calculated including the various wave numbers

(k, ks and kl), the difference in wave numbers (q and s) and the Lamé constants (λ

and µ). Each of these variables has an uncertainty that is either assumed, found

experimentally or can be calculated from the propagation of uncertainty. These

uncertianties are used to calculate the overall uncertainty in the stress measure-

ment. Only two of the variables, the Young’s and shear modulus, are assumed to

be dependent. The others variables are assumed to be independent.

The stress in the xx direction is described by [119]:

σxx|z=0 = A

(
λ
(
k2 − q2

)
+ 2µk2

(
1− 2sq

k2 + s2

))
A =

U0

q
(
1− 2k2

k2+s2

)
The uncertainty in σxx |z=0 can be described by:

δσxx|z=0
=

√(
δA
∂σxx
∂A

)2

+

(
δλ
∂σxx
∂λ

)2

+

(
δk
∂σxx
∂k

)2

+

(
δq
∂σxx
∂q

)2

...

+

(
δG
∂σxx
∂G

)2

+

(
δs
∂σxx
∂s

)2

(4.4)

The partial differentials for equation 4.4 can be found in appendix C.

Uncertainty in combination of stress and fractional velocity change mea-

surement

To determine the accuracy of the shifting arrangement, discussed in section 4.2.5,

data from the single point acoustoelastic measurement carried out in section 5.2

is investigated. This uncertainty is a form of systematic error. This is done by

applying a least mean squares linear fits to the data as it is shifted through a range
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of delays. The average size of the residuals (the difference between the fit values

and actual values) is used to estimate the accuracy of the fit. The result is seen in

figure 4.25.

A minimum average residual is reached close to that of the shift found analyt-

ically (denoted by the ◦) value. The analytically found location of the peak does

not reduce the residuals to a minimum. Indicating that in this case calculating

the location of the first peaks failed to find the optimum shift value. In order to

ensure that the minimum error due to shifting is achieved, the residual checking

procedure outlined above is carried out on all data collected.
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Figure 4.25: Graph of the shift applied to the pump wave displacement versus the
mean residual value from least means squares fit. The circle (◦) represents the
shift found analytically.

4.3.3 Demonstration of relative magnitudes of uncertain-

ties

To give an insight into the relative magnitudes of the uncertainties in the acous-

toelastic measurement, the value of the variables and the calculated uncertainties
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Variable Value (V al) Calculated un-
certainty (δ)

V al
δ
× 100 (%) % contribution

to δ(∆V
V0

)
∆V
V0

31.1× 10−6 1.35× 10−6 4.3 -

∆t (ps) 28.6 1.24 4.3 99.9975
T0 (ns) 917 0.19 0.02 0.0024

Table 4.2: Calculated uncertainty in fractional velocity change and associated
variables for an arbitrary interaction between pump and probe wave on fused silica.

Variable Value (V al) Uncertainty
(δ)

V al
δ
× 100 (%) %

contri-
bution
to δσ

Stress (σ, MPa) 1.104 0.0235 2.1 -
Displacement (nm) −11 0.2 1.8 70.9
Angular frequency (ω,
Hz)

6.28× 106 2255.7 0.03 2.55

Youngs mod (E, GPa) 73 0.1 0.1 1.5
Shear mod (G, GPa) 31 0.1 0.3 23.4
Density(ρ, kgm−3) 2200 1 0.045 0.29

Table 4.3: Calculated uncertainty in stress and associated variables for arbitrary
interaction between pump and probe wave on fused silica. The angular frequency
refers to the angular frequency of the pump wave. Systematic uncertainties are
presented in the last three rows

are presented. Table 4.2 presents the calculated uncertainty in fractional velocity

change and associated variables. Table 4.3 presents the calculated uncertainty in

stress and associated variables for arbitrary interaction. The error in the pump

wave frequency could be found directly by acquiring the whole of the pump wave.

As the uncertainty in the pump wave frequency is small (0.03%, see section 4.3)

the error is not found as part of the procedure to acquire the acoustoelastic mea-

surement, this is to reduce the number of data points acquired. The effect of the

anisotropy is assumed to be small as the pump and probe waves co-propagates

through many grains. The data is from a single pump- probe wave interaction.

The interaction took place on fused silica.
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From the results presented in table 4.2 the largest contribution to the uncer-

tainty in the fractional velocity change comes from the uncertainty in the mea-

surement of ∆t. The results in table 4.3 show that the largest contribution to the

uncertainty in the stress induced by the pump wave is from the uncertainty in the

measurement of the displacement. The uncertainty in the shear modulus is the

next largest contributor to the uncertainty in the stress.

4.3.4 Comparison of calculated uncertainties to least mean

squares fit

To assess the calculated uncertainty in the stress and fractional velocity change a

single point acoustoelastic measurement is plotted with error bars in figure 4.26.

The error bars are based on the uncertainty calculated for the stress and fractional

velocity change. The data used is taken from the single point acoustoelastic ex-

periment carried out in section 5.2. These uncertainties come from the standard

deviation of observed values for set conditions (SNR). The error bars represent a

level of confidence, in this case that there is a 68% probability that the value of the

variable will fall within this region. The confidence regions of most of the points,

meet the fit line, indicating the calculated errors are reasonably representative.

4.3.5 Instrument configurations impact on noise

This section discusses the configuration of the instrument to optimise the precision

of the measurement of AR. These parameters include the acquisition of data, the

frequencies and the length of interaction of the waves. The optimum configuration

is found through a combination of modelling and experimental work. Experiments

to determine the impact of changing these instrumental features, probe the AR
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Figure 4.26: Graph of applied stress against fractional velocity measurement. The
error bars describe the calculated uncertainty in the applied stress and fractional
velocity change, defined as one standard deviation or 68% level confidence. The
least mean squares regression fit can be seen as the solid line (-).
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of fused silica. These acoustoelastic measurements are carried out as discussed in

section 4.2 and 5.2. Unless stated otherwise the configuration of the equipment

for all the experimental work is as follows. The probe wave is generated using a

55 µm grating, giving a frequency of 63 MHz on fused silica. The pump wave was

produced using a 1 MHz transducer being in the centre of the amplifier’s linear

regime. The probe wave is generated and subsequently detected at a distance 3

mm away from the centre of the imaged generation spot.

Modelled acquisition of probe wave

The way the probe waves are acquired and processed can impact the level of uncer-

tainty in the measurement of ∆t and t0. In order to best configure the acquisition

and processing of these signals, modelling of the acquisition and processing was

carried out. The acquisition features that were explored relate to the configuration

of the oscilloscope recording the waves. These features include coherent averaging,

time-base and sampling rate. Both amplitude and phase based noise were inves-

tigated by adding randomly generated fluctuations to the signal. The modelling

process involves creating a set of waveforms of different signal to noise ratios and

then sampling them with different acquisition settings and processing techniques.

The waveforms are created using the following formula:

y = An + [A cos (2πt+ φn)G] (4.5)

where A is the amplitude of the wave, t is the time, G is a Gaussian packet

expression with a centre at the centre of the timing window and a width of half

the window, φn is the phase noise and An is the amplitude noise. The level of

noise is then calculated as the standard deviation in the output of each processing
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method (either ∆t or t0). A thousand waveforms of each signal to noise ratio were

simulated to make the modelling statistically relevant.

When comparing processing techniques to find ∆t and t0, it was found that

the full spectrum method and the envelope method resulted in lower noise levels.

The full spectrum technique will be used for calculating ∆t. The peak method of

finding t0 will be used. This is because the improvement in noise resilience of the

envelope method does not justify the additional time taken to process. Also the

peak method is more stable at lower SNR values.

Modelling for coherent averaging of the signals showed improvement in re-

silience to both amplitude and phase noise. The more averages taken, the lower

the impact of the noise on the signals. Coherent averaging takes time, over which

factors can change. For this technique to be practical, the amount of time to take

a measurement needs to be limited. The best compromise between improvement

in resilience to noise and time taken to acquire the signal was found to be 16384

averages from the modelling conducted. The number of averages is selected as a

base 2 number to simplify quantifying the improvement in signal to noise.

The time base defines the length of time over which the sample is acquired.

When combined with the sampling rate this gives the number of points in a trace.

The time base controls the length of signal that is acquired. Three time bases are

modelled (20, 50 and 100ns per division). From the model, the optimum setting

was found to be 50ns. When using the 50ns time base the full extent of the probe

wave envelope is captured without removing parts of it (20ns time base does remove

parts) or including regions where no signal is present (100ns).

The sample rate relates to the number of points per second that are captured

in a trace. The sampling rate defines the number of points acquired for each trace.

The more points acquired, the longer the time it takes for processing and transfer.
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An optimum number of points records the wave form accurately, whilst taking the

minimum of resources. Three sampling rates are modelled (1, 10 and 20 GSa s−1).

An improvement in the resilience to amplitude noise is seen with an increase in

sampling rate. However the improvement in noise resilience between the 10 and

20 GSa s−1 is not commensurate to the increase in use of resource. As such the

optimum sampling rate is found to be 10 GSa s−1.

Combined effect of amplitude and phase noise To investigate the effect of

the combination of amplitude and phase noise several models were created. The

phase noise for each model was kept constant, with the value being varied from

model to model. The amplitude noise was varied to produce a range of amplitude

SNR values. For each SNR value 1000 waveforms are created. The standard

deviation of the ∆t is used as a metric to determine the uncertainty in ∆t. In

figure 4.27 it can be seen that the size of the phase noise dictates the fundamental

lowest uncertainty in the ∆t measurement. Above this fundamental phase noise

limit the SNR value determines the uncertainty in the ∆t measurement as would

be expected.

Different probe wave frequency

When calculating the stress induced by the pump wave it is assumed that the

majority of the stress experienced by the probe wave is due to stress in the xx

direction (as λprobe << λpump). As the probe wave frequency is increased (reduc-

ing λprobe) this assumption becomes more valid, reducing the uncertainty in the

measurement of the stress.

To investigate the effect of the probe wave frequency on the measurement of

AR a series of measurements are taken on fused silica with different probe wave
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Figure 4.27: Graph showing the effect on the modelled data for ∆t noise against
signal to noise ratio. Where red crosses (+) represents data acquired with a fixed
phase noise of 16 milliRadians (mRad), green circles (◦) have a fixed phase noise
of 8 mRad, blue squares (2) have a fixed phase noise of 4 mRad, purple diamonds
(�) have a fixed phase noise of 2 mRad and black triangles (4) have a fixed phase
noise of 1 mRad.

frequencies. To alter the probe wave frequency, the mask used to generate the

probe wave is changed. For each frequency the optimum band pass filter is used

in the electronics chain after the knife-edge detector. Three different probe wave

frequencies are investigated, 30, 44 and 63 MHz. The resultant stress against

fractional velocity change data can be seen in figure 4.28.

The acoustoelastic measurement for the 30MHz probe wave is 33.6 ± 1.0 ×10−6

MPa−1, for the 44MHz pump wave it is 34.0 ± 0.9 ×10−6 MPa−1 and for the

63MHz probe wave it is 34.0 ± 1.0 ×10−6 MPa−1. The difference between the

acoustoelastic measurements is below the certainty in each measurement. No trend

between the probe wave frequency and the acoustoelastic measurement can be

discerned. Whilst increasing the probe wave frequency theoretically improves the

certainty in the stress (as discussed above), this is not observed practically at these
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Figure 4.28: Stress plotted against fractional velocity change the gradient of which
is AR. Blue crosses (+) are data points for 30 MHz waves , the gradient is 33.6±
1.0×10−6 MPa−1. Red circles (©) are data points for 44 MHz waves, the gradient
is 34.0± 0.9 ×10−6 MPa−1. Black diamonds (3) are data points for 63 MHz waves,
the gradient is 34.0± 1.0 ×10−6 MPa−1. Linear least mean square fits are applied
to data points and are shown as lines of appropriate colour.
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frequencies.

The attenuation and scattering of a propagating wave is proportional to its

frequency [124], the higher the frequency the greater the attenuation of the wave

as it propagates and so the lower the signal to noise ratio of the detected wave.

The spectral content of the Q-switched laser at higher frequencies is also much

reduced, lowering the amplitude of any wave produced in this region. A compro-

mise is reached between the need to use a high frequency probe wave to reduce the

uncertainty in the stress and the need for a good signal to noise ratio. In practice

it is found that the optimum configuration generates probe waves in 60-70 MHz

bandwidth.

Different pump wave frequencies

For a given displacement, the induced stress at the surface is proportional to the

frequency of the pump SAW. The calculation of the stress from the displacement

has a frequency term. The higher the frequency the larger the induced stress for a

given displacement at the surface in the xx direction.

To investigate this effect several different pump SAW frequencies are used to

conduct acoustoelastic measurements on fused silica. The range of frequencies used

is limited by the Ritec amplifier (RPR-4000), which has a maximum power range

confined to the bandwidth between 0.5 and 2 MHz. Three frequencies are selected

due to the availability of transducers with operating frequencies within the peak

power bandwidth of the amplifier. These frequencies are 0.5 MHz, 1.0 MHZ and 2

MHz. The resultant stress velocity plots can be seen in figure 4.29.

The AR for the 0.5MHz pump SAW is 28.9 ± 0.7 ×10−6 MPa−1, for the 1MHz

pump SAW it is 27.7 ± 0.4 ×10−6 MPa−1 and for the 2MHz it is 27.2 ± 1.6

×10−6 MPa−1. The stated accuracy comes from the standard error in the least
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Figure 4.29: Stress plotted against fractional velocity change denoting the change
in measured acoustoelastic coefficient due to change in pump SAW frequency. Blue
crosses (+) represent data points where the pump frequency was 0.5 MHz, the
gradient of these points is 28.9 ± 0.7 ×10−6 MPa−1. Red circles (©) represents
data points where the pump frequency was 1 MHz, the gradient of these points is
27.7 ± 0.4 ×10−6 MPa−1. Black diamonds (3) represents data points where the
pump SAW frequency was 2 MHz, the gradient of these points is 27.2 ± 1.6 ×10−6

MPa−1. Linear least mean square fits are applied to data points and are shown as
lines of appropriate colour.
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mean squares fit as derived in section 4.3.1. The 2MHz pump SAW data has a

higher standard error than the other data sets as the 2MHz transducer generates a

smaller displacement and so a lower stress field, which results in a lower fractional

velocity change. This reduces the size difference between the fractional velocity

change and the noise in the measurement, increasing the impact of the noise. The

difference between AR for each pump SAW frequency is below the uncertainty in

the measurements. The AR produced using different pump SAW frequencies is

uniform as would be expected.

The 1MHz transducer is selected for use in further experiments as it has a

smaller physical size than the 0.5 MHz transducer allowing it to be attached to

a range of samples. The 1MHz transducer can also produce larger stress values

than the 2MHz transducer and is in the center of the maximum power range of

the Ritec amplifier.

Impact of varying the co-propagation distance

As the pump and probe SAWs co-propagate, they interact. This results in a

fractional velocity change in the probe SAW. The fractional velocity change is

measured in part by the difference in the time of arrival of the reference and target

SAWs (∆t). The fractional velocity change is independent of the distance the

probe and pump SAWs co-propagate. However the change in ∆t is related to the

co-propagation distance. The uncertainty in ∆t is dependent upon the signal to

noise ratio of the probe SAW (see section 4.3.2). When the co-propagation distance

is too small, the change in ∆t due to the stress will become proportional to the

uncertainty in ∆t.

To assess the impact of the co-propagation distance on the measurement of

∆t, an experiment is conducted to measure AR of fused silica for different co-
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propagation lengths. The co-propagation length is changed from 0.5 mm to 4.5

mm in 0.5mm steps. The distances are measured from the center of the generation

pattern to the point of detection. The resultant modulation of ∆t can be seen

in figure 4.30 and the associated fractional velocity measurement can be seen in

figure 4.31.

As expected ∆t changes with propagation distance while the fractional velocity

change does not. As the co-propagation distance drops below 1.5 mm the modu-

lation of the fractional velocity change starts to differ from the modulations seen

for longer co-propagation distances. At this point the size of the modulation of ∆t

due to the stress becomes similar to the size of the noise in ∆t. For this reason all

further experiments are conducted with co-propagation length longer than 1.5mm.

To reduce the impact of the noise in ∆t the maximum co-propagation distance

should be used. Practically this is complicated by the attenuation of a propagating

SAW. The optimum co-propagation distance is 3mm.

4.3.6 Verification of acoustoelastic measurement experi-

mentally

The purpose of this section is to experimentally assess the accuracy of the acous-

toelastic measurement. A weakness of some nonlinear techniques (see section 2.4.2)

is the difficulty in separating nonlinear effects caused by the instrumentation from

the genuine nonlinear effects caused by the sample. The effect of the nonlinearity

of the instrument on the measurement is investigated by a null test which involves

detecting both pump and probe SAWs that have propagated in such a way that

causes minimal modulation of the probe SAW.
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Figure 4.30: Plots of ∆t against pump-probe trigger delay for various propagation
distances (? = 0.5 mm, ©= 1.0 mm, ×= 1.5 mm, += 2.0 mm,∗= 2.5 mm, 3=
3.0 mm,2 = 3.5 mm,5= 4.0 mm and 4= 4.5 mm).
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Figure 4.31: Plots of ∆V
V0

against pump-probe trigger delay for various propagation
distances(? = 0.5 mm, ©= 1.0 mm, ×= 1.5 mm, += 2.0 mm,∗= 2.5 mm, 3= 3.0
mm,2 = 3.5 mm,5= 4.0 mm and 4= 4.5 mm).

Anti-propagation test

Instrumental effects, such as nonlinear behaviour in the detection electronics, can

contribute to the acoustoeleastic measurement. To asses the impact of the instru-

mental effects on the acoustoelastic measurement and to verify that the measured

nonlinear response is due to the material, an experimental investigation is con-

ducted. The experiment alters the direction in which the pump and probe SAWs

propagate on the sample. Both SAWs are detected by the detection electronics

but interact in a way that does not produce a defined modulation on the sample.

In the first part of the experiment the pump and probe SAW are configured to

co-propagate. The probe SAW interacts with a single point on the pump SAW.

The delay between the generation of pump SAW and the probe SAW is varied.

The probe SAW experiences a range of stresses due to the pump. The fractional
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velocity change is modulated in accordance to the level of stress experienced.

In the second configuration (see figure 4.32) the probe and pump SAWs propa-

gate in opposite directions (anti-propagation). In this configuration the probe SAW

interacts with a finite section of the pump SAW as it propagates. As such the probe

SAW experiences both positive and negative stresses. The average stress experi-

enced by the probe SAW is low in this configuration. Dependent on the length

of interaction and the starting location, the probe SAW will experience a small

overall stress at some delay points. Provided the instrumental contributions to the

measurement of AR are low then the fractional velocity change in this instance will

also be low.

In figure 4.33 the fractional velocity change for the co-propagation and anti-

propagation case is shown. A reduction in the modulation in the fractional velocity

change is seen for the anti-propagation configuration. The majority of the mod-

ulation in the fractional velocity change is due to acoustic SAW interaction on

the surface of the sample rather than instrumental effects. This investigation does

not completely rule out instrumental effects causing part of the modulation seen

in the acoustoelastic measurement but it shows that any instrumental affects are

comparatively small.

4.4 Imaging and texture

In section 5.5 a technique is developed to image the spatially correlated variation in

the acoustoelastic measurement. The instrumentation developed in this work is in

a unique position to do this due to its relatively high spatial resolution compared to

other techniques. This allows imaging of the AR of a material that can be related

to the microstructure of the material. Acoustoelastic images produced using this
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Figure 4.32: Diagram of interaction between probe and pump SAW for co-
propagation and anti-propagation experiments.
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Figure 4.33: Fractional velocity change for the case of the anti-propagation (red
dotted line, .−) and the co-propagation (blue crossed line, +−) of the pump and
probe SAWs with delay values
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technique can be seen from section 5.5.1 onwards.

A linear velocity measurement technique called Spatially Resolved Acoustic

spectroscopy (SRAS) is used to map the microstructure prior to and during the

acquisition of the acoustoelastic image. This technique allows the re-location of a

scan area and comparison between AR and microstructure. It is described briefly

below.

4.4.1 Acoustoelastic imaging technique

The imaging technique developed uses a raster scanning approach. To reduce the

effect of incoherent noise a large number of coherent averages are required for

acquisition of the probe SAW. For each single interaction between the pump and

probe SAWs, 16384 averages are taken. Acquiring this number of averages can take

in excess of 20 seconds. The technique developed by Ian Collison [4] used between

5 and 72 interaction points for a measurement on a single location. Similar mea-

surements are taken for the single point measurements at the beginning of chapter

5. The total time taken to make a single point acoustoelastic measurement could

be up to 40 minutes. This would make the raster scanning of the acoustoelastic

coefficient for several locations tedious and impractical.

To make raster scanning possible, the number of interactions between the pump

and probe SAW is reduced to two. Using only two interactions reduces the amount

of time taken to acquire a single point measurement to 40 seconds, making the

acquisition speed sixty times faster. The uncertainty in fractional velocity change

and stress remains constant for all pump and probe SAW interaction as it is non-

heteroskedatic. The optimum interaction points of the probe and pump SAWs are

those where the stresses are furthest separated from each other. This is because

the measurement of the gradient is equal to the change in the values of the stress
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Figure 4.34: Graph demonstrating the improvement in certainty of the gradi-
ent by separating the measurements, if the uncertainty in the variables is non-
heteroskedatic. The gradient of the solid black line is sought. The uncertainty (δ)
in measurements is 0.5. The blue lines represent the maximum gradient due to
uncertainty in measurement of the points. The red lines represent the minimum
gradient. The difference between the maximum and minimum gradients is lower
measuring at the 5 points than at the ©.

and the fractional velocity change. The larger the change in the stress and the

fractional velocity change, the smaller the contribution of the uncertainty in each

of these measurements to the overall uncertainty in the gradient (see figure 4.34).

The optimum interaction locations are those where the probe SAW interacts with

the maximum peak and trough of the pump SAW.

Locating the peak and trough points on the pump SAW is complicated by

the use of two separate detectors for the detection of the pump and probe SAWs.

Section 4.2.5 outlines a procedure to find the delay in detection between the two

detectors using multiple interactions between the pump and probe SAW. The loca-

tions where the probe SAW interacts with the peak and trough of the stress SAW

can be found analytically from this delay with reference to the arbitrary reference

delay defined in section 4.2.5.
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Figure 4.35: Diagram demonstrating the different procedures used in calculating
the delay required for the probe SAW to interact with the peak and trough of the
pump SAW.

The arbitrary reference delay changes with the distance between the transducer

and detection location. Finding the reference delay for the points closest to and

furthest from the transducer (see figure 4.35) allows the range of the arbitrary

delays to be determined. The arbitrary reference delays for points in between can

be determined from these values through linear extrapolation.

Calculating the acoustoelastic coefficient (AR)

As only two interaction points are used, a least squares fit is not appropriate to

calculate the gradient of the data points. Instead the gradient (AR) is calculated

from the difference between the values, given as:

AR =

∆V
V0 2
− ∆V

V0 1

σ2 − σ1

The uncertainty in this measurement is calculated by assuming each measure-
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ment has a unique independent uncertainty associated with it. The error in the

gradient is calculated as the sum of the squares of the uncertainty in the fractional

velocity change and the stress for both points. The uncertainty in the gradient can

be defined as:

δAR =

√√√√(δ(∆V
V0 2

) × ∂AR

∂∆V
V0 2

)2

+

(
δ(∆V

V0 1

) × ∂AR

∂∆V
V0 1

)2

+

(
δσ2 ×

∂AR
∂σ2

)2

+

(
δσ1 ×

∂AR
∂σ1

)2

where

∂AR

∂∆V
V0 2

=
1

σ2 − σ1

,
∂AR

∂∆V
V0 1

=
−1

σ2 − σ1

∂AR
∂σ2

=
−
(

∆V
V0 2
− ∆V

V0 1

)
(σ2 − σ1)2 ,

∂AR
∂σ1

=

(
∆V
V0 2
− ∆V

V0 1

)
(σ2 − σ1)2

The uncertainty in the acoustoelastic effect is calculated from the uncertainty in the

fractional velocity change and stress, calculated earlier. The larger the separation

between σ2 and σ1, the lower the uncertainty in the gradient.

4.4.2 Spatially Resolved Acoustic spectroscopy (SRAS)

The velocity of the wave is equal to the product of the frequency and the wave-

length:

v = f λ

By generating a wave with a fixed value for one of the terms (either the frequency

or wavelength), scanning through the other and determining the efficiency of gen-

eration for each value, the velocity of the material can be found. This is a form

of spectroscopy. SRAS was developed at the University of Nottingham [48]. It

normally utilises laser ultrasonic techniques, though it can be used with other gen-
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eration and detection systems. There are two distinct types of SRAS which relate

to the parameter that is held constant. In k-SRAS (k for wave number) the wave-

length of the generated ultrasound is varied whilst the generation frequency is held

constant. As the wavelength is changed, the generation efficiency changes. By

determining the optimum wavelength for generation and knowing the frequency,

the velocity can be found. The alternate type is F-SRAS, where by a relatively

broadband signal is induced into a sample with a fixed wavelength. The most

efficiently generated frequency is found and the velocity is found from this.

In a polycrystalline material the velocity of the generated wave is related to

the orientation of the grain that the wave is being generated on. By taking sev-

eral measurements of the velocity over an area, an image of the microstructure is

produced.

The SRAS technique allows the exact microstructure on the sample to be relo-

cated. This is used in chapter 5 to re-register samples in-between experiments. The

linear ultrasonic velocity data produced by the SRAS technique can also be used

in conjunction with results from the acoustoelastic techniques to allow a direct

comparison between a linear and nonlinear techniques.

4.5 Fatigue experiment design

The following sections describe the design and development of an experiment to

investigate the relationship between fatigue and AR. The experimental results are

presented in chapter 5. The type and number of samples are discussed, along with

the fatiguing procedure and data conditioning.
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4.5.1 Samples

This section describes the size and composition of the samples used in the investi-

gation of the effect of fatigue on AR. The aim of this work is to develop a technique

that is industrially relevant and many of the design choices reflect this.

Material Two materials are used to investigate the fatigue process effect on the

acoustoelastic measurement. These are aluminium 2024-T351 and titanium Ti-

64Al-4V. Both are used widely in the aerospace industry due to their light weight

and high strength performance. Both aluminium and titanium have different types

of phases (cubic and a combination of cubic and hexagonal respectively). The tita-

nium samples have a sizeable microstructure, whilst the aluminium samples have a

smaller microstructure. Both materials have a different acoustoelastic coefficient.

Using two different materials allows the investigation of fatigues effect on different

acoustoelastic coefficients.

Dimension The sample shape and dimensions are selected to optimise the gen-

eration of fatigue in specific regions in a reliable way. A “dogbone” shaped sample

is selected (see figure 4.36). The ends of the samples are secured by the 4-point

bending jig used to fatigue the sample. The width of the central section narrows

which increases the localised strain in the middle of the sample when it is deformed.

The increase in localised strain increases the stress at the central location and so

the level of fatigue.

The thickness of the samples is set to give the different materials samples similar

fatigue properties. Aluminium samples are 14mm and titanium samples are 7mm

in depth. This is sufficiently thick to ensure that SAWs generated with a 1MHz

transducer are not dispersive.
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Figure 4.36: Dimensions of the samples used for the fatigue experiments. Mea-
surements are in millimetres. Depth (D) is dependent on the material the sample
is made of; aluminium D = 14mm and titanium D = 7mm. Black circles are
registration marks. Also shown are the relative sizes of the scanned areas. The
multi-coloured rectangle is the SRAS scan (see 4.4.2). The violet square is the
region the pump and probe waves interact in. The black square is the scan co-
ordinates for the acoustoelastic image.
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Two reference points are placed on each sample for registration (see figure 4.36).

Both serve as optical marks. One mark, made using a punch, is placed in a corner.

The other mark is placed 10 mm to one side of the centre of the sample. The

central mark is made using permanent pen so as not to create a fatigue nucleation

spot. Sacrificial samples used in range testing tended to form large cracks at the

centre of the sample. To avoid terminal cracks forming by the central mark, the

latter is offset.

The sample is registered using these marks. To do this the knife-edge detector

is first centred with respect to the generation arm. This is done by positioning

the detection spot at the centre of a circular generation mask. The sample is then

moved so the knife-edge detector spot scans over the registration marks. The DC

light level from the knife-edge is recorded and a centroid function is applied to the

data to determine the center of the marks.

4.5.2 Number of each sample

To enable future complementary testing such as X-ray diffraction and positron an-

nihilation spectroscopy (for further examples see section 2.2), a range of aluminium

samples are produced. Samples with a variety of intermediary and final fatigue lives

are investigated. By producing aluminium samples with a range of final fatigue

lives it will allow future comparison between the acoustoelastic measurement and

complementary testing. A total of 12 aluminium samples are investigated. The ta-

ble 4.4 outlines the final fatigue level for each sample and the intermediary fatigue

increments that each sample is scanned at, using the acoustoelastic technique. The

fatigue level is expressed as a percentage of the fatigue life. The full fatigue life

is defined as the average number of cycles till failure of ranging samples. This is

used as a qualitative measurement of a samples progression to failure.
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Sample name Fatigue life scanned levels (%) Final fatigue level (%)
Aluminium 01 80 80
Aluminium 02 0, 20, 40, 60, 80 80
Aluminium 03 0, 20 20
Aluminium 04 0, 20, 40 40
Aluminium 05 0, 20, 40, 60 60
Aluminium 06 0 0
Aluminium 07 20 20
Aluminium 08 0,20,50 50
Aluminium 09 0, 20 ,30 ,60, 80 80
Aluminium 10 0, 20, 60 100
Aluminium 11 0, 20, 60,70 100
Aluminium 12 0, 50, 90 100

Table 4.4: Table of aluminium samples intermediary and final fatigue lives

Complementary testing was due to be completed using X-ray diffraction tech-

nique. The size of the microstructure was found to hinder this measurement mak-

ing it impractical. The use of other complementary techniques is discussed in the

further work chapter 6.

Two titanium samples are investigated. Both are fatigued to a final fatigue life

of 80%. Intermediary acoustoelastic scans are performed every 20% increment of

the fatigue life of the titanium samples.

4.5.3 Fatiguing of samples

The samples are fatigued under contract by Serco. A custom 4 point bending jig

capable of delivering 40 kilo-newtons force is used. The system is displacement

controlled. For different materials different strains are applied. For aluminium

-0.3% to +0.5% strain is applied. For titanium -0.4% to +0.6% strain is applied.

Loading is cycled at 0.2 Hz. Cycling the strain in the sample creates fatigue.

In this case low cycle fatigue is produced. The fatigue schedule was developed

with consultation from industrial partners. The strain levels were selected to be
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Material Range test 1 Range test 2 Range Test 3
Aluminium 15162 17103 19280
Titanium 16656 17991 21000

Table 4.5: Table of range testing results (number of fatigue cycles until failure)

representative of strains experienced by components used in real world applications,

whilst ensuring the time taken to fully fatigue the samples is sufficiently short so

as to be practical. Asymmetrical strain is applied to focus the formation of fatigue

on one side of the sample.

Ranging tests are conducted on sacrificial specimens. The average number of

cycles until failure for aluminium is 17200 cycles and for titanium it is 18550.

The average number of cycles until failure are used to estimate the fatigue life

experienced by each sample at intermediary fatigue stages. The fatigue life is

assumed to be a linear function of the number of cycles.

Samples are inspected using the acoustoelastic technique before being sent to

be fatigued. At intermediate fatigue lives the samples are returned, inspected and

sent back to be fatigued further. The delay between scanning and fatiguing of the

samples limits the practical number of samples that can be investigated.

Uncertainty in fatigue life

The range in the number of cycles until failure for the sacrificial samples is relatively

small for each material. Variation in the number of cycles until failure does result

in some uncertainty in the percentage fatigue life estimations. Table 4.5 gives the

number of cycles each sacrificial sample went through until they failed.

The average number of cycles to reach failure point for aluminium is 17181

and for titanium it is 18549. A 20% increase in fatigue life is equal to 3440 cycles

for aluminium and 3710 cycles for titanium. The uncertainty in the fatigue life is
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defined as the maximum difference between ranging tests and the average failure

point. The uncertainty in the measurement of the fatigue life is 12% for aluminium

and 13% for titanium over the entire course of the fatigue life of the samples.

The uncertainty in the fatigue life of each sample is small before they are fa-

tigued as the samples are all produced and handled in a similar way. At 0% fatigue

life, the uncertainty in the fatigue life is effectively zero. The uncertainty in the

fatigue life increases with fatigue level. A fair assumption is that the uncertainty in

the fatigue life increases linearly with fatigue life. So the uncertainty in the fatigue

life increases by 2.4% for aluminium and 2.6% for titanium every 20% increment

in fatigue life.

The uncertainty in the fatigue life could be removed by terminally fatiguing

the sample. This was not done so that some of the samples could be used in the

future for comparison with complementary techniques.

Scan area

The general scan area for each sample is selected as the centre of the sample. The

center of each sample is where the highest strain and so stress is produced during

fatiguing. In section 5.7.1 an acoustoelastic scan along half the length of a fatigued

sample shows the largest acoustoelastic coefficient is at the centre of the sample.

During range testing, terminal fatigue cracks formed around the exact centre

of each sample. To avoid the scan area being in a location directly affected by a

fatigue crack, each scan area is off set from the direct center of the sample. Fatigue

cracks can still form in this region, though are less likely to do so.

The size of the scan area is limited by the acquisition time for each point. Each

single point measurement takes 40 seconds. A 41 × 41 point square takes 18 hours

to acquire. A step size between points of 100µm is selected. This resolution allows
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comparison between the microstructure of the material (of the order of 20-30 µm

in aluminium) and changes in the acoustoelastic measurement. A scan area of

16mm2 is achieved using this configuration. The region the pump and probe waves

interact in is larger than this (28mm2, see figure 4.36).

SRAS scans are used to select the specific scan area. Defined microstructure,

such as grain interfaces, is selected to help with re-registration. To begin with, areas

are relocated in between fatiguing cycles manually. Image correlation software

confirmed the error in re-registration to be less than a pixel (100µm).

4.5.4 Data conditioning and validity

From experimental work conducted in section 4.3.2, a relationship between the

uncertainty in fractional velocity and the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the probe

SAW is found. A probe SAW with a SNR below 3 would have an uncertainty in ∆t

of 6.27ps or more. This equates to an uncertainty in the fractional velocity change

of 5.98×10−6. If an aluminium sample is inspected with a pump SAW producing

1MPa stress, the acoustoelastic effect produces a fractional velocity change of 17

×10−6. With a SNR of 3 or below the fractional uncertainty in the measurement

will be 35%. Points with a low SNR can be justifiably removed without biasing the

expectation value. This will improve the variance of the measurements. A SNR of

3 is the arbitrary level at which data points are removed.

The Polytec intereferometer gives a calibrated displacement, provided a suffi-

cient intensity of light returns from the sample. If there are localised defects in

the sample finish, the amount of light reflected from the sample surface is reduced.

When the returning light level is reduced too much, the displacement from the

interferometer is no longer valid. Over small areas,the variation in the stress pro-

duced by the pump SAW is minimal. Random significant changes in the stress can
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be attributed to reflection variations of the interferometer beam. Averaging the

stress over the scan area removes these effects. Averaging is appropriate providing

the area scanned is relatively small.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter a procedure is developed to measure the acoustoelastic coefficient

(AR) of a material to be used in conjunction with the instrumentation developed in

section 3. The errors, noise and uncertainty in the acoustoelastic measurement are

explored. From a least mean squares regression fit, the uncertainty in AR is found

to be 0.44×10−6 MPa−1 for the single point acoustoelastic measurement made on

fused silica in chapter 5 (see section section 5.2). The uncertainty in the variables

used to calculate AR are found experimentally and by modelling. A relationship

between the uncertainty in the variables used to find the fractional velocity change

and the single shot signal to noise ratio of the probe SAW is demonstrated. The

optimum instrument configuration for the acoustoelastic measurement is found to

be a co-propagation distance of 3 mm between the pump and probe SAWs, a pump

SAW frequency of 1 MHz and a probe SAW frequency in the region of 60- 70 MHz

dependent on the attenuation of the material.

In section 5.4 AR is found to vary by more than the uncertainty in the measure-

ment on polycrystalline materials. A procedure is developed to allow the imaging

of AR over the surface of the sample. Relating the measurement of the pump SAW

to the arrival of the probe SAW complicates this procedure.

Finally, the configuration of a series of experiments to investigate the impact of

fatigue on the acoustoelastic measurement over an area is outlined. The samples,

fatigue, scan area and the data treatment are discussed. Twelve aluminium and
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two titanium samples are used. A strain controlled four-point bending jig is used

to induce low cycle fatigue in the samples. The central region of each sample is

where the highest strain is found during fatiguing. A 16mm2 square area located at

the centre of each sample is scanned at different levels of fatigue. Data points with

an arbitrary SNR lower than 3 are excluded due to the high level of uncertainty

in the fractional velocity change. The stress over the area is averaged.



Chapter 5

Experimental Results

5.1 Introduction

Chapter 5 presents experimental results obtained using the instrument developed

in chapter 3 and the procedure outlined in chapter 4. The results in this chapter

are organised according to the complexity of the measurement used to acquire

them. This order is used to simplify the description of the results.

A single point measurements of AR (the acoustoelastic coefficient) on fused

silica is presented first (see section 5.2). A single point measurement using the

technique developed in this work is then compared with a technique which uses a

static strain to find the acoustoelastic coefficient (AR, see section 5.3). In section

5.4 the single point measurement of AR on fused silica is compared to the coeffi-

cients for aluminium and titanium. All three materials have been reported to have

different acoustoelastic coefficients [68,78,125]. The investigations using the single

point measurement of AR seek to demonstrate the accuracy and sensitivity of the

system developed.

The spatial variation of AR is imaged in section 5.5 using the technique devel-

144
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oped in section 4.4. The repeatability of the imaging technique is demonstrated

in section 5.5.2. In section 5.6 the imaged AR is compared to the microstructure

present under the measurement. Finally the impact of fatigue on the imaged AR

is investigated (section 5.7).

5.2 Single point measurements of the acoustoe-

lastic coefficient (AR)

This section demonstrates the acquisition of the acoutoselastic coefficient (AR) of

a material. The experimental set-up for this particular measurement is discussed.

Material used The single point measurements of AR is made on fused silica.

Fused silica is used as it is isotropic. Also fused silica has been reported to be

highly nonlinear [68, 78, 125], resulting in a larger change in the velocity of the

probe SAW for a given stress than on another material. Also the sign of the

nonlinear response of fused silica is opposite to the sign of other materials such as

aluminium and titanium.

Experimental set-up To make the single point measurement of AR on fused

silica, the experiment is configured as follows. The pump SAW is produced using

a transducer with a central frequency of 1MHz. A 3 cycle 1MHz wave is used to

excite the pump wave transducer to produce a SAW. The pump SAW is detected

using the Polytec interferometer, the wave is sampled at a rate of 1GSa s−1 and

coherently averaged 256 times. The probe SAW is generated using a grating that

when imaged onto the sample produces lines with a period of 55µm. Producing a

SAW with a centre frequency of 63MHz. This SAW is acquired using the knife-edge
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Figure 5.1: Graph of fractional velocity change (×10−6, blue dotted line .− )
against the delay value between the generation of the pump SAW and the probe
SAW. Note that the first peak corresponds to zero, the arbitrary reference. The
stress (MPa) calculated from the displacement experienced by the envelope of the
probe SAW, with appropriate time shift applied, can also be seen (green crossed
line, −+).

detector. This is sampled at a rate of 10GSa s−1 and coherently averaged 16384

times.

The stress and the fractional velocity measurements are extracted from the ac-

quired SAWs as described in section 4.2. The acquired pump SAW displacement

trace is shifted by -110 ns to account for the separation and phase difference be-

tween the two detectors. The resultant plots for the stress and fractional velocity

can be seen in figure 5.1.

A good correlation between the stress and fractional velocity can be seen. When

the fractional velocity change is plotted directly against the stress, a clear linear

relationship can be seen (see figure 5.2). A least mean squares fit to this has a

gradient of 27.5 ×10−6 MPa−1 . This gradient is the AR for fused silica.

The error in the linear least squares fit is 0.44 ×10−6 MPa−1, as found in section

4.3.1. The measurement of AR on fused silica from this experiment is found to be

27.5 ± 0.5 ×10−6 MPa−1.
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Figure 5.2: Graph of fractional velocity change against the stress (blue crosses, +),
a least mean square linear fit (green line, −) can also be seen

5.3 Comparison of acoustoelastic coefficient (AR)

between measurement techniques

The technique described in chapter 4 is compared to an different technique for

the measurement of AR. Instead of using a SAW to induce stress in a sample,

the alternate technique generates a stress by applying a static strain. In this

case a custom 4-point bending jig is used to strain the sample. The use of a

bending jig allows much larger stresses to be generated than using an acoustic

wave, so larger fractional velocity changes are measured. Implementing differential

acquisition using this static straining technique is not possible, as such temperature

fluctuations have a large effect on the results.

An aluminium (2024) sample is used as opposed to a fused silica sample, this

is because that large strains can be applied without damaging the sample. The

microstructure of the aluminium is sufficiently small that the sample can be consid-

ered isotropic. The sample is fitted with a strain gauge (RS -632-146, measurable

strain range 3-4% max) and placed in the bending jig.
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An initial velocity measurement under a no strain condition is taken using the

probe wave generation and detection system. The strain applied to the sample

is increased slowly. Measurements of velocity and strain were made at regular

intervals. To monitor for hysteresis measurements are also made as the strain is

also decreased.

The full spectrum method is used to extract the time difference between the

waves propagating in an unstressed state and in a stressed state. The time dif-

ference is converted to velocity using the known propagation distance. The stress

is calculated from the strain. Figure 5.3a shows the velocity change with applied

stress for the static strain acoustoelastic technique. A linear least mean squares fit

produces a line with a gradient of -17.6 ± 1.7 ×10−6 MPa−1.

On a different sample of aluminium (due to the small size of the sample used

in the static strain experiment), the two wave mixing technique developed in this

work is used to take a measurement of AR. The technique is applied in the same

way as to the fused silica sample. The result can be seen in figure 5.3b. A linear

least mean square fit produces a gradient of -16.7 ± 0.5 ×10−6 MPa−1. This shows

that the sign of the measurement of AR for aluminium is opposite from that of

the fused silica and that the AR is lower than that found for the fused silica. This

agrees with results reported by other workers [68,78,125].

Comparison between results from the static strain and the co-propagating SAW

interaction techniques show that both techniques produce similar measurements of

AR (see 5.3c). The small discrepancy between the two could be due to uncertainty

in the measured stress for the static strain process or the influence of tempera-

ture. This validates the precision of the technique developed in this work, which

can produce similar results to the static strain technique whilst applying a small

fraction of the stress.
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(b) Two wave mixing technique on alu-
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(c) Two wave mixing technique result trans-
posed on to static technique result
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Figure 5.3: Comparison between acoustoelastic coefficient measurements using two
different techniques. (a) measurement of acoustoelastic coefficient by straining
sample in a bending jig, (b) Using a variable stress field from a transducer, (c)
overlay results from both techniques. (d) is a scaled version of (c).
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5.4 Variation of measurement of the acoustoelas-

tic coefficient (AR) between materials

Several authors [68,78,125] have established that different materials have different

nonlinear responses. To calibrate and confirm the instrument is working correctly

a series of investigations are made into the AR of three materials. Single point

measurements of the value of AR of each of the three materials are made. Two of

the materials investigated are used widely in the aerospace industry, aluminium

and titanium. Fused silica is also included for the reasons given in section 5.2. The

resultant stress-fractional velocity change plots can be seen in figure 5.4. For alu-

minium and titanium the measurements are made in arbitrary directions through

random microstructure. This gives an average AR for each of these materials.

The AR is measured as the gradient of a least mean squared fit line, fitted to

the stress-fractional velocity change data. For fused silica, the gradient of the line

is 27.7±0.5 ×10−6 MPa−1, for aluminium it is -16.7±0.4 ×10−6 MPa−1 and for ti-

tanium it is -3.8±0.2×10−6 MPa−1. A defined difference between the measured AR

of each material is observed, the difference is much larger than the uncertainty in

each measurement. Duqennoy et al. [44] have reported an acoustoelastic coefficient

of between -15.3×10−6 MPa−1 and -15.9×10−6 MPa−1 for aluminium depending

on the orientation of the sample and the SAW propagation direction.

5.5 Spatial variation of the measurement of the

acoustoelastic coefficient (AR)

Whilst performing the measurement of AR on aluminium and titanium, it is noted

that AR varies from location to location. Initial investigations of this effect took
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Figure 5.4: Results from measurement of AR on three different materials. The
gradient of the lines corresponds to theAR. Blue diamonds (�) represent aluminium
data and the gradient is -16.7± 0.4 ×106 MPa−1. Green crosses (+) represent
titanium data and the gradient is -3.8± 0.2 ×106 MPa−1. Red circles (◦) represent
fused silica data and the gradient is 27.7±0.5 ×106. MPa−1
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Figure 5.5: Plot of the variation of of the acoustoelastric coefficient over a line.
The experiment was repeated. The first experiment points being represented by
blue circles (◦). The repeat experiments data point are represented by green boxes
(2). The large decrease in AR in between the -155 and 150 mm distance along
the sample is attributable to the measurement of the low frequency SAW being
abnormally low.

the form of measuring the acoustoelastic coefficient of an aluminium sample along a

single line, away from the pump wave transducer, these measurements are repeated.

AR for both series of measurements can be seen in figure 5.5. For both repeat

scans a similar variation in AR is seen from location to location. The variations

over the sample surface are attributed to variation in AR due to microstructural

anharmonicity. The large decrease in AR between the -155 and 150 mm distance

along the sample is due to the low frequency SAW amplitude being small.
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5.5.1 Imaging of the acoustoelastic coefficient (AR)

The acoustoelastic imaging technique developed in section 4 allows the monitoring

of AR over an area. In this section the initial images of the acoustoelastic variation

in aluminium 2024 are presented. The typical aluminium grain size is in the region

of 20-40 µm. The aluminium sample has not been fatigued. The sample is scanned

over an area of 16mm2. The measurement of the stress is not averaged. The area

chosen to be acoustoelastically imaged is selected from a larger initial SRAS scan.

This area is chosen for its easily identifiable microstructural features. The scan

took approximately 18 hours. The resultant images can be seen in figure 5.6.

The pump SAW propagates from left to right. The scan area is acquired in

the order left to right, top to bottom. The AR shows spatially organised regions

of similar intensities. The organised regions of similar intensities in AR are in-

dependent of variation in the signal to noise ratio (E). The relationship between

AR (A) and the SRAS velocity (B) is complicated, this is discussed further (see

section 5.6). The imaged stress (D) is the stress from the first interaction point

subtracted from the second interaction point and probe SAW. The imaged frac-

tional velocity change (C) is the difference in fractional velocity change between

the two interactions.

5.5.2 Repeatability of acoustoelastic imaging technique

To investigate the repeatability of the acoustoelastic imaging technique a series of

experiments are conducted. A second aluminium 2024-T351 sample was used to

demonstrate the variation in the acoustoelastic image between samples.

The first experiment acquires an image of AR over a 16mm2 area. The bonding

of the low frequency transducer used to produce the pump SAW is poor, so a low

stress difference is achieved. The sample is then removed from the instrument. The
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There is a good correlation between the two demonstrating the area being re-
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pump wave transducer is then removed and re-bonded. The sample is relocated in

the instrument using the techniques described in section 4.5.

Another acoustoelastic image is taken of the same area. In figure 5.7 the SRAS

velocity data for each area is compared. A good correlation is seen in the velocity

data which relates to the microstructure. This indicates the second area imaged is

in the same region as the first area imaged. The acoustoelastic images can be seen

in figure 5.9. The measured stress difference over each area can be seen in figure

5.8.

A large increase in stress difference is seen in the second imaged area. This is

because of the improvement in bonding of the pump wave transducer. In compar-

ison, the acoustoelastic data changes little (figure 5.9). A similar pattern for both

acoustoelastic images is observed.

The AR of each of the imaged areas is compared in figure 5.10. A correlation

is seen. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient (see section 5.6.1) for the imaged AR

for both squares is 0.5497. This is relatively weak. The weakness in correlation is

due to the small stress difference in the first scanned area. A low stress difference
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of between AR from both squares.

introduces a high level of uncertainty in the measurement of AR (see section 4.4).

The weakness in correlation between the two experiments is a result of noise,

primarily found in the first experiment.

Repeating the experiment a third time with the well bonded transducer demon-

strates the repeatability of the imaging technique under good conditions. The

stress (see figure 5.11) and the AR (see figure 5.12) of each of the imaged areas

where the bonding is good can be seen to be highly repeatable. The Pearson’s cor-

relation coefficient for the imaged AR for both squares rises to 0.8764 (see figure

5.13).
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of the stress difference on each area scan under good
conditions. Left square is the second measured square. The right square is the
third repeated square. X and Y axis values correspond to the distance in mm from
the central reference point
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of between AR from both squares under good conditions.

5.6 Relating microstructure to the acoustoelas-

tic coefficient

In this section, the potential link between the spatial variation of the AR and

the microstructure is investigated. To investigate this relationship a sample with

a microstructure of a similar order to the resolution, of the measurement of AR

(3mm) is used. A polycrystalline sample with a large AR is selected to allow

accurate measurement of the spatial variation of AR. A sample of aluminium

(2024) with a microstructure of the order of millimetres is used to fulfil these

requirements. The SRAS technique is used to image the samples microstructure

(see figure 5.14).

An acoustoelastic image is collected from a section of the sample. The area

imaged is selected so that the two SAWs used in the measurement of AR would

co-propagate solely on one grain in one region, on another grain in a second region

and a combination of the two in a third region. Figure 5.15 (A) shows the SRAS
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Figure 5.14: SRAS image of the microstructure of a large grained sample of Al2024.
The colours indicate different velocities with a scale in ms−1. The horizontal and
vertical scales are positioned on the sample in millimetres away from a registration
point seen as the orange cluster at the bottom right of the picture.

image of an area of the polycrystalline aluminium sample. The area included

within the black dashed line is the area that is scanned with the acoustoelastic

imaging technique. Figure 5.15 (B) shows the acoustoelastic image of this region.

5.6.1 Relating the area of interaction to material microstruc-

ture

Plotting AR directly against the linear velocity calculated from the SRAS technique

(which is related to the microstructure) produces a graph showing a weak correla-

tion (see figure 5.16). The correlation between two variables can be quantified by

the Pearsons product moment correlation. Defined as:

R =

∑n
i=1

(
Xi − X̄

) (
Yi − Ȳ

)√∑n
i=1

(
Xi − X̄

)2
√∑n

i=1

(
Yi − Ȳ

)2
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of the linear SRAS (ms−1) data (A) with the imaged AR
(B) taken in the area denoted by the (–) black dashed square area

where n is the number of the two variables X and Y in the data set. R is a

dimensionless value ranging between -1 and +1. The closer the coefficient is to 1

or -1 the better the correlation between the two variables. The correlation between

AR and the linear velocity is -0.41 assuming a linear relationship.

In the measurement of AR the pump and probe SAW interact over a finite

length of 3 mm. The measurement of AR takes place in a range of microstructure

along this interaction region. To correctly relate the imaged AR to the linear

velocity, and so to the microstructure of the material, the linear velocity must be

averaged along the interaction region.

The probe SAW is generated using a series of arcs to produce a focused wave.

The interaction region between the probe and pump SAWs takes the form of a

triangle. Averaging the linear velocity over a series of triangular regions produces

the velocity image seen in figure 5.17a. Plotting the triangularly averaged velocity

against AR (see figure 5.18) produces a good correlation. The correlation coefficient

rises to -0.70 assuming a linear relationship. A relationship between AR and the
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Figure 5.16: Graph of the measurement of AR (×10−6 MPa−1) against the mea-
sured SRAS (ms−1) velocity for that point. Correlation is weak with a coefficient
of -0.41 assuming a linear relationship.
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Figure 5.17: Image of the average linear velocity over a triangular area from the
center of the grating position to the detector position (a); with an image of the
corresponding acoustoelastic reponse for this region (b).

microstructure is clear.

Variation of elastic constants

In section 4.3.2 it is discussed that different microstructural orientation have dif-

ferent elastic constants. The elastic constants are used with other constants and

variables to calculate the stress field generated by the pump SAW. On samples

where the microstructure is smaller than the co-propagation distance, it is as-

sumed that the effect of the variation in the elastic constants with direction is

small and so isotropic values of the elastic constants can be used. In the case of
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Figure 5.18: Graph of the measurement of AR (×10−6 MPa−1) against the mea-
sured averaged SRAS velocity (ms−1) over the triangular area from the generation
point to the detection point 3 mm away. Correlation coefficient is -0.70 assuming
a linear relationship

the large microstructured aluminium (2024) this assumption is no longer valid and

could explain the variation seen in the measurement of AR.

Two separate grains are imaged in the large microstructured aluminium. The

variation in AR between these regions could potentially be caused by a difference

in the induced stress created by the variation in the elastic constants between the

grains. The orientation of the two grains being investigated is not known. Further

complementary testing to find the grain orientation is not required to qualitatively

assess the impact of the variation in the elastic constants with direction.

Assuming the case where the two grains are arranged such that the elastic

constants are at the maximum difference, allows the effects of the elastic moduli

on AR to be tested. Regions where the interaction takes place on both grains

are assumed to have elastic constants that are averaged between the grains. The

elastic constants become a function of the triangularly averaged linear velocity,

representing the microstructure that the measurement of AR interacts with. The
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Figure 5.19: Image of maximum variation in Young’s modulus (GPa−1) due to
difference in orientation of grains in the microstructure.
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Figure 5.20: Image of AR (×10−6 MPa−1) over the area with the variation of
the stress field due to variation in moduli with a change in orientation of grain
microstructure also taken into account.

resultant Young’s modulus image can be seen in figure 5.19. The shear modulus is

not shown as it remains constant (see page 110).

The maximum difference between the stress fields produced using the varying

moduli values and the isotropic values is 0.15 MPa. The stress values are of the

order of -3.3MPa. The fractional variation in the stress due to the change in the

elastic constants is 5%. AR varies from -5 to -20 ×10−6 MPa−1, a difference of

400%. The calculated change in the stress field due to variation in the elastic

moduli is not sufficient to produce the observed change in AR.

Figure 5.20 shows AR calculated from the modified stress field due to varia-

tion in the elastic constants. This figure demonstrates the minimal affect on the

variation in AR due to the variation of the elastic moduli.

The change in the elastic constants between the two grains can be further

investigated by imaging the out-of-plane displacement across the sample (see figure
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Figure 5.21: Images showing variation in variables used to measure AR over large
grain aluminium sample.

5.21a). If the elastic constants are very different a change in the amplitude of the

out-of-plane displacement would be expected; however, a change with no relation

to the microstructure is observed. A change is observed in the fractional velocity

change (∆V
V0

, see figure 5.21b) that is very similar to the trend in AR. The image

of ∆V demonstrates that the change in the image of ∆V
V0

is not due to V0, which

varies with the orientation of the microstructure (see figure 5.21c).

5.6.2 Variation of the acoustoelastic coefficient(AR) with

microstructure orientation

A correlation between the microstructure that the measurement of AR interrogates

and AR is found in section 5.6.1. Other workers [8,17,84,90] have also reported a re-

lationship between the nonlinear response of a material and the crystal orientation

of the grains that make up the microstructure.

To investigate the relationship between the crystal orientation of the grains

that make up the microstructure and AR a further experiment is conducted. In

this experiment, AR of a single grain is monitored as the grain is rotated. The

large microstructured aluminium sample used in section 5.6.1 is used again.

Modifications to the instrumentation and experimental method are required to

conduct this experiment. A physically smaller transducer is required so as to allow

it to be positioned at different locations around the single grain on the aluminium
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sample. The co-propagation distance of the pump and probe SAWs is reduced to

2.0mm so that the interaction occurs only on the single grain. A manual rotation

and x-y stage is included as part of the sample positioning equipment to allow

easy positioning and rotating of the sample around the grain. The pump SAW

transducer is oil coupled and attached to an arm so that, as the sample rotates,

the transducer moves over the sample surface and propagates SAWs aligned with

the probe SAW.

The grain investigated is selected and positioned using SRAS velocity images

(see figure 5.22). The interaction region between the pump and probe SAWs is

marked onto the SRAS image. The orientation of the grain changes and so the

velocity changes as the sample is rotated. The interaction region remains mainly

within the single grain selected.

Images of AR are taken at 30 degree intervals. The acoustoelastic coefficient

is plotted against rotation in figure 5.23. The 120 degree orientation image has a

much lower average signal to noise ratio (SNR) compared to the other orientations

(8.65 as opposed to the next lowest 14). This may explain some of the divergence

in values seen at the 120 degree orientation. Averaging AR over the image for each

orientation produces a trend (see figure 5.24).

The mean AR varies sinusoidally with orientation. A change of 40% is seen

in the mean acousoelastic coefficient with a change in orientation of 180 degrees.

Kim et al. [17] have theoretically calculated a similar magnitude variation in the

response of the nonlinear parameter with a change in orientation. The change in

linear velocity with orientation is 60◦ in advance of the change in AR. Duquennoy

et al. [84] have noted that AR changes sign with a change in orientation. Thorough

analysis on configuration scans showed no change in sign of AR.
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Figure 5.22: SRAS velocity (ms−1) images of the microstructure of the area around
the single grain selected for the acoustoelastic experiment. All distances are from a
arbitrary index point. (a) represents the microstructure in the 0◦ orientation. (b)
represents the microstructure in the 90◦ orientation. (c) represents the microstruc-
ture in the 180◦ orientation. The solid black area represents the co-ordinates of the
measurement of AR. The green dashed line (−−) represents the area of interaction
between the pump and probe SAW for the measurement of AR.
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Figure 5.23: Plot of the acoustoelatic (×10−6 MPa−1) coefficient of area against
angle of orientation from an arbitrary direction. Note angle 120◦ represents a
direction where the signal to noise of the probe SAW was very low.
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Figure 5.24: Plot of the average acoustoelatic (×10−6 MPa−1) coefficient of an
area. against angle of orientation from an arbitrary direction. The blue crossed
line (−+) represents the mean AR value and the green circled line (−◦) represents
the mean linear velocity.

5.6.3 Discussion about relationship between microstruc-

ture and the acoustoelastic coefficient (AR)

AR is seen to vary by 400% across different microstructure. As the orientation of

a particular single grain is rotated, a change in AR of 40% is observed (see section

5.6.2). The dependence of AR on microstructure has implications on the use of AR

to monitor other material features. The main implication is that the accuracy in

the re-registration of the area investigated must be of the same order as the size

of the microstructure. Otherwise the variation caused by the microstructure could

overwhelm the variation in AR caused by the feature being investigated.
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5.7 Fatigue variation and the measurement of

the acoustoelastic coefficient (AR)

In the literature a link between the nonlinear elastic response of a material and the

level of fatigue it has experienced has been reported [2,3,5,6,10–23]. Other authors

have also noted a relationship between a material’s elastic nonlinear response and

a materials microstructure [8, 17,83,90], which varies spatially.

The instrument developed in this work can image the nonlinear acoustoelastic

coefficient (AR) over an area of material. Work presented in the next section

investigates how the relationship between AR over an area varies with fatigue.

Variation in fatigue along a sample and the number of fatigue cycles experienced

by a sample are used to investigate the effect of fatigue on the measurement of AR.

5.7.1 Variation in the acoustoelastic coefficient (AR) over

the length of a fatigued sample

The shape of the dogbone sample is such that the greatest strain and consequently

the greatest stress levels occur at the centre of the sample during the fatiguing

process. The highest level of fatigue will occur where the highest level of stress

occurs. Areas at the ends of the sample will be fatigued less. An experiment

is conducted to investigate if the change in fatigue over the sample affects the

measurement of AR.

The experiment investigates a sample that has been heavily fatigued (> 80%

fatigue life, see section 4.5.2). The sample is made from aluminium 2024-T351. The

sample is designated Al02 and has intermediary fatigue life scans conducted on it

(see 5.7.2). A large area is imaged across the sample length using the acoustoelastic

imaging technique. The scan area measures from the centre of the sample to a point
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Figure 5.25: Image of AR (×10−6 MPa−1) over a large section of the sample. All
measurements are in mm away from the centre of the sample. The right hand side
of the image being closest to the centre of the sample. Pink locations are points
where the measured signal to noise ratio of the probe SAW is below 3.

90 mm away. This covers half of the curved central section of the sample. The step

size along the sample is 1.75 mm. The lateral resolution is 0.5 mm. The results

of the scan can be seen in figure 5.25. Figure 5.26 illustrates the size of the scan

relative to the dimensions of the sample. At this resolution, discerning the precise

microstructure that the measurement of AR interacts with is difficult.

Figure 5.26: Diagram depicting scale of scan area (coloured region) relative to the
dimensions of the sample.

In figure 5.25 some of the points towards the centre of the sample are coloured

pink. These are locations where the probe SAW signal to noise ratio falls below

3, and are treated as null points. These points correspond to areas where surface

damage is present on the sample due to the fatiguing process. The surface damage

reduces the signal of the probe SAW as it attenuates the propagating SAW and

reduces the amount of light returning to the knife-edge detector. The pump SAW

stress reduces away from the transducer, so the stress is not averaged over the

entire area. Instead, the stress is averaged across each scan line perpendicular to
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Figure 5.27: Average AR of each column shown in figure 5.25 with respect to
distance from centre of sample.

the direction of propagation of the pump SAW (each column of the image).

Figure 5.25 shows a general trend that areas closer to the registration mark

(right hand side) have a lower AR than those further away. AR of aluminium is

negative. A decrease in the value of AR on aluminium produces an increase in

the nonlinearity of the material. The nonlinearity of a material is the amount the

material deviates from the linear response.

The graph in figure 5.27 shows the averaged AR across each column of the

image. The average value of AR for each column tends to decrease closer to the

center of the sample. The average AR also tends to vary more from column to

column closer to the center of the sample. The reason for this is not clear but may

have to do with either a reduction in certainty in measurements due to a decline

in SNR or microstructural variation at these locations. The uncertainty calculated

in each point is 2×10−6 MPa−1 or less.
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5.7.2 Imaging of the acoustoelastic coefficient (AR) with

fatigue life increment

In this section, the imaged AR of a sample area is monitored with respect to an

increase in fatigue life. The purpose of this is to investigate changes in AR with

fatigue. Both aluminium and titanium samples are scanned. The experimental

configuration is outlined in section 4.5. Data presented includes the imaged AR

over a fixed area of the sample. The linear velocity data from the SRAS technique

are also included, which are related to the microstructure of the material. Analysis

of AR data includes monitoring the mean and standard deviation for each fatigue

level. Each imaged area is acquired twice to ensure repeatability. In this section,

only one of the two AR images is displayed with the SRAS velocity image for

reasons brevity. The analysis includes data from the initial and repeat images of

AR.

Aluminium

A large number of aluminium samples are investigated in the course of this exper-

iment. It is impractical and serves little purpose to show the imaged results for

all the samples. In this section only samples fatigued to a high level (80% life or

above) are presented. Aluminium 05 is also included due to an irregular response.

For completeness, all other sample results can be found in appendix D.

Aluminium 02 Aluminium 02 is fatigued at 20% increments and scanned after

each increment. The final fatigue level that Aluminium 02 reaches is an estimated

80% of its life. The imaged AR and SRAS velocity data can be seen in figure 5.29.

At higher fatigue levels the quality of the surface finish of the sample deteriorates.

The deterioration is attributed to a combination of scratches on the surface due
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Figure 5.28: A marked degradation in the signal to ratio (SNR) of the probe SAW
packet can be seen as the fatigue level of the samples increases. This is attributed
to surface defects accumulated over the course of the fatiguing process. This is not
a procedural effect as low life samples scanned after the high life sample do not
demonstrate similar degradation in SNR

to handling, tarnishing due to heat generated in the fatiguing process and small

sub-surface cracks. The reduction in the quality of the surface finish reduces the

signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the propagating probe SAW (see figure 5.28). An

decrease in the SNR increases the uncertainty in the measurement of AR.

As Aluminium 02 moves through its fatigue life, the majority of the imaged values

of AR decrease (turn blue, see figure 5.29(A)). At higher fatigue levels the linear

velocity image produced using the SRAS technique shows a decrease in the velocity

(see figure 5.29(B)). The mean value of AR for the imaged area decreases with an

increase in fatigue life (see figure 5.30). A change of 30% (-17 to -22 ×10−6 MPa−1)

is recorded in the mean value of AR as Aluminium 02 moves from 0% to 80% fatigue

life.

The standard deviation of the imaged values of the AR increase with fatigue life

on sample Aluminium 02 (see figure 5.31). A reduction in SNR causes a reduction

in certainty in the measurement of AR. The increase in uncertainty contributes to

the increase in standard deviation of AR.
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Figure 5.29: Graphs (A) imaged AR against fatigue and (B) imaged velocity
(SRAS) indicating the microstructure involved in the square for sample Aluminium
02.
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Figure 5.30: Graph of mean AR against fatigue life for sample Aluminium 02.
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Figure 5.31: Graph of standard deviation of AR against fatigue life for sample
Aluminium 02 .
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Figure 5.32: Graphs (A) imaged AR against fatigue and (B) imaged velocity
(SRAS) indicating the microstructure involved in the square for sample Aluminium
05.

Aluminium 05 Sample Aluminium 05 is fatigued to approximately 60% of its

fatigue life. There is no noticeable degradation in surface finish and so the signal

to noise ratio is consistently good. Good re-registration is achieved in between

fatiguing of the sample.

The relationship between AR and the fatigue level is more complicated for

sample Aluminium 05 than that found for Aluminium 02 (see figure 5.32). The

mean value of the imaged AR decreases with fatigue up to 40% fatigue life (see

figure 5.33). The mean value of the imaged AR increases at a fatigue life level

of 60% from the value at 40% life. A nonlinear relationship between AR and the
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fatigue life is observed on sample Aluminium 05.

The calculated uncertainty in the mean value of AR at the 40% fatigue life

(0.06×10−6 MPa−1, see figure 5.49) is the highest measured on all of the aluminium

samples. The high level of uncertainty in the mean AR could contribute to the mean

value of the 40% life measurements being reduced. The calculated uncertainty is

not sufficient in size to be the sole cause of any reduction in the measured response.

Another factor must also contribute to the nonlinear relationship between the

fatigue life and AR observed on sample Aluminium 05. Other authors [66,67] have

also observed a nonlinear relationship between AR and the fatigue life of a sample.

This is discussed further in section 6.

Overall, a change of 10% (-17.4 to -19.2 ×10−6 MPa−1) is recorded in the mean

value of AR as Aluminium 05 moves from 0% to 60% fatigue life. The standard

deviation of the imaged values of AR remains relatively constant between 0 and

40% fatigue life. At 60% fatigue life, the standard deviation of the imaged AR

decreases from the value between 0 and 40% fatigue life (see figure 5.34).
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Figure 5.33: Graph of mean value of AR against fatigue life for sample Aluminium
05.
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Figure 5.34: Graph of standard deviation of AR against fatigue life for sample
Aluminium 05.
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Aluminium 09 Sample Aluminium 09 is fatigued in similar increments as Alu-

minium 02. A fatigue life of 30% fatigue life increment is investigated to allow

comparison with other samples at a similar level of fatigue.

As Aluminium 09 moves through its fatigue life, AR decreases in most regions

(see figure 5.35 (A)). At higher fatigue levels the linear velocity image produced

using the SRAS technique shows a decrease in the velocity (see figure 5.35 (B)). A

change of 9% (-18.6 to -20.2 ×10−6 MPa−1) is observed in the mean value of AR as

Aluminium 09 moves from 0% to 80% fatigue life. This is a smaller decrease than

that observed on sample Aluminium 02. It is possible to fit a linear trend between

fatigue life and in the value of AR.

The initial 0% fatigue life mean AR for Aluminium 09 is lower than the value

for Aluminium 02. This is because Aluminium 09 has regions of low AR (have a

relatively large |AR|) at the 0% fatigue life level (see figure 5.35 (A), 0%, top of

image). These regions could indicate some pre-existing localised defect or strain

in the sample.

At a fatigue life of 80%, an interesting feature forms in the image of AR of the

sample. A region one third of the way down the image is seen to be relatively

linear (have a relatively small |AR|). This region appears in both repeat images.

The cause is unclear though possible reasons are discussed in section 6.

The standard deviation of the imaged values of AR remains relatively constant

between 0 and 60% fatigue life. At 80% fatigue life, the standard deviation of the

imaged values of AR increases by 0.4×10−6 MPa−1.
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Figure 5.35: Graphs (A) imaged AR against fatigue and (B) imaged velocity
(SRAS) indicating the microstructure involved in the square for sample Aluminium
09.
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Figure 5.36: Graph of the mean AR against fatigue life for sample Aluminium 09.
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Figure 5.37: Graph of the standard deviation of AR against fatigue life for sample
Aluminium 09.
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Figure 5.38: Graphs (A) imaged AR against fatigue and (B) imaged velocity
(SRAS) indicating the microstructure involved in the square for sample Aluminium
12.

Aluminium 12 Sample Aluminium 12 is the most fatigued sample still left in-

tact. Images of AR are taken at 0%, 50% and 90% estimated fatigue life. The

resultant SRAS linear velocity scans and imaged AR can be seen in figure 5.38.

A decrease in the SNR at the 90% fatigue life level results in some points being

removed from the image of AR. A general decrease in the mean value of AR is

observed with an increase in fatigue (see figure 5.39). A maximum change of 10%

(-17.8 to -19.5 ×10−6 MPa−1) is observed in the mean value of AR as Aluminium

12 moves from 0% to 90% fatigue life.

The standard deviation of the imaged values of AR remains relatively constant

between 0 and 50% fatigue life. At 90% fatigue life the standard deviation of the

imaged values of AR increases by 1.2×10−6 MPa−1.
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Figure 5.39: Graph of the mean of AR against fatigue life for sample Aluminium
12.
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Figure 5.40: Graph of the standard deviation of AR against fatigue life for sample
Aluminium 12.
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Figure 5.41: Image of the point spread function of acoustic energy 3 mm (at the
focus) away from the generation area for focused waves along the surface of a
titanium sample for (A) 38 MHz, (B) 54 MHz and (C) 67 MHz SAWs. This figure
shows how much the position of the focus of the acoustic waves varies along the
sample.

Titanium

Measuring the AR of titanium is more difficult than measuring the AR of alu-

minium. The AR of titanium is difficult to measure as it has a comparatively low

value, of the order of -4 ×10−6 MPa−1. This means that noise has a compara-

tively large impact on the measurement. Measurements of AR on titanium are

also complicated by titanium aberrating the probe SAW at the frequencies used in

aluminium (see figure 5.41). A lower probe SAW frequency (38 MHz) is used to

measure AR of titanium.

Two titanium samples are investigated. Both titanium samples are fatigued to

approximately 80% fatigue life in 20% increments. AR of each sample is imaged

after each fatigue level increment. The same procedures developed for monitoring

the areas on the aluminium samples are used for titanium. Re-registration is

simplified by titanium having a large microstructure.
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Titanium 02 The area selected to be imaged on Titanium 02 is chosen for

its distinctive microstructure. The pump and probe SAWs co-propagate in two

distinct regions of microstructure (both blue and red regions in the SRAS image

see 5.42(B)).

The imaged AR of Titanium 02 can be seen in figure 5.42(A). A variation in

AR is observed on the imaged area. The left hand side of the image produces a

higher value of AR compared to the right. These areas correspond to the different

microstructure that the pump and probe SAWs co-propagate through. This effect

was further investigated in section 5.6.

Titanium is harder than aluminium (331 opposed to 135 on the Brinell scale

[126]). As such, titanium maintains its surface finish and so relatively high SNR

throughout its fatigue life.

A general decrease in the mean value of AR is observed with an increase in

fatigue (see figure 5.43). The observed change in the mean value of the imaged AR

for sample Titanium 02 (0.9 ×10−6 MPa−1, -3.3 to -4.2 ×10−6 MPa−1) is smaller

than the smallest change seen on aluminium samples (1.6×10−6 MPa−1 Aluminium

09). Expressing the change in the value of the mean AR as a percentage of the

initial mean value for Titanium 02 results in a change of 27%, which is of the same

order as the highest change observed in aluminium.

The standard deviation of the value of the imaged AR varies by 0.8×10−6 MPa−1

throughout the course of the fatigue life of titanium 02. No relationship between

the variation in the standard deviation of the imaged AR and the fatigue level is

observed.
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Figure 5.42: Graphs (A) imaged AR against fatigue and (B) imaged velocity
(SRAS) indicating the microstructure involved in the square for sample Titanium
02.
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Figure 5.43: Graph of the mean of AR against fatigue life for sample Titanium 02.
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Figure 5.44: Graph of the standard deviation of AR against fatigue life for sample
Titanium 02.
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Titanium 03 Titanium 03 sample demonstrates the difficulty in acquiring re-

peatable measurements of AR on titanium. This sample provides a complicated

result and is included due to its inconsistency with others.

The acoustoelastic data acquired for the 0% fatigue level has sufficiently good

SNR to be trusted. However the imaged AR at 0% is completely different from the

coefficients imaged at higher fatigue levels (see figure 5.45). It is assumed that part

of the procedure failed during the acquisition of the 0% life scan. Most likely the

location of the peak and trough stresses were found incorrectly. This highlights a

weakness in the technique.

The imaged AR for the repeated 80% life scan is less reliable because a low

stress field (0.75MPa) was induced on the sample due to the failure of the pump

wave transducer. The mean value of AR for this scan is presented as the faded red

cross (see figure 5.46). A maximum change of 17% (-3.5 to -4.1 ×10−6 MPa−1) is

observed in the mean value of AR as Titanium 03 moves from 20% to 80% fatigue

life (see figure 5.46).

The standard deviation of the imaged values of AR increase with fatigue life

beyond 20% (see figure 5.47).
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Figure 5.45: Graphs (A) imaged AR against fatigue and (B) imaged velocity
(SRAS) indicating the microstructure involved in the square for sample Titanium
03.
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Figure 5.46: Graph of the mean of AR against fatigue life for sample Titanium 03.
Note that the data point where the average stress is less than 1 MPa is faded, to
highlight the low confidence in it.
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Figure 5.47: Graph of the standard deviation of AR against fatigue life for sample
Titanium 03.
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5.7.3 Analysis of fatigue results

In this section a range of techniques are used to investigated trends in the imaged

AR data generated in the course of the fatigue experiments. The mean and stan-

dard deviation of the values of the imaged AR have already been used to quantify

the trends of some samples. In this section these analysis techniques are applied

to data from all of the samples. Comparisons between AR and linear velocity mea-

surements are made. Analysis of the variation in the localised features of AR with

an increase in fatigue is conducted. The results are discussed and compared with

other authors.

Change in the mean acoustoelastic coefficient (AR) with fatigue

In order to obtain a result with comparable resolution to other techniques, the

average of AR is taken over an appropriate area of the sample, this averages out

the localised variation in AR. The samples are grouped by material, all samples

tested are included.

Aluminium The mean AR for all 12 aluminium samples are shown in figure 5.48

plotted against fatigue life. A large difference in the mean values of the imaged AR

is observed at 0% fatigue life. As all of the samples are produced and handled under

similar conditions, this variation must be due to a feature that is independent of

fatigue. The variation in AR of a material is further investigated in section 5.7.4.

These factors mean that any techniques developed to monitor fatigue using AR

requires prior knowledge of the 0% fatigue life.

Samples Aluminium 10 and Aluminium 11 display an abnormal trend: Both

initially show a decrease in the value of the mean AR. At later fatigue life stages

(60 and 70 %) the mean value of AR for both samples increases towards the 0%
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Figure 5.48: Graph of all the mean AR against fatigue life for all aluminium sam-
ples. A wide variation in AR can be seen for any given fatigue life. The mean value
of AR decreases as a general trend with fatigue life.

fatigue life level. A similar increase is observed in Aluminium 05. This indicates

a complicated relationship between fatigue and AR. Other authors have found

similar trends between fatigue and nonlinear measurements [66, 67].

The mean value of AR for all the samples decreases at some point during the

fatigue life. The change observed in the mean AR varies between samples from

9% to 30% with fatigue life. Other workers [2, 3, 5, 6, 10–23] have reported larger

changes in nonlinear parameters with fatigue.

The calculated uncertainty in the mean AR varies with sample and fatigue

level. The variation in the calculated uncertainty of AR ranges between 0.0179 and

0.0645 ×10−6 MPa−1 (see figure 5.49). The variation in the mean value of AR with

fatigue life is larger than the calculated uncertainties. This indicates the variation

seen in the mean AR is due to a change in fatigue rather than in the uncertainty

of the measurement.
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Figure 5.49: Uncertainty in mean value of the acoustoelastic coefficient for each
imaged area for each sample.

Titanium The confidence in the value of the mean AR is low for some of the

areas scanned on the titanium samples. These areas include those scanned for both

0% fatigue life and the second scan area at 80% fatigue life on titanium 03. The

mean value of AR decreases for all the titanium samples provided the values of

areas with low confidence are excluded. The fractional decrease in the mean value

of AR of titanium is of the same order as that observed for aluminium at 27%.
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Figure 5.50: Graph of the mean acoustoelastic coefficient against fatigue life for all
the titanium samples. Note that the data points where the average stress is less
than 1 MPa are faded to show low confidence in them.
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Change in the standard deviation of the acoustoelastic coefficient (AR)

with fatigue

In this section the relationship between the standard deviation of the imaged AR

and the fatigue life is investigated. The standard deviation of the imaged AR is

used as a metric to quantify the variation in these values. The variation in the

standard deviation could be caused by an increase in measurement noise and also

by the AR of different locations changing by different amounts or directions with

fatigue.

Aluminium Aluminium samples exhibit a range of values for the standard de-

viation in the imaged AR at the 0% fatigue life (see figure 5.51). This range would

indicate an initial variation in AR across the imaged area that is independent of

fatigue level and is specific to each sample.

As fatigue level of each of the samples increases, the standard deviation of the

imaged AR remains relatively constant. Above a fatigue life of 60% the standard

deviation for all samples increases. A potential source for the increase in the

standard deviation is an increase in the uncertainty in the measurement of AR.

Plotting the standard deviation of the imaged AR against the calculated mean

uncertainty in the imaged AR shows the relationship between the two (see figure

5.52). The minimum value of the standard deviation in the measurement of AR

is always more than the calculated uncertainty. No other correlation is present.

This indicates the variation in AR is related to both the calculated uncertainty and

other features independent of the uncertainty in the measurement.

Titanium The standard deviation of the imaged AR varies throughout the fa-

tigue lives of each of the titanium samples (see figure 5.53). The variation in the
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Figure 5.51: Graph of the standard deviation of the imaged AR for all the alu-
minium samples.
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Figure 5.52: Graph of the mean calculated uncertainty in AR against the standard
deviation of AR for all the aluminium samples. The mean calculated uncertainty
is different from the uncertainty in the mean AR.
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Figure 5.53: Graph of the standard deviation of the imaged AR for all the titanium
samples.

standard deviation is not dependent on the fatigue level.
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Change in linear velocity measurements with fatigue

In this section, changes in linear velocity measurements with fatigue are inves-

tigated. A comparison between a linear technique and the nonlinear technique

developed in this thesis is of interest, having observed a relatively small change in

the nonlinear measurement with fatigue. Other workers [1–3] have demonstrated

the relative insensitivity of linear ultrasonic techniques to an increase in fatigue.

In this case the comparative sensitivity may be different. As a correlation between

the linear velocity and AR has been observed (see section 5.6.1) the linear velocity

measurement could potentially also be sensitive to an increase in fatigue. Data

collected in the process of acquiring the measurements of AR is used to make lin-

ear measurements. The SRAS technique is applied to the reference probe SAW to

produce a linear velocity measurement. The mean velocity for each imaged area is

calculated.

Aluminium No repeatable trend is found between the mean linear velocity and

the increase in fatigue for the aluminium samples (see figure 5.54). Some samples

show an increase in mean velocity with fatigue (Aluminium 12). Other samples

show a decrease in mean velocity with fatigue (Aluminium 05, Aluminium 02).

Therefore monitoring the development of fatigue using this technique would be

complicated, if not practically impossible.

The largest change in mean velocity is 15ms−1 over the fatigue life of the sample

(Aluminium 02). The mean velocity of this sample at 0% fatigue life is 2920ms−1.

The fractional change in the mean velocity with an increase in fatigue is 0.5% for

this sample. The smallest fractional change in the mean AR with fatigue is 9%.

Further comparisons between the linear velocity measurement and the measure-

ment of AR are discussed in section 5.7.4.
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Figure 5.54: Graph of the mean linear velocity of each imaged area for all the
aluminium samples against fatigue life.

Titanium Each of the titanium samples has a distinct mean linear velocity (see

figure 5.55). An overall decrease in the mean velocity is observed for both samples

with an increase in fatigue level. The largest change observed in the mean velocity

is 18ms−1 over the fatigue life of the sample (Titanium 03). The mean velocity

of this sample at 0% fatigue life is 3000ms−1. The fractional change in the mean

velocity with an increase in fatigue is 0.6%.
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Figure 5.55: Graph of the mean linear velocity of each imaged area against fatigue
life for all the titanium samples.
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Localised changes in the acoustoelastic coefficient (AR) with fatigue

In section 5.7.2 it is found that different regions in the imaged AR of the aluminium

samples change in different ways with an increase in fatigue life (on Aluminium 09

the AR in a region is found to increase). The titanium samples did not show this

variation and so are not investigated.

In this section, the variation in the imaged AR of different regions with an

increase in fatigue is investigated. The imaged AR at 0% fatigue life for each

aluminium sample is spatially low passed filtered to remove the effects of noise.

This filtered image is divided into three sub-regions defined by the value of AR in

each region, for every sample. The lower bound region is defined as having an AR

less than one standard deviation below the mean value of AR. The upper bound

region is defined as having an AR greater than one standard deviation above the

mean value of AR. The middle bound region includes those points with an AR in

between the other two regions. An example for sample Aluminium 09 is shown in

figure 5.56.

These regions are fixed and the mean value of AR of each is found at the various

fatigue increments that the sample experiences. The mean value of AR in each

region is plotted against the fatigue life (see figure 5.57). A first order polynomial

is fitted to the mean data for each region. The gradient of the fit relates to the

rate of change in AR of the region, with an increase in fatigue.

Figure 5.58 shows the gradients of the mean AR against fatigue life for the

upper and lower bound regions of each sample. The upper bound regions have a

larger gradient than the lower bound regions. This shows that regions which start

off with a smaller AR increase more rapidly with fatigue than those areas that

start with a larger AR. For some of the samples (Aluminium 07, 10 and 11) the

upper bound regions have a positive gradient indicating that AR for these areas is
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Figure 5.56: Images demonstrating how each of the AR (×10−6 MPa−1) scan areas
is divided into regions of similar AR which are tracked throughout the fatigue life
of the sample.

reducing.
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through the fatigue life of the sample. The lower bound region values are repre-
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with point up (4).
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Figure 5.58: Graph of the value of the gradient of the lower (blue triangle point
down, 5) and upper bound (green triangle point up, 4) regions mean AR against
fatigue life, for each sample. Note that the gradient of the lower bound is always
smaller than that of the upper bound regions.
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5.7.4 Discussion of observed changes in the acoustoelastic

coefficient with fatigue

This section discusses the implications of the observed change in AR with material

structure and fatigue.

Variation in the mean acoustoelastic coefficient (AR) at 0% fatigue life

Samples made from the same material show a variation in the mean value of AR

at 0% fatigue life. The mean AR of samples at 0% fatigue life varies by 2.4×10−6

MPa−1 for aluminium and 1 ×10−6 MPa−1 for titanium.

As the samples are produced and handled in a similar way, the variation in

AR between them is unlikely to be caused by residual stress or fatigue. The mi-

crostructure is shown to have a large affect on AR (see section 5.6). The variation

in the mean value of AR between samples at the 0% fatigue life can be attributed

to the variation in microstructure between imaged areas.

In aluminium the observed change in AR with an increase in fatigue is between

9-30% of the 0% fatigue life coefficients. The mean value of AR for aluminium sam-

ples at 0% fatigue life varies by 14%. So the variation caused by the microstructure

is of the same order as the variation due to fatigue. The implication of this is that

in order to differentiate between the variation in AR due to microsturcture and

the variation caused by fatigue, AR of the imaged area must be known prior to

fatiguing.

Relatively small change in acoustoelastic coefficient (AR) with fatigue

A change of between 9-30% is observed in the mean value of AR with an increase

in fatigue on the aluminium samples. A similar change of 27% is observed on the

titanium samples. Other workers [2,3,5,6,10–23] have reported changes of 100% or
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more in the nonlinear ultrasonic response of a sample over the course of its fatigue

life. Below a few potential reasons for this difference are discussed.

The imaged AR is found to vary by different amounts at different locations with

an increase in fatigue. In some regions the value of AR is found to increase. The

mean value of AR decrease with fatigue, an area with an increasing value of AR

goes against this trend and so reduces the decrease observed in the mean. Other

measurement techniques collect data over larger regions and so may not be affected

as much by these regions.

In this work, samples are not fatigued to the end of their fatigue life. So there

is some uncertainty in the level of fatigue they have experienced. This uncertainty

is 13% for titanium and 12% for aluminium over the fatigue life (see section 4.5.3).

It is possible that the samples are scanned at fatigue levels below those assumed,

resulting in a smaller change than expected in AR. However, some samples did

reach sufficient fatigue levels, even with the uncertainty, to ensure that changes in

AR should be larger than those observed.

Microstructure has been found to alter the AR of a material by up to 400% (see

section 5.6.1). The large changes in the nonlinear ultrasonic response observed by

other authors could be, in part, due to errors in the re-registration, as opposed

to an increase in fatigue. The scale and impact of the re-registration errors is

dependent on the size of the microstructure and the variation of the nonlinear

response with changes in the microstructure.

Monotonic fatigue relationship

For some samples (Aluminium 05, 10, 11) the relationship between an increase in

the fatigue and the change in AR is not monotonic. In these cases the mean value

of AR is seen to decrease initially with fatigue before increasing. It is assumed that
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on these samples the mean value of AR would continue to decrease with further

fatigue. This complex relationship would make the prediction of the fatigue life

using AR difficult. Similar trends on different materials have been observed by

other workers [66, 67]. It has been suggested by other workers [10, 66, 67] that

the cause of this complex relationship is the formation of dislocation networks

causing localised variation in the nonlinear response of the material. This would

also explain regions where there is an increase in the value of AR, such as the one

observed on Aluminium 09.

Sensitivity of linear compared to nonlinear techniques

Other workers [1–3] have shown that nonlinear ultrasonic techniques are more

sensitive to changes due to fatigue than linear techniques. As the change in AR

with fatigue is smaller than that reported by other workers it is important to

discuss if the nonlinear technique developed in this work is more sensitive than a

comparative linear technique.

A change of between 9-30% is observed in the mean value of AR with an increase

in fatigue on the aluminium samples. The linear mean velocity measurement varies

by a maximum of 0.5% with an increase in fatigue. The change in AR is on aver-

age 16 times greater than the largest change in the mean linear velocity. However

the uncertainty in the linear velocity data is significantly lower than the uncer-

tainty in AR. Taken in isolation this suggests taking linear velocity measurements

maybe preferential. The uncertainty in the linear velocity measurements is 0.017%

(0.5ms−1). The uncertainty in AR is 0.3%. To select the optimum technique a

figure of merit (Ω) is defined as:

Ω =
∆fatigue

δmeas
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where ∆fatigue is the change in the measurement due to fatigue and δmeas is the

uncertainty in the measurement. The figure of merit for AR is on average 53. The

figure of merit for the largest change in the linear velocity is 29. In this case the

acousotelastic technique is therefore more sensitive to changes, due to fatigue, than

the linear velocity measurement, even with the associated increase in uncertainty.

The change in AR is also more predictable than the change in the mean velocity.

The mean value of AR generally decreases (|AR| shows a increase) with an increase

in fatigue, whilst the mean velocity is seen to increase and decrease with an increase

in fatigue.

5.8 Summary

In this chapter the results from a variety of measurements of AR, investigating dif-

ferent features were reported. These results were presented in order of complexity

to aid the narrative. The first results presented was a single point measurement

of AR on fused silica, a coefficient of 27.7±0.5 ×10−6 MPa−1 was found. Subse-

quently AR from the two wave co-propagation technique developed in this work

was compared to AR from a static strain configuration on aluminium (see section

5.3). Using the static strain method an measurement of AR of -17.6 ± 1.7 ×10−6

MPa−1 was observed. Using the two wave co-propagation technique an measure-

ment of AR of -16.70 ± 0.5 ×10−6 MPa−1 was observed. The similarity between

the two techniques demonstrates a good level of confidence in the co-propagation

technique (see section 5.4). The measurement of AR of several different materials

including fused silica, aluminium and titanium was made. Fused silica was found

to have a coefficient of 27.7 ± 0.5 ×10−6 MPa−1, aluminium has a coefficient of

-16.7 ± 0.4 ×10−6 MPa−1 and titanium has a coefficient of -3.8 ± 0.2×10−6 MPa−1.
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Experiments conducted on polycrystalline materials found variation in AR of

samples beyond that expected due to uncertainty in the measurement. This varia-

tion was found to be spatially repeatable. This led to the development of an area

scanning technique that allows the measurement of the variation in AR over the

surface of a sample. The technique was described in section 4.4. Images of AR

were reported for the first time in the literature (see section 5.5). Variation in AR

was found to be independent of the variation in signal to noise ratio of the probe

SAW and the induced stress field. Good repeatability was shown between imaged

areas (see section 5.5.2) on the same location of a sample. A correlation coefficient

between repeat images of 0.55 was found even when low stress levels are recorded,

despite high levels of noise on one image. With high levels of stress a correlation

coefficient of 0.87 was found.

The variation in the acoustoelastic parameter over the microstructure was in-

vestigated (see section 5.6). By using an aluminium sample with a microstructure

of comparable size to the resolution of the measurement of AR it was shown that

there is a correlation between the underlying microstructure and AR. If the tri-

angular interaction region of the probe and pump SAWs is taken into account the

correlation coefficient reaches -0.70. The relationship between AR and the crystal

orientation of the grains that make up the microstructure of a material was inves-

tigated. A change was observed in AR from -24×10−6 MPa−1 to -34×10−6 MPa−1

over the area of a single grain with a change in propagation direction.

The imaging technique was used to monitor the variation in AR of samples as

they are fatigued (see section 5.7). Two types of materials were investigated, tita-

nium Ti-6Al-4V and aluminium 2024-T351. Twelve aluminium and two titanium

samples were investigated. Several aluminium samples were left at intermediate

fatigue levels (20-80%) in order to be tested in future by complementary testing
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techniques. Several analysis techniques were employed to the data generated so

as to determine possible trends. The aluminium samples showed a general de-

crease in the value of the mean AR with an increase in fatigue, in other words,

an increase in the modulus of AR with an increase in fatigue, because the AR is

negative for aluminium. This decrease is in the range of 9 to 30% at higher fa-

tigue levels. The observed decrease is small compared to changes reported by other

workers [2, 3, 5, 6, 10–23]. Some samples (aluminium 05, 10 and 11) developed a

trend of initially decreasing the mean value of AR with fatigue and then marginally

increasing at the mid-life point. The standard deviation of AR was found to in-

crease with fatigue above a level of 60%. By monitoring specific regions based

on the value of the 0% fatigue life AR, it was found that regions starting with a

smaller AR increase more rapidly with fatigue than areas that start with a larger

AR. Comparative linear velocity measurements see a maximum fractional change

of 0.5% with no set trend.

Titanium is a difficult material on which to take measurements of AR. For

one of the samples, the 0% fatigue life results are questionable. The general trend

for both titanium samples indicates that the value of the mean AR decreases with

an increase in fatigue, in other words, an increase in the modulus of AR with an

increase in fatigue, because the AR is negative for titanium. The fractional decrease

in AR over a 80% fatigue life is found to be 27%. The standard deviation of AR for

both titanium samples varies by little throughout the fatigue lives of the samples.

The confidence in the measured errors for the variables used in calculating AR

is high. The change observed in AR with an increase in fatigue is larger than the

derived error in AR. This implies that the observed change in AR due to fatigue

is genuine. However this change is small compared to results presented by other

workers [2, 3, 5, 6, 10–23] and so easily obscured.



Chapter 6

Further work

6.1 Introduction

In this work a technique for imaging the acoustoelastic coefficient (AR) across a

sample surface has been developed. This technique has been used to investigate

material microstructure and the fatigue process. As part of this work a relationship

between the acoustoelastic coefficient of a material and the underlying microstruc-

ture is observed. A change in the acoustoelastic coefficient of aluminium and

titanium samples with fatigue is also observed. This chapter discusses areas where

it would be interesting to carry out further work around these observed features

and the potential developments for the technique.

6.2 Variation of acoustoelastic coefficient (AR)

with microstructure

A correlation between the variation in AR of a material and the underlying mi-

crostructure has been observed. The relationship between AR and crystal orienta-

210
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tion needs to be quantified. There are several ways in which this can be achieved,

for instance:

The plane of the grain that the acoustoelastic coefficient is found to vary with

propagation direction on (see section 5.6.2) could be found. If the plane is known

the acoustoelastic coefficient can be related to the orientation of the crystal. The

plane of the grain can be found by fitting the variation in the linear velocity of a

ultrasonic wave with propagation direction to modelled data [127]. This work is

ongoing.

Alternatively the AR of a known orientation single crystal sample could be

measured. This work has been started and has generated anomalous results. To

perform the acoustoelastic measurement using this instrument requires a sample

with a minimum diameter of 25 mm. To ensure the propagation of Rayleigh

waves at the pump wave frequency a minimum sample thickness is required. An

aluminium single crystal sample with sufficient dimensions has been acquired (at

great expense). Acoustoelastic measurements on this sample have produced results

that are different from measurements on samples investigated in chapter 5 (see

figure 6.1).

In figure 6.1 the modulation in the fractional velocity change is observed on

a piece of aluminium of the same dimensions as the single crystal (red circle, ◦).

The fractional velocity change for the single crystal can also be seen (blue cross,

+). The modulation of the fractional velocity change for the single crystal sample

follows the packet of the pump wave rather than the pump wave displacement. The

response remains constant with variation in orientation of the single crystal. The

cause of this modulation is not know and deserves further investigation beyond the

scope of this work. The confidence in the sample being a solid single crystal is low.
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Figure 6.1: Plot of the fractional velocity shift modulation for the single crystal
aluminium sample (blue crossed line, −+) and the standard heterogeneous alu-
minium sample (red circled line, −◦)

6.3 Non-monotonic variation in acoustoelastic co-

efficient (AR) with fatigue

In the majority of the literature [2, 3, 5, 6, 10–23, 128] a monotonic relationship

between the nonlinear ultrasonic response and the level of fatigue a sample has

experienced is reported. A more complicated non-monotonic relationship between

the nonlinear ultrasonic response and increase in fatigue of the sample has been

reported in other parts of the literature [66,67].

The results from this work show both monotonic and non-monotonic changes

in AR with an increase in fatigue. The confidence in the measured changes in

AR with fatigue is high (see section 5.7.3). The microstructure on each sample

investigated is different. It has been shown that the AR of a material is correlated

to the underlying microstructure. It is also found that the AR of different locations
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change by different amounts with fatigue. This affects the change in the mean value

of AR with fatigue.

An explanation for the variability in the change of AR with fatigue is the vari-

ation of the fatiguing process within the material at the microstructural level. Lo-

calised effects of the microstructure on the fatigue process deserves further study,

for instance: localised changes in in AR with fatigue could be investigated using

transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Using TEM, an image of the local dislo-

cations can be produced, and these dislocations can then be related to the change

in AR observed. This process would require the destruction of the samples.

6.4 Redesign of fatigue samples to optimise com-

plementary testing

X-ray diffraction was planned to be used as a complementary technique to monitor

the residual stress associated with fatigue on samples scanned using the AR method

developed in this work. The microstructure of the aluminium samples was of

sufficiently small scale to randomly affect the diffraction pattern of the X-rays and

so the measurement of the residual stress caused by the fatigue process could not be

determined. Further investigations could include a new series of samples that have

been fatigued and have a microstructure which is large. The larger microstructure

would allow the X-ray diffraction technique to monitor the residual stress in the

sample. This could be compared with AR.
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6.5 Development of new techniques to monitor

the acoustoelastic coefficient

The uncertainty in the acoustoelastic coefficient measured using the technique

developed in this thesis is small (see section 4.3.3). Improving the certainty and so

the quality of the measurement would be costly and difficult. A better approach

may be to develop different techniques to monitor changes in the higher-order

elastic constants.

For instance using larger stress fields would produce greater velocity changes,

which could be detected using other processing technique such as SRAS. Using

larger stresses would also reduce the effect of the variation in temperature of the

velocity.

The third-order elastic constants are temperature dependent [129]. By induc-

ing a temperature change and monitoring a propagating ultrasonic wave, further

insight in to the third-order elastic constants maybe gained. This may give more

information about the process effecting the higher order elastic constants.

The linear ultrasonic techniques used in this work are proportionally less sensi-

tive to changes in fatigue than the nonlinear technique developed. However linear

measurements can be obtained with a higher level of accuracy than nonlinear mea-

surements. Further study could investigate if linear techniques can be improved

in terms of accuracy, to reliably monitor the comparatively small change in linear

properties due to fatigue.
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6.6 Application of developed technique to alter-

nate problems

In this work it has been observed that AR is sensitive to the effects of fatigue

damage. Other mechanisms have been explored using similar nonlinear techniques.

A relationship between creep damage and the nonlinear ultrasonic response has

been found [130–132]. Residual stresses have also been monitored using nonlinear

ultrasonic techniques by other workers [133]. The investigation of other mechanical

processes such as residual stress and creep, using the technique developed in this

work, could potentially provide a wider application for this technique.



Chapter 7

Conclusion

The aims of the work described in this thesis were:

• Develop an instrument and procedure for the monitoring of the nonlinear

ultrasonic response of a material.

• Develop a technique to image the nonlinear ultrasonic response over the

surface of a material.

• Investigate the effects of microstructure and fatigue on the nonlinear ultra-

sonic response of aerospace materials.

In chapter 2 the importance of being able to monitor the fatigue process in

materials is described. Other material features, such as microstructure, affect the

formation of fatigue and so are also discussed. Nonlinear ultrasonic techniques

have been found by other workers to be sensitive to the formation of fatigue. This

thesis has presented the development of instrumentation and a procedure capable

of making highly accurate nonlinear acoustoelastic measurements. This technique

has been used to acquire images of the acoustoelastic coefficient for Rayleigh waves

(AR) across a sample surface. These are the first images of the acoustoelastic

216
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coefficient (AR) ever taken using this technique. This imaging technique was used

to investigate the effects of microstructure and fatigue on AR. The next sections

summarises the content and discusses the impact of the work carried out in the

chapters that outline the instrument, procedure and experimental results produced

for the measurement of AR.

7.1 Instrumentation

In chapter 3 the instrumentation that makes up the system was described in de-

tail. The system used laser ultrasound techniques to generate the probe SAW (see

section 3.3.2) and to detect both the pump and probe SAWs (see section 3.4).

The pump SAW was generated using a piezoelectric transducer. A combination of

a temperature control chamber and a differential acquisition technique improved

the measurement of a change in ultrasonic velocity (see section 3.7). This sys-

tem allows highly accurate and high resolution acoustoelastic measurements to be

made.

7.2 Methods

In chapter 4 the measurement method and uncertainty in the measurements are

discussed. The procedure to measure AR is discussed in section 4.2. A relationship

between the uncertainty in the variables used to find the fractional velocity change

and the single shot signal to noise ratio of the probe SAW is demonstrated (see

section 4.3.2). The uncertainty in each of the variables that contribute to the

measurement of AR is assessed (see section 4.3.3), the major sources of uncertainty

come from the measurement of the displacement (70.9% of the uncertainty in the

stress) and ∆t (99.9% of the uncertainty in the fractional velocity change). Work
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conducted in section 4.3.2 allows a high level of confidence in the uncertainty in the

measurement of AR, this is vital for assessing changes observed in AR in chapter

5.

A procedure was developed to allow the imaging of AR over the sample surface

(see section 4.4). This was achieved by speeding up the procedure to measure AR.

The design of an experiment to investigate the effect of fatigue on the imaged AR

was presented in section 4.5. A strain controlled four-point bending jig was used to

induce low cycle fatigue in the samples. A 4×4mm2 area located at the centre of

each sample was scanned at different levels of fatigue. Two types of materials were

investigated, titanium Ti-6Al-4V and aluminium 2024-T351. Twelve aluminium

and two titanium samples were investigated.

7.3 Experimental results

In chapter 5 experimental results were presented in the order of complexity of

each measurement. The first result presented (see section 5.2) was a single point

acoustoelastic measurement on fused silica giving a response of 27.5 ± 0.5×10−6

MPa−1. The AR from the two wave co-propagation technique was compared to

AR from a static strain technique on aluminium (see section 5.3). Using the static

strain method an acoustoelastic measaurement of -17.6 ± 1.7 ×10−6 MPa−1 was

observed. Using the two wave co-propagation technique on a different aluminium

sample (due to size constraints) an acoustoelastic measurement of -16.7 ± 0.5

×10−6 MPa−1 was observed. The similarity between the two techniques demon-

strates a good level of accuracy of the two wave co-propagation acoustoelastic

technique. The AR of several different materials including fused silica, aluminium

and titanium were measured (see section 5.4). Fused silica was found to have
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a response of 27.7±0.5 ×106 MPa−1, aluminium was found to have a response

of -16.7± 0.4 ×106 MPa−1 and titanium was found to have a response of -3.8±

0.2×10−6 MPa−1. This demonstrates the AR of different materials is different and

that the procedure and instrument developed in this work is sensitive to this.

In chapter 5 the imaging technique was used to investigate the spatial varia-

tion of the acoustoleastic response. The images of AR were found to be highly

repeatable (see figure 5.7). Using an aluminium sample with a microstructure of

comparable size to the resolution of the acoustoelastic measurement it was shown

that there is a correlation between the underlying microstructure and the imaged

AR. If the triangular interaction region of the pump and probe SAW was taken

into account the Pearsons product-moment correlation coefficient reaches -0.70 (1

or -1 being a perfect correlation, see figure 5.18). The relationship between AR and

the crystal orientation of the grains that make up the microstructure of a material

was also investigated. A change was observed in AR from -24×10−6 MPa−1 to

-34×10−6 MPa−1 over the area of a single grain, due purely to a change in prop-

agation direction (see figure 5.22). The relationship between microstructure and

AR appears genuine. Further work is required to quantify this relationship.

The results from the fatigue experiments were presented at the end of chapter

5 (see section 5.7). The aluminium samples showed a general decrease in the mean

value of AR with an increase in fatigue, in other words, an increase in the modulus

of AR with an increase in fatigue, because the AR is negative for aluminium.

Uncertainty in AR was found to be in the region of 0.2-2.5×10−6 MPa−1 dependent

on the signal to noise ratio of the probe SAW and the stress induced by the pump

SAW. At higher fatigue levels the decrease in the mean value of AR was in the

range of 9 - 30% (see figure 5.48). The observed decrease was small compared to

changes reported in the literature [2, 3, 5, 6, 10–23]. The standard deviation of AR
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was found to increase with fatigue life above a level of 60% (see figure 5.51). By

monitoring specific regions based on the value of AR at 0% fatigue life it was found

that regions starting with a smaller AR increase more rapidly with fatigue than

areas that start with a larger AR. Comparative linear velocity measurements saw

a maximum change of 0.5% with no set trend (see figure 5.54).

The general trend for both of the titanium samples indicates that the mean

value of AR decreases with an increase in fatigue, in other words, an increase in the

modulus of AR with an increase in fatigue, because the AR is negative for titanium.

The fractional decrease in AR over an 80% fatigue life was found to be 27% (see

figure 5.50). The standard deviation of AR for both titanium samples varies little

throughout the fatigue life of the samples (see figure 5.53). Comparative linear

velocity measurements on titanium saw a maximum change of 0.6% with no set

trend (see figure 5.55).

In chapter 5 (see section 5.7.4) the implications of the results found in this

work with respect to fatigue were discussed. The implication of the correlation

between AR and the microstructure is that all repeat measurements of AR must be

re-registered to a level of accuracy of the same order as the size of microstructure,

which was accomplished here by using the SRAS technique. The variation in the

acoustelastic response at 0% fatigue life means that when investigating the fatigue

process using AR, AR must be known prior to fatiguing. Different regions in the

imaged AR were found to change by different amounts with an increase in fatigue.

The variation between these regions was attributed to microstructural differences.

This variation contributes to a non-monotonic relationship between fatigue and

AR. Further work needs to be completed to investigate the complex relationship

between fatigue and AR, before this technique can be used to monitor the fatigue

process.
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A summary of the achievements of this work includes:

• Development of a new system capable of making highly accurate acoustoe-

lastic measurements (chapter 3).

• Rigorous analysis of the uncertainties and errors in the measurement of the

acoustoelastic coefficient (section 4.3).

• Good comparison between the two wave co-propagation and the static strain

acoustoelastic measurement (figure 5.3).

• Measurement of the acoustoelastic coefficient of three different materials (fig-

ure 5.4).

• The development of the procedure to increase the measurement speed by a

factor of 60 to allow imaging of the acoustoelastic coefficient (section 4.4).

• Production of a repeatable acoustoelastic image with a spatial resolution of

1 by 3 mm (figure 5.9).

• Demonstration of the correlation between the acousotelastic response of a

material and the microstructure (figure 5.18).

• Investigation of the relationship between the acoustoelastic coefficient of two

aerospace materials (aluminium and titanium) and the fatigue process (sec-

tion 5.7).

The work conducted in this thesis has led to the development of an instrument

and procedure that is capable of imaging the acoustoelastic coefficient across a

sample surface. This imaging technique has been used to investigate the effect of

microstructure and fatigue on the acoustoelastic coefficient.



Appendix A

Calibration of knife-edge detector

The initial SAW wave can be described by the following equation moving in the

x-direction (into the depth of the material in the z-direction)

Figure A.1: Diagram demonstrating the knife-edge detection scheme. As a SAW
propagates under the imaged spot of the detector it causes a displacement (δBEAM)
in the lateral position of the spot. Photo-diodes can be placed at either position
(1) or (2), though there is 180◦ phase change.

z = ASAW sin kx− ωt
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The gradient of the propagating saw wave gives us

dz

dx
= kASAW cos kx− ωt

The angle of the slope of the surface can be written as

θSAW = tan−1 (kASAW cos kx− ωt)

From geometric optics the relationship between the surface angle and the change

in the reflected angle of the beam is

θBEAM = 2θSAW = 2 tan−1 (kASAW cos kx− ωt)

The angular deviation corresponds to a lateral displacement δBEAM after the col-

lection lens that is related to the focal length F by the relationship

δBEAM = F tan θBEAM = F tan
(
2 tan−1 (kASAW cos kx− ωt)

)
As θSAW is small the small angle approximation can be used, so

δBEAM = 2F (kASAW cos kx− ωt)

The largest displacement of this beam then is

δBEAM = 2FkASAW

The change in current from a photo diode is related to the quantum efficiency
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Figure A.2: Diagram of shift in reflected light falling on photo-diodes, the shaded
area represents the change in area illuminated on photo-diode.

Qε by the equation

δi = Qε

∫ ∫ r

−r
E(x,y)dydx

where E(x,y) is the illumination of the photo-diode. This equation can be simplified

as δx is relatively small compared to δy and so the change in area can be though

of as a rectangle with size δx by δy. Where δx = δBEAM .

δi = QεEline2kASAWF

Eline =

∫ r

−r
Eydy

Ey =
P

πr2

δi =
4QεPkASAWF

πr

where NA = r/F and k = 2π
λSAW

δi =
8PQεASAW
λSAWNA
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The ac output from the knife-edge electronics is proportional to the induced

current calculated above. As this current propagates through the electronics of the

knife-edge a potential difference Vac occurs that is proportional to the impedance

of the circuit which is related to the impedance of the primary coil ZP . In the

primary winding the change in current is double (due to the two arms), hence the

VP is twice Vac. The induced voltage in the secondary winding is half that of that

in the primary due to the difference in number of windings.

VS = δiZP

The optical power falling on the photo-diodes (P) is related to the VDC output

from the knife edge. Where:

VDC = G+amp(IDCZDC) = G+amp(QεZDCP )

in this case G+amp is the gain of the summing amplifier and ZDC is the impedance

of the knife-edge detector. The final output of the knife-edge and the amplification

chain after to the scope is:

Vscope = VSGMAVGAMP = δiZPGMAVGAMP

Where GMAV is the gain of the monolithic MAV-11 amplifier and GAMP is the gain

of the amplifier chain and filters. The output of the voltage to the scope is related

to the amplitude of the saw by:

Vscope =
GMAVGAMP8ASAWVDCZP

λSAWNAZDCG+amp
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Rearranging this gives:

ASAW =
λSAWNAZDCG+amp

8GMAVGAMPZP

Vscope
VDC

ASAW = Ccal
Vscope
VDC
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Stress calculation from

displacement due to SAW

The stress can be calculated from the out of plane displacement following the

description in Viktorov’s book Rayleigh and Lamb Waves [119]. The particle dis-

placement in the z-direction (out of plane, see figure B.1) is described by:

Uz =
∂ϕ

∂z
+
∂ψ

∂x

where ϕ is the scalar potential of displacements and ψ is the vector potential of

displacement. Suggested solutions are:

ϕ = −A expi(kx−ωt)−qz (B.1a)

ψ = iA
2kq

k2 + s2
expi(kx−ωt)−sz (B.1b)
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X

Z

Figure B.1: Diagram of conventions of labelling for sample with a surface wave
propagating through it where the half space of the medium is effectively infinite in
thickness

where

q2 = k2 + k2
l , s2 = k2 + k2

s

kl = ω

√
ρ

λ+ 2µ
, ks = ω

√
ρ

µ

λ =
G(E − 2G)

(3G− E)

and k is the wave number, kl is the longitudinal wave number, ks is the shear wave

number, µ & λ are the làme constants, ρ is the density, G (µ) is the shear modulus

and E is the Young’s modulus. From these solutions

∂ϕ

∂z
= Aq expi(kx−ωt)−qz

∂ψ

∂x
= −kA 2kq

k2 + s2
expi(kx−ωt)−sz

Uz = Aq

(
exp−qz − 2k2

k2 + s2
exp−sz

)
cos kx− ωt
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For the measured displacement (z=0)

U0 = Aq

(
1− 2k2

k2 + s2

)
(B.2)

A =
U0

q
(
1− 2k2

k2+s2

) (B.3)

The stress in a propagating Rayleigh wave can be described by three principal

components:

σxx = λ

(
∂2ϕ

∂x2
+
∂2ϕ

∂z2

)
+ 2µ

(
∂2ϕ

∂x2
− ∂2ψ

∂x∂z

)
(B.4a)

σzz = λ

(
∂2ϕ

∂x2
+
∂2ϕ

∂z2

)
+ 2µ

(
∂2ϕ

∂z2
+

∂2ψ

∂x∂z

)
(B.4b)

σxz = µ

(
2
∂2ϕ

∂x∂z
+
∂2ψ

∂x2
− ∂2ψ

∂z2

)
(B.4c)

The solution for σxx takes the form:

σxx = Aλ
(
k2 − q2

)
exp−qz +2µAk2

(
exp−qz −

(
2sq

k2 + s2

)
exp−sz

)
cos kx− ωt

Using the assumption z=0 (at the surface) and taking the instantaneous displace-

ment, the solution takes the form

σxx|z=0 = A

(
λ
(
k2 − q2

)
+ 2µk2

(
1− 2sq

k2 + s2

))

Re-describing A in terms of displacement from equation B.3:

σxx|z=0 = U0

[
λ (k2 − q2) + 2µk2

(
1− 2sq

k2+s2

)
q
(
1− 2k

k2+s2

) ]
(B.5)

Equation (B.5) provides a link between the displacement (U0) and the stress ex-

perienced by the probe wave (σxx|z=0).
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Calculation of uncertainty in

stress

The partial differentials of σxx |z=0 are:

∂σxx|z=0

∂A
=

(
λ
(
k2 − q2

)
+ 2µk2

(
1− 2sq

k2 + s2

))
,

∂σxx|z=0

∂λ
= A

(
k2 − q2

)
∂σxx|z=0

∂k
= 2kA

(
λ+ 2G

(
1− 2qs3

(k2 + s2)2

))
,

∂σxx|z=0

∂q
= −2A

(
λq − 2Gsk2

k2 + s2

)
∂σxx|z=0

∂G
= 2Ak2

(
1− 2qs

k2 + s2

)
,

∂σxx|z=0

∂s
= 4GqAk2

(
k2 − s2

k2 + s2

)

The uncertainty in each of the factors are:

δA =

√(
δU0

∂A

∂U0

)2

+

(
δq
∂A

∂q

)2

+

(
δs
∂A

∂s

)2

+

(
δk
∂A

∂k

)2

δs =

√(
δk
∂s

∂k

)2

+

(
δkt

∂s

∂kt

)2

δq =

√(
δk
∂q

∂k

)2

+

(
δkl

∂q

∂kl

)2

Calculating the uncertainty in λ is complexed as it is related to the Young’s and

230
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shear modulus (E,G) which are dependent. This dependence is accounted for when

calculating the uncertainty in λ by the use of a covariance term (coveg), in this case

equal to the Poisson’s ratio:

δλ =

√(
δE

∂λ

∂E

)2

+

(
δG

∂λ

∂G

)2

+ 2
∂λ

∂E

∂λ

∂G
covEG

The partial derivatives for A are:

∂A

∂U0

=
1

q
(
1− 2k2

k2+s2

) , ∂A

∂q
=

−U0

q2
(
1− 2k2

k2+s2

)
∂A

∂k
=

U0

(
4qks2

(k2+s2)2

)
q2
(
1− 2k2

k2+s2

)2 ,
∂A

∂s
=

U0

(
4qsk2

(k2+s2)2

)
q2
(
1− 2k2

k2+s2

)2

The partial derivatives for s and q are:

∂s

∂k
=
k

s
,

∂q

∂k
=
k

q

∂s

∂ks
=
−ks
s
,

∂q

∂kl
=
−kl
q

The partial derivatives for λ are:

∂λ

∂E
=

G2

(3G− E)2 ,
∂λ

∂G
=

(−6G+ 4EG− E2)

(3G− E)2
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Finally the uncertainty in the wave numbers are given by:

δk =

√(
−δvel × ω

vel2

)2

+

(
δω

vel

)2

δks =

√(
δω
∂ks
∂ω

)2

+

(
δρ
∂ks
∂ρ

)2

+

(
δG

∂ks
∂G

)2

δkl =

√(
δω
∂kl
∂ω

)2

+

(
δρ
∂kl
∂ρ

)2

+

(
δλ
∂kl
∂λ

)2

+

(
δG

∂kl
∂G

)2

with the partial differentials for the wave numbers ks and kl being:

∂ks
∂ω

=

√
ρ

G
,

∂ks
∂ρ

=
ω

2G

√
G

ρ
,

∂ks
∂G

=
−ρω
2G2

√
G

ρ

∂kl
∂ω

=

√
ρ

λ+ 2G
,

∂kl
∂ρ

=
ω

2 (λ+ 2G)

√
λ+ 2G

ρ

∂kl
∂λ

=
ωρ

2 (λ+ 2G)2

√
λ+ 2G

ρ
,
∂kl
∂G

=
−ρω

(λ+ 2G)2

√
λ+ 2G

ρ

By substituting the appropriate uncertainties that were either measured or

assumed as outlined above the uncertainty in the stress field can be determined.
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Further fatigue sample results

D.1 Aluminium 01
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Figure D.1: Graph of aluminium 01 sample (A) squares acoustoelastic nonlinear re-
sponse against fatigue. (B) squares velocity (SRAS) indicating the microstructure
involved in the square.
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Figure D.2: Graph of aluminium 01 samples mean acousoelastic response against
fatigue life.
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Figure D.3: Graph of aluminium 01 samples standard deviation of acousoelastic
response against fatigue life.
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Figure D.4: Graph of the mean of the linear velocity of aluminium 01 sample
against fatigue life.
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D.2 Aluminium 02
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Figure D.5: Graph of the mean of the linear velocity of aluminium 02 sample
against fatigue life.
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Figure D.6: Images of Aluminium 02’s acoustoelasic response (×10−6 MPa−1) scan
area being divided into segments of similar acoustelastic response, these are tracked
throughout the fatigue life of the sample.
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Figure D.7: Plots of mean value of the acoustoelastic response (×10−6 MPa−1) for
sample aluminium 02 for each segment that is tracked through the samples fatigue
life. The upper segment values are represented by 5, the mid segment values are
represented by � and finally the lower bound segments are represented by 4. Each
segment has a trend line (using a 1st order polynomial) fitted in the appropriate
colour.
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D.3 Aluminium 03
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Figure D.8: Graph of aluminium 03 sample (A) squares acoustoelastic nonlinear re-
sponse against fatigue. (B) squares velocity (SRAS) indicating the microstructure
involved in the square.
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Figure D.9: Graph of aluminium 03 samples mean acousoelastic response against
fatigue life.
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Figure D.10: Graph of aluminium 03 samples standard deviation of acousoelastic
response against fatigue life.
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Figure D.11: Graph of the mean of the linear velocity of aluminium 03 sample
against fatigue life.
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Figure D.12: Images of Aluminium 03’s acoustoelasic response (×10−6 MPa−1)
scan area being divided into segments of similar acoustelastic response, these are
tracked throughout the fatigue life of the sample.
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Figure D.13: Plots of mean value of the acoustoelastic response (×10−6 MPa−1) for
sample aluminium 03 for each segment that is tracked through the samples fatigue
life. The upper segment values are represented by 5, the mid segment values are
represented by � and finally the lower bound segments are represented by 4. Each
segment has a trend line (using a 1st order polynomial) fitted in the appropriate
colour.
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D.4 Aluminium 04
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Figure D.14: Graph of aluminium 04 sample (A) squares acoustoelastic nonlinear
response against fatigue. (B) squares velocity (SRAS) indicating the microstruc-
ture involved in the square.
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Figure D.15: Graph of aluminium 04 samples mean acousoelastic response against
fatigue life.
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Figure D.16: Graph of aluminium 04 samples standard deviation of acousoelastic
response against fatigue life.
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Figure D.17: Graph of the mean of the linear velocity of aluminium 04 sample
against fatigue life.
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Figure D.18: Images of Aluminium 04’s acoustoelasic response (×10−6 MPa−1)
scan area being divided into segments of similar acoustelastic response, these are
tracked throughout the fatigue life of the sample.
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Figure D.19: Plots of mean value of the acoustoelastic response (×10−6 MPa−1) for
sample aluminium 04 for each segment that is tracked through the samples fatigue
life. The upper segment values are represented by 5, the mid segment values are
represented by � and finally the lower bound segments are represented by 4. Each
segment has a trend line (using a 1st order polynomial) fitted in the appropriate
colour.
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D.5 Aluminium 05
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Figure D.20: Graph of the mean of the linear velocity of aluminium 05 sample
against fatigue life.
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Figure D.21: Images of Aluminium 05’s acoustoelasic response (×10−6 MPa−1)
scan area being divided into segments of similar acoustelastic response, these are
tracked throughout the fatigue life of the sample.
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Figure D.22: Plots of mean value of the acoustoelastic response (×10−6 MPa−1) for
sample aluminium 05 for each segment that is tracked through the samples fatigue
life. The upper segment values are represented by 5, the mid segment values are
represented by � and finally the lower bound segments are represented by 4. Each
segment has a trend line (using a 1st order polynomial) fitted in the appropriate
colour.
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D.6 Aluminium 06
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Figure D.23: Graph of aluminium 06 sample (A) squares acoustoelastic nonlinear
response against fatigue. (B) squares velocity (SRAS) indicating the microstruc-
ture involved in the square.
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Figure D.24: Graph of aluminium 06 samples mean acousoelastic response against
fatigue life.
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Figure D.25: Graph of aluminium 06 samples standard deviation of acousoelastic
response against fatigue life.
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D.7 Aluminium 07
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Figure D.26: Graph of aluminium 07 sample (A) squares acoustoelastic nonlinear
response against fatigue. (B) squares velocity (SRAS) indicating the microstruc-
ture involved in the square.
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Figure D.27: Graph of aluminium 07 samples mean acousoelastic response against
fatigue life.
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Figure D.28: Graph of aluminium 07 samples standard deviation of acousoelastic
response against fatigue life.
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Figure D.29: Graph of the mean of the linear velocity of aluminium 07 sample
against fatigue life.
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Figure D.30: Images of Aluminium 07’s acoustoelasic response (×10−6 MPa−1)
scan area being divided into segments of similar acoustelastic response, these are
tracked throughout the fatigue life of the sample.
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Figure D.31: Plots of mean value of the acoustoelastic response (×10−6 MPa−1) for
sample aluminium 07 for each segment that is tracked through the samples fatigue
life. The upper segment values are represented by 5, the mid segment values are
represented by � and finally the lower bound segments are represented by 4. Each
segment has a trend line (using a 1st order polynomial) fitted in the appropriate
colour.
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Figure D.32: Graph of aluminium 08 sample (A) squares acoustoelastic nonlinear
response against fatigue. (B) squares velocity (SRAS) indicating the microstruc-
ture involved in the square.
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Figure D.33: Graph of aluminium 08 samples mean acousoelastic response against
fatigue life.
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Figure D.34: Graph of aluminium 08 samples standard deviation of acousoelastic
response against fatigue life.
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Figure D.35: Graph of the mean of the linear velocity of aluminium 08 sample
against fatigue life.
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Figure D.36: Images of Aluminium 08’s acoustoelasic response (×10−6 MPa−1)
scan area being divided into segments of similar acoustelastic response, these are
tracked throughout the fatigue life of the sample.
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Figure D.37: Plots of mean value of the acoustoelastic response (×10−6 MPa−1) for
sample aluminium 08 for each segment that is tracked through the samples fatigue
life. The upper segment values are represented by 5, the mid segment values are
represented by � and finally the lower bound segments are represented by 4. Each
segment has a trend line (using a 1st order polynomial) fitted in the appropriate
colour.
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D.9 Aluminium 09
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Figure D.38: Graph of the mean of the linear velocity of aluminium 09 sample
against fatigue life.
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Figure D.39: Images of Aluminium 09’s acoustoelasic response (×10−6 MPa−1)
scan area being divided into segments of similar acoustelastic response, these are
tracked throughout the fatigue life of the sample.
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D.10 Aluminium 10
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Figure D.40: Graph of aluminium 10 sample (A) squares acoustoelastic nonlinear
response against fatigue. (B) squares velocity (SRAS) indicating the microstruc-
ture involved in the square.
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Figure D.41: Graph of aluminium 10 samples mean acousoelastic response against
fatigue life.
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Figure D.42: Graph of aluminium 10 samples standard deviation of acousoelastic
response against fatigue life.
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Figure D.43: Graph of the mean of the linear velocity of aluminium 10 sample
against fatigue life.
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Figure D.44: Images of Aluminium 10’s acoustoelasic response (×10−6 MPa−1)
scan area being divided into segments of similar acoustelastic response, these are
tracked throughout the fatigue life of the sample.
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Figure D.45: Plots of mean value of the acoustoelastic response (×10−6 MPa−1) for
sample aluminium 10 for each segment that is tracked through the samples fatigue
life. The upper segment values are represented by 5, the mid segment values are
represented by � and finally the lower bound segments are represented by 4. Each
segment has a trend line (using a 1st order polynomial) fitted in the appropriate
colour.
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Figure D.46: Graph of aluminium 11 sample (A) squares acoustoelastic nonlinear
response against fatigue. (B) squares velocity (SRAS) indicating the microstruc-
ture involved in the square.
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Figure D.47: Graph of aluminium 11 samples mean acousoelastic response against
fatigue life.
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Figure D.48: Graph of aluminium 11 samples standard deviation of acousoelastic
response against fatigue life.
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Figure D.49: Graph of the mean of the linear velocity of aluminium 11 sample
against fatigue life.
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Figure D.50: Images of Aluminium 11’s acoustoelasic response (×10−6 MPa−1)
scan area being divided into segments of similar acoustelastic response, these are
tracked throughout the fatigue life of the sample.
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Figure D.51: Plots of mean value of the acoustoelastic response (×10−6 MPa−1) for
sample aluminium 11 for each segment that is tracked through the samples fatigue
life. The upper segment values are represented by 5, the mid segment values are
represented by � and finally the lower bound segments are represented by 4. Each
segment has a trend line (using a 1st order polynomial) fitted in the appropriate
colour.
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D.12 Aluminium 12
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Figure D.52: Graph of the mean of the linear velocity of aluminium 12 sample
against fatigue life.
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Figure D.53: Images of Aluminium 12’s acoustoelasic response (×10−6 MPa−1)
scan area being divided into segments of similar acoustelastic response, these are
tracked throughout the fatigue life of the sample.
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Figure D.54: Plots of mean value of the acoustoelastic response (×10−6 MPa−1) for
sample aluminium 12 for each segment that is tracked through the samples fatigue
life. The upper segment values are represented by 5, the mid segment values are
represented by � and finally the lower bound segments are represented by 4. Each
segment has a trend line (using a 1st order polynomial) fitted in the appropriate
colour.
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